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processes. The thesis includes publications focusing
on legal processes in the justice system and public
procurement processes and preparedness in the
health care, energy, and water services sectors in
Finland. The thesis author applies the pragmatist
paradigm and an abductive reasoning process.
The empirical studies and the publications were
explorative and used qualitative research methods.
Data consisted of semi-structured interviews and
documents, analysed with qualitative analysis
methods such as coding template and general
inductive analysis.
This thesis uses the “public value framework”
originally popularised by Mark Moore to further
the discussion of how to integrate SCM with public
value and societal outcomes. The framework
is intended to focus managerial attention on
the elements (and alignment) of public value,
the authorising environment, and operational
capabilities. For SCM research that intersects with
policy and regulation, the public value framework
provides building blocks that are necessary for the
consideration of societal outcomes such as justice
(for maintaining a social equilibrium in society), civil
preparedness (for resilience at a societal level), and
innovation (for future growth).
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The public sector is under pressure to do more
and better with less. The government and its
agencies cannot solve today’s complex problems
and challenges (including climate change,
pandemics, disasters) alone but need to collaborate
with other actors to achieve desired value outcomes
for society.
Supply chains have been argued to exist
everywhere, whether they are managed or not.
In recent years, mainstream journals in operations
management (OM) and supply chain management
(SCM) have shown an increased interest in
publishing research on supply chains and the
public and non-profit sectors and spheres. Such
topics include research in which organisations
such as government agencies, NGOs, and social
enterprises, with main motivations other than profit
maximisation, are viewed as managers of their own
supply networks. However, relatively little research
has addressed the intersection of supply chains
and government through policies, regulation and
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performance.
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PREFACE
Getting a PhD, and doing all the work required for it, is a multifaceted
experience: mind-blowing, international, challenging, and (sometimes)
depressing. I have enjoyed meeting people, discussing theories and
ideas, learning new things, and travelling abroad, but I have also at
times found myself frustrated, discouraged and in doubt of the choices
I have made. It took me some time to get to the finish line, but I am
now looking forward to continuing this journey in academia. There is
a bunch of people and institutions who deserve my acknowledgement.
First, there is one person without whom I might not have made it to this
point: my thesis supervisor Ana Lúcia Martins. I am forever grateful
for your guidance in the research, for the time and effort you have put
into reading and constructively commenting on my work, and for your
kindness and encouragement. This journey has not been easy, and
when life (and a pandemic) happened, you were there to support me
also on a more personal level. I cannot with words express how happy I
am that you accepted to be my supervisor in the first place!
Secondly, I would like to thank my degree supervisors Gyöngyi Kovács
(during the first years of my studies) and David Grant (towards the end),
who have both used “sticks, carrots and sermons” to get me through
the process. Thank you, Gyöngyi, also for guiding me in my previous
degree studies and in the research project and for being available when
life and work seemed a bit overwhelming for different reasons.
I wish to thank the pre-examiners, Professor Jan Stentoft and Professor
Madeleine Pullman, for their insightful and challenging comments
and questions, which guided me in improving this thesis. I extend my
gratitude also to Amin Maghsoudi and Anna Zhuravleva, who read
the first version of my manuscript and gave valuable comments and
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suggestions at the manuscript seminar. I also appreciate Anu Helkkula
for patiently keeping all doctoral students on track and providing
advice and help when needed, and Karen Spens for being such a great
boss. A special thanks also to Nikodemus Solitander – you and Gyöngyi
are my teaching heroes, and I might not have stayed with Hanken if it
wasn’t for the excellent learning environments you enabled during my
first courses (at the B.Sc. and M.Sc. level)!
I would also like to thank co-authors of the articles included in this
thesis and of other work: Ana Lúcia Martins, Simone Zanoni, Hlekiwe
Kachali, Ira Haavisto, Gyöngyi Kovács, Eija Meriläinen, Karl-Erik
Sveiby, Caroline Schimanski, Peter Tatham, Alain Vaillancourt – I
have learnt a lot from you! In addition, I am grateful to the informants
who gave their time to discuss with me and my colleagues and to the
reviewers and editors of the publications.
This thesis would not exist if it wasn’t for the financial support from
several foundations and funds: Stiftelsen Tre Smeder through the
Hankens Vänner Fund; the Hanken Foundation funds; Ålands
självstyrelses 75-årsjubileumsfond, Hans Bang Stiftelsen, Paulon Säätiö
and Victoriastiftelsen. I am particularly grateful for the continued
support from Victoriastiftelsen since it enabled me to combine
research with family life and the completion of my law degrees. I
would also like to express a special thanks to the Jane and Aatos Erkko
Foundation, which financed the research project “Cascading innovation
upstream the supply chain through procurement processes” at the
HUMLOG Institute. There are also several funds from which I have
received money to participate in courses, seminars, and conferences:
Academy of Finland (for the project “Resilience in disaster relief and
development supply chains – managing challenges of climate change,
urbanisation and security”), the Hanken Foundation funds, Ålands
självstyrelses 75-årsjubileumsfond, Dr.H.C. Marcus Wallenberg
Foundation for Promoting Research in Business Administration, and
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Finska Vetenskaps-Societeten. I am also grateful for the support and
different services that Hanken provided for doctoral students during
the pandemic – they were invaluable!
In addition to those already mentioned, a significant number of
people made this journey interesting, fun, enjoyable and bearable. My
colleagues (both faculty and doctoral students) in the subject of Supply
Chain Management and Social Responsibility and at the HUMLOG
Institute: Tunca, Minchul, Linda A., Greta, Mohammad, Maria E.,
Heidi, Hanna-Riitta, Yewondwossen, Sabari, Arni, Daniel, Paul,
Graham, Wojciech, Kimmo, Linda F., Nina, Anna A., Katri, Magnus,
Diego, Marie-Lou, Sanchi, Caroline, Qifeng, Virva, Robert, Russell,
Félicia, Ioanna, Jana, Kristjana, Damian, Andries, Helleke and Sonja.
There are also many doctoral students and faculty members in the
subject of Marketing, the subject of Statistics and the Department of
Management and Organisation with whom I have shared office space
and great conversions, so thank you all for that (none mentioned,
none forgotten)! Thank you also to the (administrative) staff and
assistants at Hanken, the department, the subject and the institute –
I would like to especially mention Christina Antell, Malin Wikstedt,
Kira Nyman, Mathias Björklund, Johanna Karvonen, Qingbo Xu and
Kajsa Quinterno. Thank you also to the many visitors at the subject and
HUMLOG institute, course instructors and participants, and seminar
and conference attendants that I have interacted with throughout the
years – each comment and idea matters in one way or another!
Special thanks go to Linda A., Heidi, Maria S., Caroline Sundgren and
(especially) Virva for peer support during the last mile of the journey.
Linda A., we started at the same time and shared rooms and laughs,
and I am happy to have had you around to discuss life and academia!
I would also like to thank my dear friend Caroline Schimanski for
sharing frustration and joy with the doctoral studies in Finland and
abroad, Suvituulia Taponen for great conference travel companionship
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and “that one long jungle trek”, and Aija Valleala for nice lunches.
There are also other people to whom I am grateful for being where I am
today. First, I would like to thank my parents, Bo and Gudrun, for your
love and support in everything I have decided to do and for dedicating
part of your vacations in the past years to Hugo. Secondly, I would like
to thank my sister Linda and cousin Sara for just putting up with me
since we were children and for being around today. My choices in life
may be completely different from yours, but you still know me better
than I do!
Thank you to my husband Oskar, who never worries about things
in advance and has helped me find time and space to finish the law
degrees and PhD thesis. You are the best! I would also like to thank
my mother-in-law Inger for always being available and giving a hand
(or two!) and the other members of the Lindell family (Nonna, Axel,
Mimmi, Martin) for entertaining Hugo at the summer house in Nauvo
(so that I could read a bit more!).
My gratitude also goes to friends outside of academia. There are many
to name, but maybe a special mention should go to the “Sunday Club”
members for providing good food in the past years, and my “old ladies”
at Åland, i.e., Arlene, Malin, Jonna and Sandra. I think you have kept
me sane!
Finally, I would like to thank my sons: Hugo, who is the most wonderful,
active, and funny little guy I have ever met, and the little one who is still
growing in my belly but who motivated me to finish this thesis and set
the schedule for ending the PhD journey. Thank you for teaching me
about myself, time management and prioritisation in life – I love you
both so much.
I dedicate this work to my grandmother Ann-Mari Jansson, who has
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often expressed that she wished she could have studied more. You
have supported and encouraged me throughout my many years at
university, and you have been so proud of my achievements. I think I
have studied for both of us!

Helsinki, 27 September 2021
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NOTE ON AUTHORSHIP AND AFFILIATION
The surname of the author of this thesis changed from Mattsson to
Storsjö in May 2014. One of the articles is published with the previous
surname. In addition, one of the publications includes the author’s
middle name Therese, while the other publications only include the
author’s first name Isabell.
When the author started her doctoral studies at Hanken School of
Economics, the subject to which she was accepted was called Supply
Chain Management and Corporate Geography. The name changed to
Supply Chain Management and Social Responsibility in the autumn of
2014.
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1

INTRODUCTION
“The purpose of a company is to generate profits for the shareholders,
unless otherwise provided”.

This sentence can be found in the Finnish Limited Liability Companies
Act (624/2006), and a similar statement can probably be found in the
laws of many other jurisdictions to guide the strategies and activities of
firms. The aspiration to make money is probably also one of the main
factors that have driven students to pursue a degree in economics and
business administration and work in, or establish, companies. However,
in the past decades, there has been a paradigm shift in business and
business studies, to emphasise “new” values and other outcomes than
profit. Sustainability and corporate responsibility have thus become
mainstream, and new topics have been introduced at business schools.
This thesis is written within the subject of Supply Chain Management
and Social Responsibility, at the Department of Marketing at Hanken
School of Economics. My research interest has from the start been with
the public sector and how to improve public service processes – not only
in terms of resources spent and regarding the management of flows
and capacity but also by taking into account human and fundamental
rights, citizen satisfaction and the impacts on society as a whole. These
interests stem from the fact that I have simultaneously pursued a degree
in law next to the PhD studies, which has brought considerations of
public policy and legislative and judicial processes to the table, and
the recognition of the need to save costs in the public sector while still
maintaining or improving the service levels and quality.
In the 19th century, the public sector was dominated by an accountability
paradigm that stressed management doctrines that focused on keeping
the public sector distinct from the private sector and maintaining
buffers against political and managerial discretion (Hood, 1995, p. 94).
In the 1980s, a new paradigm, i.e., New Public Management (NPM),
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spread globally (Hood, 1995; Lynn, 2005), introducing the ideas of
allocation of resources by competitive markets (Lynn, 2005). It is
argued that NPM lessened or removed differences between the public
and the private sector as it shifted emphasis from process accountability
towards accountability in terms of results (Hood, 1995, p. 94) by
encompassing the ideas of managerialism, customer-orientation and
performance (Lynn, 2005, p. 44).
The public sector is important for the global, EU and Finnish
economies. Public sector expense accounted for approximately 37 % of
Finland’s GDP in 2018, while the equivalent numbers on a global and
EU level were 27 and 36 %, respectively (The World Bank, 2020b)1.
The public sector is also under immense pressure to do more with
less. It has been recognised that government and its agencies cannot
solve the complex problems and challenges of today (including climate
change and sustainability, cyber security, ensuring of human and
fundamental rights and freedoms, pandemics, disasters) alone, but
need to collaborate with other actors to achieve desired value outcomes
for society and solutions to complex problems (Head and Alford, 2015;
Page et al., 2015; Crosby, ‘t Hart and Torfing, 2017). Crosby, ‘t Hart
and Torfing (2017) argue that public managers thus can, and need to,
work proactively to stimulate interaction and knowledge and resource
exchange in networks and adopt a more inter-organisational and crosssectoral focus.
The New Public Management paradigm has been argued to have
led to policymakers embracing the idea “that governments should
acknowledge the multi-actor environment (and its resources) in which
they operate in order to meet the needs of modern society” and “the
World Bank descriptions of the data: “Expense is cash payments for operating activities of the government in providing goods and services. It includes the compensation of
employees (such as wages and salaries), interest and subsidies, grants, social benefits,
and other expenses such as rent and dividends.” Sources are (according to the World
Bank) the International Monetary Fund, Government Finance Statistics Yearbook and
data files, and World Bank and OECD GDP estimates.
1
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need to find new forms of close collaboration with a broad variety of
stakeholders to deliver public services” (Voorberg et al., 2017, p. 365).
The NPM paradigm has, however, been criticised for its manufacturing
approach to public service delivery (e.g., Osborne, Radnor and Nasi,
2012), and new paradigms have arisen to replace it, such as the
public service-dominant approach (Osborne, Radnor and Nasi, 2012)
and new governance (Blomgren Bingham, Nabatchi and O’Leary,
2005). These new approaches are argued to better account for, e.g.,
the inter-organisational and inter-actor, collaborative and service
characteristics of present-day government and public service delivery
(Blomgren Bingham, Nabatchi and O’Leary, 2005; Osborne, Radnor
and Nasi, 2012). Some of these new approaches have been influenced
by disciplines and literature streams focused on the private sector (e.g.,
service management and service-dominant theory (Osborne, Radnor
and Nasi, 2012)).
1.1

The research process: Abductive reasoning and
systematic combining

In my pursuit of a PhD, I wanted to combine the two disciplines that
I had chosen for my professional development (i.e., Law and Supply
Chain Management) and thus explore the justice system from a supply
chain perspective. The choice of university (Hanken) in Helsinki was
necessary since I intended to carry on with my law studies at the
University of Helsinki to finish the degrees and become more familiar
with the setting of interest, namely the Finnish justice system. The
choice of Hanken for a PhD was relevant also for another reason; its
particular area and focus on Humanitarian logistics and supply chain
management. This topic is mainstream today but was relatively new at
that point in time (i.e., 2013, when I applied). For me, it made sense to
work with the researchers in this field, as they had already transferred
logistics and supply chain management perspectives to a non-profit
environment, namely the humanitarian sector (e.g., Kovács and Spens,
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2007; Tatham and Spens, 2008). They were dealing with issues similar
to those that I could see in the public sector and sphere, such as limited
resources, the great impact of output on individuals’ lives, a blurred
concept of ”the customer” (Jahre and Heigh, 2008) and the existence
of multiple objectives beyond cost minimisation (Huang, Smilowitz
and Balcik, 2012).
While I was planning how to study the justice system, I was invited to be
part of a research team at the Humanitarian Logistics and Supply Chain
Research Institute (HUMLOG Institute) since I studied law in parallel
to Supply Chain Management. The project was entitled Cascading
innovation upstream the supply chain through procurement processes
(“CAIUS”). This project started out from, inter alia, observations that
regulatory changes might affect procurement policies and practice. The
project aimed to develop an understanding for innovation in public
procurement processes and focused on the extension of the notion
of innovation to the supply chain and the cascading ”domino effects”
of innovation throughout the supply chain. It was acknowledged that
public procurement makes up a significant part of GDP and that it is
a highly regulated area, and that innovative public procurement was
considered by the European Commission to foster the market uptake
of innovative products and services as well as raising the quality of
public services, ultimately fostering economic development.
From the start of my PhD, I was convinced that I would follow the
abductive reasoning approach instead of deductive or inductive
reasoning. Abductive reasoning, or presumption (or even inference
to the best explanation (Carlsen and Mantere, 2007, p. 1299)), was
described by Peirce (1932, p. 497) as reasoning during which the
researcher,
“[u]pon finding [her]self confronted with a phenomenon unlike what [s]he
would have expected under the circumstances, […] looks over its features and
notices some remarkable character or relation among them, which [s]he at
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once recognises as being characteristic of some conception with which h[er]
mind is already stored, so that a theory is suggested which would explain
(that is render necessary) that which is surprising in the phenomena.”

Andreewsky and Bourcier more simply expressed it with these words:
“If a given phenomenon looks strange, this only means that the
theoretical framework used to interpret this phenomenon must be
revisited!” (Andreewsky and Bourcier, 2000, p. 139). The fundamental
question of organising data analysis (according to the abductive
analysis approach) is “what is this data a case of?”, and abduction
thus refers to “a creative inferential process aimed at producing new
hypotheses and theories based on surprising research evidence”
(Tavory and Timmermans, 2014, p. 5). Abduction can thus be used for
the formation and development of theory (Flach and Kakas, 2000).
The abductive research approach follows the “rule to results to case”
approach (Kovács and Spens, 2005). As noted above, the starting point
for abduction is the unexpected observation that provokes curiosity
because of its anomaly and inconsistency with prevailing theory or
established facts, which drives the researcher to make sense of the
observation and fit it into a broader frame of knowledge (Andreewsky
and Bourcier, 2000). The observation “bears upon theories not in
question when the research began” (Andreewsky and Bourcier, 2000,
p. 839). The role of the observing researcher cannot be undermined
since it is the observer that brings theories and assumptions to the
observation, not the observation per se (Andreewsky and Bourcier,
2000).
I ran into the “strange-looking phenomenon” (which in my case was
a “familiar-looking phenomenon”) even before starting the PhD. One
of my first courses in law (back in 2010) was entitled “Introduction
to legal thinking”. One of the topics dealt with in this course was the
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European Convention on Human Rights2, and I learned that there was
a relatively large number of judgements in which Finland had been
held by the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) to violate the
applicant’s right to a fair trial set out in Article 6 of the Convention,
especially regarding the reasonable time requirement. From my
perspective, this problem of delays in handling cases was not only a
human rights violation, but also a practical issue that had been studied
extensively in the SCM discipline. Later that same academic year, I took
a course at Hanken that included some literature on practices applied
in hospitals to improve their performance and process efficiency. When
it was time for me to write my master’s thesis in the subject Supply
Chain Management and Corporate Geography, I adopted the question
posed by Kollberg, Dahlgaard and Brehmer (2006) – ”Is lean thinking
applicable in health care services?” – for the justice system. Thus, my
master’s thesis (Mattsson, 2012) was about the applicability of the lean
principles in the Finnish criminal justice process. The principles were
proposed by Womack and Jones (1996) and adapted for the public
and services sectors by, e.g., Kollberg, Dahlgaard and Bremer (2006);
Stentoft Arlbjørn, Freytag and de Haas (2011); Radnor, Walley,
Stephens and Bucci (2006) and Maleyeff (2006). The work on the
master’s thesis left me with a feeling that there is more to investigate;
I was wondering if the Supply Chain Management discipline could
provide additional theories and tools (including, but also beyond, Lean
thinking) that would be meaningful in the justice system, to gain new
insights on how to make the legal processes better and more efficient,
while taking into account all actors involved in the case handling.
Dubois and Gadde (2002, 2014) systematise the abductive approach,
calling it “systematic combining”. They describe this approach as a
“non-linear, path-dependent process of combining efforts with the
ultimate objective of matching theory and reality” (Dubois and Gadde,
Formally, the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Rome, 4.XI.1950. For more information, see www.echr.coe.int.
2
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2002, p. 556). They argue that there are two processes involved:
matching theory and reality, and direction and redirection; and four
factors that affect and are affected by these processes, namely, i) what
is going on in reality, ii) available theories, iii) the case that gradually
evolves, and iv) the analytical framework. The preliminary analytical
framework consists of articulated preconceptions, but is developed
over time according to the discoveries through empirical fieldwork
and analysis and interpretation. The evolving framework directs the
search for empirical data, which might result in the identification of
related issues to be further explored, which can require the redirection
of the current theoretical framework through expansion or change.
The confrontation of theory and the empirical world thus continues
throughout the research process. There is also a second type of
confrontation, between the evolving framework and the evolving case,
which directs the research process. Matching is the process of going
back and forth between framework, data sources, and analysis. The
empirical world is subject to interdependence and embeddedness, but
also theoretical concepts are part of models in context. (Dubois and
Gadde, 2002, pp. 554–556)
In my research, I initially wanted to describe the problems in the
justice system from a supply chain management perspective to apply
well-established “solutions” from the latter field to legal processes.
At the same time, I had hoped that the specific features of the justice
system, as a judicial and public setting, could give new insights to and
further discussions within the Supply Chain Management discipline.
When exploring the literature, I was dissatisfied with what I found
(and could not find) to meet the objectives I had initially set for my
PhD. There always seemed to be some aspect of either theory or
the studied environment that spurred additional “problems”; some
perceived mismatch between assumptions within the SCM field and
the characteristics of the public service environments studied. Some
examples of such “mismatches” include the characterisation of the
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justice system as a provider of “pure” service and law (in general) as a
professional and knowledge-intensive service (e.g., Harvey et al., 2016).
In contrast, the management of “service-only” supply chains remains
understudied (Wang et al., 2015), and some authors even question
whether their supply chain conceptualisations can be extended to
service environments (Carter, Rogers and Choi, 2015).
Another “mismatch” that I found early in the process (and as I
proceeded with my legal studies) relates to the identification of a final
consumer according to lean thinking. Even if considering a citizen
as a “consumer” (or at least a customer), civil and criminal judicial
proceedings have two sides, usually with contradictory interests and
perceptions of what value would be. In addition, the resolution of
the case and the procedure might disappoint both parties. Further,
citizens do not pay for the service of having their case processed by
police, prosecution, or courts, at least not fully. The final judgment is
not intended to serve the parties only but also has a role in preserving
public trust in the justice system and general prevention so that other
citizens should want to avoid committing criminalised acts. A similar
observation had already been noted by Martins and de Carvalho (2005)
in the Portuguese justice system. In addition, the services provided
by the justice system involves obligations, coercion and harm – these
are, in turn, characteristics seldomly found in commercial services. To
conclude, several aspects of the justice system seemed incompatible
with mainstream SCM and service supply chain management
knowledge. At the same time, however, I ran into a statement in legal
course readings that the efficiency of legal procedures weighs against
the principle of legality and a high level of legal protection (i.a. Halila
and Aer, 2011; Koulu, 2015). I could not but question this statement
since SCM had taught me that different outcomes could be achieved
simultaneously in supply chains (Melnyk et al., 2010) or by decoupling
the process or supply chain (Naylor, Naim and Berry, 1999).
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The perceived mismatches between reality and theory led me to search
for “theory” to explain the (interpreted) observations in the studied
setting. Thus, I have explored literature in streams such as supply
chain management, law, service management and public management.
In addition, the research of this thesis evolved by the inclusion of
additional research areas provided by the CAIUS project. As the public
sector is argued to have characteristics distinct from the private sector
(see section 1.5.2), the inclusion of additional research areas through
the CAIUS project provided the potential for comparisons across
studied settings and with the literature. The research resulted in four
publications (presented in section 1.4) that each had its own aim,
research questions and contributions to specific literature streams. The
search for theory to match reality, and the direction and redirection,
continued in parallel with the publication of articles. Meanwhile,
mainstream journals started publishing work that highlights the
understudied areas in SCM research relating to the public sector and
sphere (see section 1.2 below).
The abductive reasoning process has led me to see the possibility for
applying supply chain management and related approaches in public
service settings and has simultaneously had me questioning the
fundamental assumptions made within the SCM discipline (Alvesson
and Sandberg, 2011; Sandberg and Alvesson, 2011). Part of the result of
the abductive reasoning process is presented in several sections of the
thesis, e.g., section 1.3, defining the aim and research question of the
thesis, and section 1.5, setting the conceptual scene for the thesis. The
overarching theoretical framework is described in section 2. Section
5.2 elaborates on the research, a supply chain perspective, and the
framework (“what is this a case of”).
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1.2

Emerging areas of SCM research: Supply chain
management and the public sector and sphere3

Although studies of the public sector have been published in operations
and supply chain management journals, a statement that authors of
such work often repeat is that this sector is understudied (see, e.g.,
Karwan and Markland, 2006; Mishra, Das and Murray, 2016; Eckerd
and Girth, 2017; Harland et al., 2019). In recent years, mainstream
journals in operations and supply chain management have opened up
for research that touches upon supply chains and the public and nonprofit sectors and spheres (Ferrer, Vastag and Lee, 2016; Pagell, Fugate
and Flynn, 2018; Fugate, Pagell and Flynn, 2019). These new streams
include research in which organisations such as government agencies,
NGOs and social enterprises, with main motivations other than profit
maximisation, are viewed as managers of their own supply networks
(Stentoft Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2012; Johnson et al., 2018; Pagell,
Fugate and Flynn, 2018; Pullman, Longoni and Luzzini, 2018; Longoni
et al., 2019; Quarshie and Leuschner, 2020). A similar expansion
of research priorities to outcomes such as well-being has also been
suggested in the service research area (Ostrom et al., 2015). The
inclusion of non-economic stakeholders, and treatment of all supply
chain impacts as equal, is argued by Pagell and Shevchenko (2014) to
enable the exploration of synergies and trade-offs and provide insights
into how to manage these trade-offs.
Although businesses have become more involved in solving social
problems, many efforts taken are argued to remain on a level of reducing
social harm along companies’ supply chains instead of truly creating
social good (Pullman, Longoni and Luzzini, 2018). Already Pagell
and Shevchenko (2014) criticised Supply Chain Management, and
Sustainable Supply Chain Management, for having a limited stakeholder
view (mainly focusing on managers and shareholders) in addition to
3

See section 1.5.5 for a definition of ”public sphere”.
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relying on the primacy of profits. They noted that ”supply chains often
have to satisfy the demands and needs of their [other] stakeholders;
many of whom, such as NGOs, governments, or communities, are not
interested in the chain’s economic performance, but rather are focused
on the chain’s impact on society or the environment.” (Pagell and
Shevchenko, 2014, p. 46) Such impact could include, but is not limited
to, public health, community issues, skills and education, social justice,
workplace safety, working conditions, human rights, equal opportunity
and labour rights (Renukappa et al., 2012).
A related emerging area lies at the intersection of Supply Chain
Management and Public Policy and Government Regulation, which
includes both the implications of policy and regulation on SCM as well
as how SCM can advance public policy and government regulation
(Dobrzykowski, 2019; Fugate, Pagell and Flynn, 2019; Gundlach,
Frankel and Krotz, 2019; Darby et al., 2020). Pagell, Fugate and Flynn
argue that supply chain issues no longer are “merely business issues, but
progressively involve the complex confluence of business, law, social
policy, human rights, politics, and international relations” (2019, p. 2).
It is acknowledged that SCM scholars are not very knowledgeable in
broader institutional environments, nor do they link organisational and
supply chain outcomes to societal well-being and problems of choice
(Pagell, Fugate and Flynn, 2019). Despite interdependencies between
the political economy and supply chains, little research has addressed
the intersection with government through policies, regulations and
public agencies, and SCM strategy, structure and performance (Pagell,
Fugate and Flynn, 2019).
Regulation, and deregulation, can have an enormous impact on supply
chains (Mollenkopf et al., 2010; Chae et al., 2019; Dobrzykowski,
2019). One example is the EU parliament’s plans for a new EU law
that requires companies to address human rights and environmental
standards within their supply chains (European Parliament, 2021).
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The impact of regulatory changes on supply chains could potentially be
particularly complex in the EU due to the common market and policies
but many countries and jurisdictions involved (Sternberg, Hofmann
and Overstreet, 2020). There are also new areas where regulatory
turbulence (and illegality) pose new challenges and opportunities
for supply chain decision-makers, namely the quasi-legal cannabis
industry (Krause and Pullman, 2021).
At the other end, it has also been proposed that Supply Chain
Management research can play a role in developing and applying
public policy and law (Gundlach, Frankel and Krotz, 2019). Supply
chain management is argued to bring a systemic and extended network
perspective to the analysis of public policy and law (Gundlach, Frankel
and Krotz, 2019). Recent work in the SCM literature also acknowledges
the many different and vital roles that governments can take in supply
chains and networks, e.g., in health care (Dobrzykowski, 2019) or when
responding to disasters (Quarshie and Leuschner, 2020)
When it comes to the settings and processes of interest in this thesis,
the SCM literature has lately published articles on the justice system
(Pekkanen and Niemi, 2013; López and Zúñiga, 2014; Pekkanen,
Puolakka and Pirttilä, 2018; Seepma, de Blok and Van Donk, 2021;
Seepma, van Donk and de Blok, 2021) and on public procurement
with social and economic outcomes related to government policies
(Harland et al., 2019; Wontner et al., 2020). However, these types of
public sector supply chain settings are argued to be still understudied
(Harland et al., 2019; Harland, 2021).
Several gaps have been identified concerning the new research topics
described above. It has been noted that supply chains of socially
motivated organisations (i.e., social impact supply chains) require
future research “to understand how to effectively design supply chain
strategies that prioritise social objectives, or at least combine social
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and commercial objectives” in the long term (Pullman, Longoni and
Luzzini, 2018, p. 12). A related research opportunity lies in identifying
primary stakeholders in terms of “profits versus non-profit, public
versus private, and corporate versus citizens” and what their roles
are in the supply chain (Pullman, Longoni and Luzzini, 2018, p. 14).
Another gap was identified by Harland et al. (2019, p. 7), who argue
that the “potential for public procurement as a strategic lever of supply
chain reform to achieve broader government policy objectives” is
underexploited in the literature. It is also argued that the learnings
from these new arenas are relevant for “traditional” for-profit contexts,
especially because of the mainstreaming of the sustainability debate,
which has brought new logics to and pressures on commercial supply
chains (Johnson et al., 2018; Pagell, Fugate and Flynn, 2018; Pullman,
Longoni and Luzzini, 2018).
1.3

Aim and research questions of the thesis

Supply chains have long been argued to exist everywhere, whether
they are managed or not, no matter how conceptualised (Mentzer et
al., 2001). The chain/network metaphor has already paved its way
into studies of public sector organisations as ”part of a larger chain
of activities that lead to the production of goods and services” (Alford
and Yates, 2014, p. 334). When I entered the doctoral program at
Hanken, I wanted to study the justice system and legal processes
from a supply chain perspective. Because of my involvement in the
CAIUS project, there was the opportunity to expand the research to
other public service sectors (healthcare, energy, and water services),
processes and activities (public procurement and preparedness) and
outcomes (innovation and resilience). The overall aim of this thesis is
to explore what a supply chain perspective entails in (more or less)
strictly regulated public service settings and processes.
The public sector and public services are often portrayed as having
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characteristics distinct from the commercial sector and commercial
services (see, e.g., Eckerd and Girth, 2017). At the same time, it has been
argued that the distinct boundaries between public and private (and
third) sectors have been blurred, partly due to the NPM paradigm (with
increasing privatisation, market-based competition, and customer
orientation), partly due to network governance approaches (Fountain,
2001; Boyne, 2002; Rainey and Chun, 2005; Brandsen and Van Hout,
2006; McGuire and Agranoff, 2011; Porter and Kramer, 2011; Alford
and Yates, 2014; Ranerup, Henriksen and Hedman, 2016). When
extending the discipline of Supply Chain Management to the public
sector and sphere, the contradictions stemming from the specific
characteristics of the public sector, the blurring of sectoral boundaries,
and the traditional view on supply chains and their management need
to be acknowledged.
Value creation is a key concept in Supply Chain Management, and
supply chain research has taken on a strategic, organisational boundaryspanning orientation towards it (Mentzer et al., 2001; Sanders and
Wagner, 2011). The business approach to value has centred on value
for shareholders and customers, although the sustainability debate has
also brought considerations for social and environmental outcomes
(Ansari and Kant, 2017; Keränen, 2017; Chengyong et al., 2019). When
it comes to the public sector, its objectives are broader than ”profit” or
value for consumers (Stentoft Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2012; Keränen,
2017; Craven, 2020). What is more, it is not sufficient to consider value
created for “one customer” at the end of the chain, but one needs to
acknowledge that also public value is created to be “consumed” by the
citizenry at large (Moore, 2015; Hartley et al., 2017). However, the
SCM discipline has not paid much attention to the concept of public
value (introduced by Moore, 1995). When responding to calls for more
research on the public sector and sphere (Gundlach, Frankel and
Krotz, 2019; Harland et al., 2019), SCM research needs to then look
beyond profits and traditional primary supply chain stakeholders such
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as customers and tune into the social and societal impact of supply
chains, for society as a whole.
For this thesis, I propose the following research questions:
RQ 1: What are the supply chains OF public services?
RQ2: How could SCM be integrated with the achievement of public
value and societal outcomes?
The first research question represents a fundamental question that
has driven the research since the start of this journey. The “of” is
emphasised with capital letters to highlight that the focus on this thesis
is not solely on supply TO public sector organisations (i.e., public
procurement), which in turn provide public services, but rather on the
network of the provision of the public service in question. The supply
chain perspective taken in the studied settings is outlined in section
1.5.3 below. The second research question has been explored in four
publications, described in the next section (1.4 below). Notably, each
publication also had its own specific research questions.
The second research question also reflects the strive to explain the
contradictions perceived when exploring the studied settings and
searching through different literature streams as an SCM researcher
with legal studies in the background. The concept of public value
has generally been argued to be relevant for all types of leaders,
organisations and networks, also in the non-governmental and
private sectors (Meynhardt, 2009; Bryson et al., 2017; Ayres, 2019).
There are several reasons for this: firstly, it has been recognised that
also the commercial sector can produce public value, especially when
considering businesses from sustainability perspectives and when
including many different stakeholders (Moore, 2019). Secondly, many
of the “big issues” or “wicked problems” (Head and Alford, 2015)
are argued to be “public” because they are controversial, contested,
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unpredictable, intractable, complex, open-ended, profound, and
threatening to the human future (Head and Alford, 2015; Brewer,
2019). Such problems (e.g., climate change, disasters, refugee flows,
poverty, diseases) are certainly relevant also for commercial actors,
which the effects of the recent COVID-19 pandemic demonstrate.
However, some refinement of the second research question is necessary.
The SCM discipline does not provide much in terms of achieving public
value and societal outcomes, but the public management discipline
does. This thesis will deploy a “public value framework” and “strategic
triangle” originally popularised by Mark Moore (1995, 2000, 2013) to
further the discussion of how to integrate SCM with public value and
societal outcomes. The public value framework focuses on improving
management in public sector organisations (rather than on institutional
reform) and assumes that improved managerial thought and practice
can lead to improved public sector organisation performance (Moore,
1995, p. 4). The framework consists of the elements of public value,
legitimacy and support and operational management and focuses
attention on the alignment between these (Moore, 1995). The public
value framework is widely used in public policy and management
(Alford and O’Flynn, 2009; Benington and Moore, 2011; Prebble,
2015), but has to my knowledge been utilised or noted by only a few
(Eckerd and Girth, 2017; Lynch, Harland and Walker, 2019) within
the SCM discipline. For SCM research that intersects with policy and
regulation, and relies on deontological ethics related to human and
fundamental rights, the public value framework provides the building
blocks necessary in the consideration of public value and outcomes at
a societal level (such as justice for maintaining a social equilibrium
in society, civil preparedness for resilience at a societal level, and
innovation for future growth) that are not usually emphasised in
mainstream Supply Chain Management research. The thesis intends
to contribute to the emerging discourse at the intersection of Supply
Chain Management and public policy and government regulation, by
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answering the following research questions:
RQ3: What could SCM bring to the public value framework?
RQ4: How can public value theory broaden the SCM discipline?
1.4

The publications

This thesis consists of four publications that have been published in
scholarly outlets, and a summary (kappa) that presents the research
problem, goal, methods, findings, and contributions and relevance of
the articles. The four publications are:
• Publication 1: Mattsson, I., 2014. Spill och onödigheter i finska
straffprocessen. JFT, 150(1–2), pp. 73–93.
• Publication 2: Martins, A.L., Storsjö, I. and Zanoni, S., 2017.
Lean justice. In: T.H. Netland and D.J. Powell, eds. The Routledge
Companion to Lean Management. New York (NY): Routledge.
Pp. 357–367.
• Publication 3: Storsjö, I.T. and Kachali, H., 2017. Public
procurement for innovation and civil preparedness: a policypractice gap. International Journal of Public Sector Management,
30(4), pp. 342–356.
• Publication 4: Kachali, H., Storsjö, I., Haavisto, I. and Kovács,
G., 2018. Inter-sectoral preparedness and mitigation for
networked risks and cascading effects. International Journal of
Disaster Risk Reduction, 30, Part B(September 2018), pp. 281–
291.
Publication 1, ”Spill och onödigheter i finska straffprocessen”
(translated title: ”Waste in the Finnish criminal procedure”) (Mattsson,
2014), uses findings from semi-structured interviews with professionals
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involved in the handling of criminal cases to identify potential types of
waste (according to lean thinking) in the Finnish criminal procedure
that could give rise to prolonged handling of legal cases. The article
is a single-authored adaption and further development of part of the
findings of the study done for my master’s thesis (Mattsson, 2012).
This piece was invited for publication in the Finland-based journal JFT
for a Nordic audience in the legal field. The article has not been peerreviewed, but two professors at Hanken School of Economics have
evaluated the underlying master’s thesis.
Publication 2, ”Lean justice” (Martins, Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017), is
included in The Routledge Companion to Lean Management, edited
by Torbjørn H. Netland and Daryl J. Powell. The chapter constitutes
a conceptual discussion on how lean can be applied in justice, based
on the experience and expertise of three scholars in the fields of
operations and supply chain management and industrial systems. The
chapter further uses a procedure established by EU regulation as an
illustrative case study for how lean can be used in the justice system to
satisfy specific speed and cost reduction needs for clients.
The article (hereafter Publication 3) “Public procurement for
innovation and civil preparedness: a policy-practice gap” (Storsjö and
Kachali, 2017) is published in a special issue of the International Journal
of Public Sector Management, on the topic “public procurement as a
policy tool: using procurement to reach desired outcomes in society”
(Grandia and Meehan, 2017). The purpose of the article is to give a
deeper understanding of public procurement for innovation and civil
preparedness as policy goals and outcomes to achieve simultaneously
through procurement processes. The specific research questions were
to examine how the policy goals of innovation and preparedness are
implemented in procurement in Finland, how procurers procure for
innovation and preparedness, and what factors impact the achieving of
the two policy goals through public procurement.
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Publication 4, titled “Inter-sectoral preparedness and mitigation
for networked risks and cascading effects” (Kachali et al., 2018) is
published in a special issue of the International Journal of Disaster
Risk Reduction, on the topic of “understanding and mitigating
cascading crises in the global interconnected system” (Pescaroli et al.,
2018). The article investigates aspects of preparedness for cascading
crises, emphasising the cross- and inter-sectoral interactions when
assessing risk and mitigating for cascading effects in the water, energy,
and healthcare sectors in Finland. The purpose of the article was to
further the understanding for cross-sectoral cascades in crises – by
investigating the inter-sectoral vulnerabilities in preparedness that
may exacerbate cross-sectoral cascades and discussing how these
inter-sectoral vulnerabilities can be mitigated against.
Table 1 Summary of aim and research questions of, and author
contributions to, each publication

Publication Publication 1

(Mattsson, 2014)

Title

Spill och
onödigheter i
finska straffprocessen

Publication 2
(Martins, Storsjö
and Zanoni, 2017)

Publication 3
(Storsjö and
Kachali, 2017)

Publication 4
(Kachali et al.,
2018)

Lean justice

Public
procurement
for innovation
and civil
preparedness: a
policy-practice
gap

Inter-sectoral
preparedness
and mitigation
for networked
risks and
cascading
effects

To elaborate
on how lean
can be applied
in justice, how
different wastes
in this sector
can be classified
and identify
unutilised
opportunities to
go leaner in this
area.

To give
a deeper
understanding
of public
procurement
for innovation
and civil
preparedness.

To further the
understanding
for crosssectoral
cascades in
crises.

(translated title:
”Waste in the
Finnish criminal procedure”)
Aim

(Implicitly)
To define
potential types
of waste, and
their sources,
in the Finnish
criminal
procedure.
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Publication Publication 1
Research
questions
of the
article

(Mattsson, 2014)

Publication 2
(Martins, Storsjö
and Zanoni, 2017)

Publication 3
(Storsjö and
Kachali, 2017)

Publication 4
(Kachali et al.,
2018)

N/A

N/A

1) How are the
policy goals of
innovation and
preparedness
implemented in
procurement in
Finland?

1) What are
the intersectoral
vulnerabilities
in
preparedness
that may
exacerbate
cross-sectoral
cascades?

2) How
do public
procurers
procure for
innovation and
preparedness?
3) What factors
impact on
the achieving
of these
policy goals
through public
procurement?

2) How can
these intersectoral
vulnerabilities
in
preparedness
be mitigated
against?
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Publication Publication 1

Publication 2
(Martins, Storsjö
and Zanoni, 2017)

Publication 3
(Storsjö and
Kachali, 2017)

Publication 4
(Kachali et al.,
2018)

Thesis author contributions

Took the
initiative for
co-authoring
the book
chapter; was
responsible for
administrating
and
coordinating
writing and
editing and
communication
with the editors
and publisher;
contributed to
idea generation
and conceptual
development;
wrote appr. 20
% of body text
and contributed
substantially to
editing.

Took the
initiative for
co-authoring
article; was
responsible for
submission and
communication
with the editor
and publisher;
collected appr.
40 % of data,
contributed
substantially
to data
management
and processing;
carried out data
analysis and
interpretation
of results with
co-author;
wrote a
substantial
part of the
initial draft,
contributed
equally with
co-author to
revision and
editing.

Contributed
to idea
generation
and theoretical
development;
collected
appr. 40 % of
interview data;
contributed
substantially
to data
processing and
management;
carried
out data
analysis and
interpretation
of results
together
with the first
author, with
input from the
other authors;
prepared
tables and
wrote appr.
30 % of the
initial draft;
contributed to
revision and
editing.

(Mattsson, 2014)

1.5

Setting the conceptual scene for the thesis

In this chapter, the theoretical foundations and conceptual frameworks
of the thesis is outlined. First, the “supply chain perspective”41 will
be described, after which “public services” are defined. These are
followed by the evolving conceptualisations of the supply chains in the
studied settings. The legal perspectives in the thesis will also be briefly
summarised. Finally, other concepts used in the thesis are defined. The
4

Based on mainstream supply chain management knowledge.
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public value framework is described in chapter 2 below.
1.5.1

What is a "supply chain perspective"?

This thesis, and the research carried out, took on a supply chain
perspective: a metaphor, or lens to look at the world, enabling the
viewer to see supply chains (and when many chains are tied together,
a network) everywhere. Despite its success both as a discipline and
practice (Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001; Li et al., 2006; Cao and
Zhang, 2011), Supply Chain Management still lacks generally accepted
definitions of key concepts, as well as a unified theory to explain the
“inter-firm governance structure and management decisions in a
supply chain” (Halldorsson et al., 2007, p. 293). The literature offers
several assumptions about supply chains and the management thereof.
These assumptions, described in this section, constitute the “supply
chain perspective” of this thesis.
Today, competition and capabilities are argued to be relevant mainly on
a supply chain (or network) level, instead of at the organisational level
(Tan et al., 1999; Halldorsson et al., 2007; Sweeney, Grant and Mangan,
2015). The rise in popularity of the concept and discipline of Supply
Chain Management has been traced back to trends in global sourcing
and time and quality-based competition and the greater environmental
uncertainty related to these trends (Mentzer et al., 2001, p. 2). Under
these premises, it was considered beneficial, or even essential, for
companies to move towards closer relationships with suppliers and
distributors and integrate processes across firm boundaries (Mentzer et
al., 2001; Håkansson and Persson, 2004). Over time, several definitions
and conceptualisations of supply chains and supply chain management
have been suggested in the literature. Mentzer et al. defined a supply
chain as “a set of three or more entities (organisations or individuals)
directly involved in the upstream and downstream flows of products,
services, finances, and/or information from a source to a customer”
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(Mentzer et al., 2001, p. 4). They further identified different degrees of
supply chain complexity, ranging from direct (consisting of a company,
a supplier and a customer), to extended (including suppliers of supplier
and customers of customer involved in upstream/downstream flows),
and to ultimate (including all organisations, e.g., financial service
providers, logistics providers, involved in all upstream/downstream
flows) (Mentzer et al., 2001, p. 4). Multiple supply chains of a focal
organisation form a network structure (Mentzer et al., 2001, p. 4;
Håkansson and Persson, 2004). Some authors argue that the term
chain should be replaced with network, to, e.g., better reflect the (more
messy) reality of inter-linked organisations (Choi and Dooley, 2009;
Carter, Rogers and Choi, 2015). Carter et al. (2015, p. 89) state that
the supply chain management discipline lacks a clearly defined but
nuanced way of assessing the boundaries of the supply chain, causing
conceptualisations of the supply chain to be either oversimplified (as
in dyads or triads) or overly complex (vast network). No matter the
term used, i.e., chain or network, the important takeaway is that “the
whole” can be seen as a meta-organisation, with inter-organisational
relationships and integrated processes between actors (Halldorsson et
al., 2007).
Numerous authors have also proposed definitions for the term Supply
Chain Management. Mentzer et al. (2001, p. 18) defined it as “the
systemic, strategic coordination of the traditional business functions
and the tactics across these business functions within a particular
company and across businesses within the supply chain, for the purposes
of improving the long-term performance of the individual companies
and the supply chain as a whole.” Further, different authors have used
different constructs to explain and study the essence of supply chain
management (e.g., Cooper and Ellram, 1993; Chen and Paulraj, 2004).
The perspective taken in this thesis relies on the following fundamental
assumptions:
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First, the thesis aligns with a philosophical and strategic perspective on
Supply Chain Management. Mentzer et al. (2001, p. 7) characterised
the philosophical approach to SCM as viewing the supply chain as a
whole and managing the total flows of inventory from the supplier
to ultimate customer (a systems approach); as cooperative efforts to
synchronise and converge intra-firm and inter-firm operational and
strategic capabilities into a unified whole (a strategic orientation);
and as creating customer value (measured as customer satisfaction)
(a customer focus). The strategic perspective helps organisations in
(re)designing corporate culture, processes, organisational structure,
etc., and is about obtaining a competitive advantage (Min, Zacharia
and Smith, 2019).
Secondly, the purpose of Supply Chain Management is to satisfy and
create value for the customer by matching supply to customer demand
as accurately and efficiently as possible (Mentzer et al., 2001; Min,
Zacharia and Smith, 2019). This service/cost approach when setting
SCM objectives relates to the integration of processes and information
across the supply chain (Sweeney, Grant and Mangan, 2015, p. 58).
In other words, integration and interaction between the actors in the
chain is needed to achieve performance objectives (Akkermans, Bogerd
and Vos, 1999; Tan et al., 1999). Integration is in this thesis considered
to be a third fundamental assumption for SCM.
Finally, Supply Chain Management has traditionally been centred on
flows of tangibles, finances, services and information from the source of
production to the point of consumption (Stevens, 1989; Mentzer et al.,
2001; Childerhouse and Towill, 2003; Sweeney, Grant and Mangan,
2015; Wang et al., 2015). The flow concept in SCM has expanded to
include bidirectional and reverse flows (Sampson, 2000; Kumar et al.,
2016).
The studied settings are more or less strictly regulated public service
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settings, in which organisations, and the informants included in the
studies, do not necessarily perceive themselves as being involved
in supply chains. For this reason, it is relevant to introduce a term
proposed by Mentzer et al. (2001, p. 11), i.e., supply chain orientation,
which refers to ”the recognition [thesis author’s emphasise] by an
organisation of the systemic, strategic implications of the tactical
activities involved in managing the various flows in a supply chain.”
The orientation happens internally in an organisation, while SCM
is what happens across firms (Min, Zacharia and Smith, 2019). The
conceptualisations of supply chains in the studied settings will be
explained further in section 1.5.3 below.
1.5.2

What are ”public services”, and the value of such
services?

The public sector is considered to have characteristics that are distinct
from the private sector. Such differences are reported by both business
and public management scholars (Boyne, 2002; Rainey and Chun,
2005), as well as in SCM journals (Radnor and O’Mahoney, 2013), and
include, e.g., greater goal ambiguity, multiplicity and conflict (Rainey
and Chun, 2005); a focus on accountability (Eckerd and Eckerd, 2017);
being highly regulated and controlled by political authorities (Eckerd
and Girth, 2017); and vague definitions of “customers” (Donnelly,
1999; Stentoft Arlbjørn, Freytag and de Haas, 2011)
The reason why services are provided by the public sector is traditionally
said to be ”the failure of the commercial or private sector to deliver
adequate quality in key areas for the well-being of society as a whole”
(Donnelly, 1999, p. 47). Such services include water and sanitation
and health care for a healthy population, universal education for a
civilised society, and public agency intervention for the protection of
the environment (Donnelly, 1999).
This thesis includes publications that focus on services involving
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mainly authorities (in the justice system; in publications 1 and 2),
and publications focusing on functional areas (health care, energy,
water services; in publications 3 and 4) in which both public and
private actors are involved. Although privately owned actors are part
of the service provision, the services addressed in this thesis are still
categorised as public. The basis for this argument can be found in the
legal concept of ”services of general interests” which comes from EU
law. The concept ”public service” has a two-fold meaning within the
EU, embracing both the bodies providing services and the services
of general interest they provide (Publications Office of the European
Union, 2020). The (EU law) concept ”services of general interest”
refers to services that public authorities of the EU member countries
classify as being of general interest and, therefore, subject to specific
public service obligations. Such services can be provided by either
the state or the private sector (European Commission, 2016). They
are identified by public authorities as being of particular importance
to citizens and would not be supplied (or would be supplied under
different conditions) if there were no public intervention (European
Commission, 2016).
Services of general interest are further categorised into economic,
non-economic and social: economic (or services of general economic
interest) are basic services that are carried out in return for payment
(e.g., postal services) and are subject to European internal market and
competition rules (with possible derogations to protect citizens’ access
to basic services); non-economic services such as the police, justice and
statutory social security schemes (not subject to specific EU legislation
or internal market and competition rules); and social (or social services
of general interest; can be of economic or non-economic nature), which
refers to those that respond to the needs of vulnerable citizens and
are based on the principles of solidarity and equal access (e.g., social
security schemes, employment services and social housing) (European
Commission, 2016).
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Interactions between public sector organisations and citizens differ
from private-sector customer exchange in several ways, and the
“customership” exists on two levels (Moore, 1995; Alford, 2002). In
a public setting, the commercial customer functions of expressing
preferences and receiving goods and services are divided between two
categories of actors, the citizenry and the clients (Alford, 2002). In
this division, the citizenry expresses the preferences about how (public
and private) value should be provided through (at best) democratic
political processes of political liberation and representation (Alford,
2002). The value delivered is then consumed by citizens (public value)
and clients (private value) (Alford, 2002). Moore (1995) expressed the
consequence of being a public agency (using both public funds and
public authority) as a need to perform for two audiences: trying to
satisfy clients who use the service or are the focus of an obligation, at
the business end of the agency’s operations; and trying to satisfy the
overseers that the job is well done, at the reporting end.
Important to note is that many services provided take the form of
legal obligations and are coerced on clients (e.g., prison sentences),
thus may not be perceived as “valuable” by the client – rather harmful
(Alford, 2002). Despite growing concern about customer service and
client satisfaction in the public sector, public service organisations use
public agency and public authority in accomplishing their purposes and
servicing clients – and this aspect of imposing obligations on clients is
alien to commercial service management (Moore, 1995).
The expressing of needs of the citizenry is, however, not direct as in the
private-sector customer exchange since the citizenry is a collectivity
(Alford, 2002). The voice of the citizens is (in a democracy) expressed
through political processes, thus constituting “an authoritative
judgement that legitimises the values realised or delivered by
government organisations” (Alford, 2002, p. 339). The mediated (not
aggregated) collective choice is indirect in the sense that citizens elect
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the government that gives agencies mandates, and in the process,
some citizen concerns may be given greater weight than others (Alford,
2002).
In addition to setting preferences and receiving what is produced,
public services differ from private services in how they are financed.
Government activity is paid for by taxpayers (Alford, 2002), but
sometimes (to some extent) also by the receiver of the good or service.
The taxpayer does not necessarily pay voluntarily and might not even
endorse the value they are paying for but, on the other hand, citizens
may support policies that are not gainful for themselves personally
(Alford, 2002).
1.5.3 A supply chain perspective in the studied settings
There is extensive literature about supply chain management, part
of which focuses on service environments. There has also been some
work done on public services and the public procurement contexts (see
e.g., Stentoft Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2012; Stentoft Arlbjørn, Freytag
and Haas, 2011)), as well as a growing number of studies of supply
chains in justice systems (Martins and de Carvalho, 2005; Callender,
2011; López and Zúñiga, 2014; Seepma, de Blok and Van Donk, 2021;
Seepma, van Donk and de Blok, 2021). On a general level, however,
supply chains in the public sector are still argued to be underexplored
(Gundlach, Frankel and Krotz, 2019; Harland et al., 2019).
In this thesis, I present studies and findings from research on legal
processes in the justice system (relating to especially civil and criminal
matters) and public procurement processes and preparedness activities
in the health care, energy, and water services sector in Finland. Next,
the evolving “supply chain perspective” (affected by the abductive
reasoning process) taken in these public service settings will be
described.
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1.5.3.1 Recognising the service supply chain paradox
In this thesis, it is considered that the public sectors provide services
rather than just “public goods”. In 2018, services were estimated to
make up approximately 61 % of world, 65 % of EU, and 60 % of Finland
GDP (The World Bank, 2020a)5.2As many economies have moved
from a focus on manufacturing to a focus on services, academia has
followed the development by adjusting existing models of management
in manufacturing to the service context. The SCM discipline is no
exception, and different authors have transferred supply chain thinking
to service contexts. Certain service contexts (e.g., healthcare) have
received more attention than others, but Wang et al. (2015) also noted
that “service only supply chains” – i.e., in which the products are pure
services for which tangibles do not play a role – are significantly less
studied than product supply chains.
The transition of supply chain thinking and models from manufacturing
to services is not simple. In their discussion on a theory of the supply
chain, Carter, Rogers and Choi (2015) concluded that the generalizability
of their theory might exclude the service supply chain because of the
particular characteristics of services (such as instantaneous production
and consumption, and ethereal quality). The inherent differences
between services and manufacturing have given rise to services supply
chain models (Ellram, Tate and Billington, 2004; Giannakis, 2011;
Maull, Geraldi and Johnston, 2012), and new types of configurations
such as service triads (Holma, 2012; Finne and Holmström, 2013;
Bastl, Johnson and Finne, 2018) or process networks (Sampson et al.,
2015). What is more, other authors have combined the supply chain
perspective with concepts from the service and marketing literature,
such as the customer corridor concept (Harvey, 2016) or servicedominant logic (Altuntas Vural, 2017).
According to the World Bank descriptions of the data, “services” include government,
financial, professional, and personal services such as education, health care, and real
estate services.
5
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Throughout the search for theory and models during the abductive
reasoning process, literature on service supply chain management
was explored but not used in the publications. The supply chain
perspective taken in the thesis is based mainly on SCM literature
considering manufacturing environments, while the studies took place
in environments characterised as public services. It could be considered
a paradox that supply chains are considered to exist everywhere and
are applied in services and public settings, simultaneously as the
applicability of supply chains in these environments are contested (e.g.,
Carter, Rogers and Choi, 2015) or that they seem to require specific
configurations to fit with the service characteristics (e.g., Harvey,
2016). However, the service characteristics were not problematised in
the research of this thesis, and the paradox will not be further explored,
only acknowledged.
1.5.3.2 The ”justice supply chain” and lean thinking
A statement that is constantly repeated in research articles in different
streams of literature is that the public sector needs to produce more
and better with less (see, e.g., Pedersen and Huniche, 2011; Osborne,
Radnor and Nasi, 2012; Lienhard and Kettiger, 2017; FernándezGutiérrez and Van de Walle, 2018; Stentoft and Freytag, 2020). The
justice systems of different jurisdictions have not been spared from this
pressure. Inefficient legal processes not only cause delays and waste
resources, but also damage the credibility of the system and weaken the
rule of law (Dandurand, 2014). The problem of why legal cases do not
flow through the procedures and get solved within a reasonable time
has been explored in research streams such as court administration,
operations management and logistics (Martins, Helgheim and de
Carvalho, 2007; Steelman and Fabri, 2008; Pekkanen, Karppinen
and Pirttilä, 2009; Martins and de Carvalho, 2013). In recent years,
work has appeared in the literature where the justice system and
its processes are specifically described as legal or justice chains,
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supply chains or supply networks (Martins and de Carvalho, 2004;
Hines, Martins and Beale, 2008; Callender, 2011; López and Zúñiga,
2014; de Blok et al., 2016; Kettiger and Lienhard, 2016; Ritchie and
Walley, 2016; Seepma, de Blok and Van Donk, 2021; Seepma, van
Donk and de Blok, 2021), in countries such as Australia, Costa Rica,
Finland, the Netherlands, Portugal and Switzerland. These authors
recognise that the delivery of justice services involves a wide range of
interconnected processes and actors (Callender, 2011; Seepma, de Blok
and Van Donk, 2020). For example, in his case study of a failure in the
transportation of an arrested person, Callender (2011, p. 16) noted that
“the punishment is intended to deter the individual from re-committing the
offence and to protect the public from the consequences of [the behaviour].
In these circumstances, the criminal justice system (CJS) creates a supply
chain composed of individuals as service providers and every person in this
supply chain has a duty of care ranging from safety of the public to safety of
the individual.”

The source of the supply chain in the criminal justice system is,
according to Callender (2011), the citizens and their relationship with
the law – within a legislative context (such as a State) – and the chain
is triggered by a citizen offence.
Personally, I could from the start of the PhD process “see” a “supply
chain” within the justice system, although the specific terms were
not used in that setting. When the European Court of Human Rights
examines alleged violations under Article 6 (“the right to a fair
trial”, which includes the right to have one’s case dealt with within
a reasonable time) of the European Convention on Human Rights,
it considers not only judicial proceedings in court but also the steps
before an individual has been formally charged with a criminal offence,
and sometimes the execution phase (Mole and Harby, 2006). For civil
matters, Article 6 (the right to a fair trial) may apply to administrative
stages preceding the judicial proceedings (Mole and Harby, 2006). The
States that have signed the treaty are obliged to take all steps necessary
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to ensure that the rights are guaranteed in practice and theory, and the
responsibility trickles down to the judges. However, the judges are not
the only public officials with a responsibility to ensure compliance with
the Convention: both the police and prosecutors must ensure that an
effective prosecution of the case is conducted. Public defenders (and
legal aid lawyers in civil cases) are charged with protecting their clients’
right to a fair trial (Mole and Harby, 2006). Thus, the responsibility to
make sure that a legal process is fair is shared among several actors.
I could personally also “see” a “supply chain thinking” in the Finnish
criminal procedure, again without the specific term being used. In 2001,
the Finnish General Prosecutor’s Office had published a committee
report on a project to develop the operations of the prosecution. The
report highlighted two perspectives on the prosecutors’ tasks that could
not be directly derived from the abstract wording of the law. The first
perspective was the role of the prosecutor as a promoter of fundamental
and human rights. The second perspective was a “criminal process
chain thinking”. It was emphasised in the report that the prosecutor
is the only official that takes part in all stages of the “criminal process
chain” – the preliminary investigation, the consideration of charges, the
trial, and the appeal – and is therefore in a key position for successful
management of criminal law. The report further concluded that this
comprehensive responsibility requires the prosecutors to be active
and cooperate closely with other authorities and other stakeholders
involved in the criminal process. (Valtakunnansyttäjänvirasto, 2001)
The term the Finnish criminal procedure is used in publication 1
(Mattsson (2014, p. 76)) for referring to the chain of activities that
makes up the handling process of Finnish authorities concerning
a crime. The procedure was considered to have its starting point at
the moment a crime is reported or registered at the Police, and its
ending point at the moment when a final judgment has gained legal
force (Mattsson, 2014, p. 76). The criminal procedure is regarded as a
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“supply chain”, by referring to the definition suggested by Martins and
de Carvalho (2004, p. 30), i.e., “a network of entities (which can be
both organisations or individuals) directly involved with the flows of
products, information, services and finances that flow between them,
from a source towards a final customer”. This definition takes into
account that flows can be continuous in both directions for services
produced in court environments, as cases “flow back and forth in
the supply chain, before a stable solution is reached at each stage of
its process” (Martins and de Carvalho, 2005, p. 709). The collected
interview data aimed to capture the different stages of the process and
therefore included professionals in different authorities involved in the
case handling, in addition to representatives for the Ministry of Justice
and academia.
In publication 2, the supply chain of justice-making is not explicitly
defined. Instead, justice is described as “a service provided to citizens by
judicial bodies and other organisations in the public sphere” (Martins,
Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017, p. 357). Different public actors involved in
providing the information-processing service are stated, including
courts, prosecutors, legal aid services, police, and prisons and private
actors such as law firms, postal services, transportation services and
consultants. It is also acknowledged that the information-processing
service requires input and involvement of different stakeholders such
as citizens as parties to the case, witnesses and jurors, in order for
justice to be achieved (Martins, Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017, p. 358).
When it comes to lean thinking, it could be argued to have developed
both as a stream of literature and management approach separate
from SCM, as well as an integrated part (i.e., strategic objective) of
Supply Chain Management (e.g., Håkansson and Persson, 2004;
Jones and Womack, 2017). Lean thinking shares many fundamental
assumptions with Supply Chain Management, as it is “about increasing
customer value and reducing waste by optimising processes within
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and between organisations, departments, and teams” (Pedersen and
Huniche, 2011, p. 403). A supply chain perspective is also important
to lean, as it has been argued that the lean principles approach entails
that one should not focus on one organisation or function only but
consider the complete value stream that extends across functional and
organisational boundaries (Hines et al., 2000). In recent work, Jones
and Womack (2017) argue that the full potential of lean is realised only
when it is embraced by the whole supply chain. They further claim
that lean thinking is not just an improvement methodology but a set
of behaviours and a management system (Jones and Womack, 2017,
p. 6) – this is the understanding of lean thinking with which this thesis
aligns.
Lean has been applied in many organisational settings, from
manufacturing to service settings to the public sector (Stentoft Arlbjørn,
Freytag and de Haas, 2011; Jones and Womack, 2017). Lean thinking
(as well as different dimensions of it, i.e., philosophy, principles and
tools (Pettersen, 2009; Stentoft Arlbjørn, Freytag and de Haas, 2011))
continues to be applied and researched in various settings, including
in public services (Radnor, 2017). When it comes to the justice system,
the literature provides some work on the implementation, or the
potential application, of lean in courts (Hines, Martins and Beale,
2008; Kalghatgi and Bumblauskas, 2016) as well as in other entities
that are involved in justice-making, i.e., police forces (Barton, 2013;
Barton and Matthews, 2016) and the legal service network (Reid and
Bamford, 2016). Compared to other public service settings, especially
healthcare, lean thinking in justice remains underexplored. However,
the justice system and legal processes are interesting for the application
of lean thinking, because of their specific characteristics. Court systems
are balancing between the needs of independent professional work and
effective mass production (Pekkanen, Karppinen and Pirttilä, 2009,
p. 222); each case is unique, and the time and resources used for the
processing of the case, and the facts and law deemed relevant in the
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particular case, may vary infinitely. On the other hand, the procedure is
strictly regulated by law, including rules on certain types of procedures
for specific categories of cases, time limits for certain actions to be taken
by one party, and prioritisation of cases with specific characteristics.
The two main parties involved in a legal process often have opposing
goals, and their actions introduce unpredictability of the outcome of a
decision or its implication for the process (Dandurand, 2014, p. 398).
There are thus elements of both standardisation and customisation
throughout the handling of the case, while parties’ involvement and
satisfaction impact, and are affected by, the process.
1.5.3.3 Public procurement and supply networks for innovation and
preparedness
Public procurement is often considered to be the public sector
equivalent to procurement in commercial organisations, which in
turn can be considered both a function relating to organisations’
management of supply chains, as well as one aspect of focus within
the discipline of Supply Chain Management (Akkermans, Bogerd and
Vos, 1999; Stentoft Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2012; Council of Supply
Chain Management Professionals, 2021). Public procurement is
often regarded as the commercial arm of government, feeding public
service provision (Harland et al., 2019, p. 6). Thus, the discipline of
supply chain management and the context of the public sector often
intersect in the topic of public procurement and supply management
(e.g., Burnes and Coram, 1999; Ambe, 2009; Preuss, 2009; Amann et
al., 2014; Eckerd and Eckerd, 2017). In such work, the public sector
organisation is often placed at the end of the supply chain (e.g., Preuss,
2009; Eckerd and Girth, 2017).
Private and public procurement are often compared, and consequently,
the specific characteristics of the public sector are often highlighted
(see e.g., Stentoft Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2012; Eckerd and Eckerd,
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2017). These characteristics include unique demands absent in private
sector procurement (Telgen, Harland and Knight, 2007). These
characteristics are further presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Unique demands on public procurement (based on Telgen, Harland
and Knight, 2007, pp. 17–19)
Additional demands on public procurement (compared to private sector
procurement)
• external demands, relating to transparency, integrity, accountability, and exemplary
behaviour (in terms of ethical standards, efficiency, and effectiveness)
• internal demands, relating to the need to serve many goals at the same time (e.g.,
internal goals such as economic and managerial as well as service-specific goals),
political goals and the existence of many stakeholders (with different objectives and
interests)
• demands originating from the context: procurement being budget-driven, operating
with open budgets, and carried out in mutually dependent budget situations and in a
specific cultural setting (e.g., employees being concerned with public interests, causing
risk aversion, among other things)
• demands on the process: strict limits imposed by rules and organisational procedures
(which can be extensive, cumulative (international, national, local) and mutually contradictory or elusive), difficulties in establishing long-term relationships, and the possibility to cooperate with other public entities
• multiple roles for the public organisation itself, relating to characteristics of being
large buyers, reciprocity (as suppliers also have interests similar to those being served
by the organisation) and the role of determining rules and regulations.

Public procurement can also be considered an instrument or tool from
many different perspectives. From the legal and policy point of view,
public procurement is a multi-faceted tool of European regulation and
governance covering policy choices (Bovis, 2016b). It has also been
argued to be a tool for achieving or promoting policy goals relating
to, e.g., innovation and industrial development (Snider and Rendon,
2008; Borrás and Edquist, 2013). It is also considered an important
tool to impact supply chains (Harland et al., 2019).
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In publication 3, public procurement is defined as “the activity,
performed by public organisations, of acquiring goods, services and
works needed for performing their tasks and missions, by using public
funds” (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017, p. 344). In the CAIUS project,
within which the publication’s data were gathered, the investigation
took a supply chain approach. The project acknowledged that public
organisations are part of commercial supply chains – usually situated
downstream, close to end-users. Supply chains were considered part
of the environment in which public procurement takes place and the
routes in (and between) which innovation can cascade. Cascading
events were thus considered to affect the public sector, while demand
from the public may have cascading effects throughout supply chains.
Further, preparedness and innovation are not only associated with
public policies but they can also be considered supply chain outcomes
(Melnyk et al., 2010). In this thesis, the supply chain perspective
extends beyond what was originally taken in the research project,
thus combining the supply of goods, services, and works TO a public
sector organisation with the supply chain that involves the delivery of
the service itself (see Sampson et al. (2015)) and the outcomes to be
achieved.
1.5.3.4 Preparedness for networked risk
As noted above, the CAIUS project was focused on cascading innovation
upstream the supply chain through procurement processes, but since
the project was carried out at the Humanitarian Logistics and Supply
Chain Research Institute and with input from the National Emergency
Supply Agency in Finland, preparedness and security of supply had
important roles in the project. Humanitarian Supply Chain Management
has been argued to rely heavily on the research tradition of SCM, and
preparedness is considered important from a humanitarian supply
chain perspective as it is necessary for anticipating disaster (Tabaklar
et al., 2015).
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The cascading (which can be understood using the toppling dominos
analogy (Kachali et al., 2018, p. 283)) in supply chains was extended to
preparedness aspects, so that “cascading” also came to be considered
in the form of cascading crises, which was investigated further in
publication 4. The publication considered both networked risk and
the networks of actors in Finland involved in preparedness, including
government, authorities, businesses, associations, and individuals.
Wieland, Handfield and Durach (2016) argue that the term network
better reflects the (more messy) reality of inter-linked organisations,
while Håkansson and Persson (2004) note that the network approach
combines the integration of activities along different supply chains and
the combining of resources across supply chains in order to handle
pooled interdependencies and reciprocal interdependencies. “The
whole” in publication 4 was thus seen as a meta-organisation, with
inter-organisational relationships and integrated processes between
actors (Halldorsson et al., 2007).
1.5.4 The law-trained researcher’s perspective in the thesis
When I have presented myself as a doctoral student at Hanken
interested in studying public services and the public sector from
a “supply chain perspective”, the interlocutor has often seemed to
associate this description with the concept of outsourcing of public
services. I assume that my institution (a business school) has given
rise to some preconceptions regarding neo-liberal ideas, additionally
fuelled by the public debates about making the public more efficient
through privatising and outsourcing. In the literature, I have also
noted that some authors argue for adopting commercial supply chain
management in the public sector, and laws and rules are then seen
as barriers for change and adoption of supply chain management
practices (see, e.g., Gansler, Luby and Kornberg, 2004). The intention
in this thesis is NOT to promote a market logic for the provision of
public services through outsourcing and privatisation. Rather, it is to
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explore the supply chains and networks within the public service sector,
acknowledging some specific characteristics of the public sphere. Nor
are laws and rules considered barriers for change and adoption; policy
and laws are instead regarded as means through which the needs and
wants of the citizenry are transformed into institutions, structures, and
performance objectives to align with within the supply chains/networks
of public service provision. Although rules may put restrictions on what
and how things can be done, rules are acknowledged to have underlying
objectives such as protecting the vulnerable, enabling activities and
promoting certain outcomes.
The law has had a part in this research, both formally and for me
personally. First, the research underlying this thesis has focused on
legal and procurement processes that are strictly regulated on European
and national level, as well as on preparedness activities that are related
to different types of policy instruments (see table II, publication
3 (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017, p. 347) and table 3, publication 4
(Kachali et al., 2018, pp. 285–286)). Thus, several laws, regulations,
principles, policies and/or guidelines and other types of informative
documents apply to the legal processes dealt with in publication 1
and 2, the procurement process dealt with in publication 3, and the
preparedness activities presented in publication 4. Secondly, I have
had a personal interest in law and regulations because of my “hobby” of
studying for a law degree next to the SCM research. Next, I will describe
how the law studies have fed the understanding of the studied settings.
These descriptions do not contain every regulation or rule on each
specific topic but rather provide an overview of part of the relevant law.
1.5.4.1

The law-trained researcher’s understanding of the justice
system

The fundamental principles guiding the justice system are not only
about speed and inexpensiveness of procedures but include legality,
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fairness, and legal certainty (Kokko, 2011; Virolainen and Vuorenpää,
2017b). While I was getting familiar with the Finnish legal system as a
law student, but before starting the PhD at Hanken, I took part in the
Nordic case competition on Human Rights. This is a legal LARP6,3in
which teams of law students from universities in the Nordic countries
prepare written statements and presentations in a (more or less)
fictional case brought to the (fictional) European Court of Human
Rights. My role in the team was to present the state’s view on the
case, and in the preparations, I focused particularly on ECHR’s caselaw regarding Article 6 (the right to a fair trial) of the Convention.
My participation in this competition allowed me to explore the legal
aspects of having one’s case dealt with properly and within a reasonable
time. More importantly, from the judgements and case descriptions, I
could get a sense of the harm and hurt individuals have experienced
when their human and fundamental rights have been violated and the
related legal processes prolonged or not carried out properly and fairly.
This experience was relatively fresh when I studied the lean principles
in the justice system.
Publications 1 and 2 connect to the human and fundamental rights
and freedoms (specifically the right to access to justice and the right to
a fair trial) as set out in the European Convention on Human Rights
and in the Finnish Constitution. The Constitution of Finland states that
courts of law must be independent (Section 3). It should also be easy
to turn to the judicial system; it should function efficiently, and a fair
solution should be reached (Virolainen and Vuorenpää, 2017b). Access
to justice is a fundamental principle, meaning that individuals should
have actual opportunity to “receive” justice, which could be diminished
by things such as an individual’s lack of legal expertise, a too expensive
procedure, or ineffective enforcement of decisions (Virolainen and
Vuorenpää, 2017b). Procedural justice is also a value that entails many
quality requirements: cases must be dealt with properly; the procedure
6

Live-action role-playing game.
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must be transparent; parties and other actors must be heard, and they
must be treated equitably and with respect (Virolainen and Vuorenpää,
2017b).
The main part of the procedural norms in Finland is today found
in statutory law, but there are still certain legal institutions (often
expressed in Latin) that are considered to be valid norms without
a basis in written law (Virolainen and Vuorenpää, 2017a). The
proceedings in civil cases, together with some general but important
rules for all types of proceedings, are still to be found in the Code of
Judicial Procedure (4/1734)7.4However, there are also specific laws
regarding, e.g., arbitration (967/1992) and court-annexed mediation
(663/2005), as well as procedural rules for specific types of disputes
(e.g., custody proceedings) (Virolainen and Vuorenpää, 2017a). Then,
there is also relevant laws on the EU level, as illustrated in publication
2: Regulation (EC) No 861/2007 of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 11 July 2007 establishing a European Small Claims
Procedure.
The provisions regarding the criminal procedure in court are to be
found mainly in the Criminal Procedure Act (689/1997). In addition,
laws relevant in the other phases of the process are the Criminal
Investigation Act (805/2011), Coercive Measures Act (806/2011) and
the Act on the National Prosecution Authority (32/2019). What is
more, specific types of sanctions, including the procedural provisions,
have their own acts, such as the Act on the determination of fines and
fixed fines (754/2010).

This law originates from when Finland was still part of Sweden, and is among the few
from that time that are still in force. Most of the individual provisions in the law have,
however, been amended or repealed.
7
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1.5.4.2 The law-trained researcher’s understanding of public
procurement
In general, jurisdictions impose legal and regulatory disciplines on
public procurement to encourage better use of financial resources,
greater efficiency and reduced risk of favouritism or corruption (Bovis,
2016b). Within the EU (and its predecessors), public procurement
regulation has been a priority since 1986 (Bovis, 2016b). Public
procurement regulation is very much interlinked with and directly
relevant to what one can call the policy of the European ”internal
market project” (Bovis, 2016a). Public procurement is a necessary
component of the principles of ”free movement of goods and services,
the right of free establishment and the prohibition of discrimination
on nationality grounds” (Bovis, 2016b, p. ix). The main arguments
for liberalising the trade between the public and utilities sectors and
industry have included savings, price convergence, competition and
growth (Bovis, 2016b).
From the European perspective, public procurement is defined in three
EU directives, as “the acquisition by means of a public contract (or a
supply, works or service contract) of works, supplies or services by one
or more contracting authorities (or entities) from economic operators
chosen by those contracting authorities (or entities), whether or not
the works, supplies or services are intended for a public purpose”
(2014/24/EU8,5Art. 1.2; 2014/25/EU9,6Art. 1.2), as well as “the award
of works or services concessions to economic operators by contracting
authorities or contract entities, provided that the works or services are
intended for the pursuit of certain activities” (2014/23/EU10,7Art. 1.2).
Directive 2014/24/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February
2014 on public procurement and repealing Directive 2004/18/EC.
9
Directive 2014/25/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February
2014 on procurement by entities operating in the water, energy, transport and postal
services sectors and repealing Directive 2004/17/EC.
10
Directive 2014/23/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February
2014 on the award of concession contracts.
8
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The EU public procurement directives apply to “contracting authorities”,
which can be said – put simply – to include most entities that disperse
public funds in pursuit or on behalf of the public interest (Clarke, 2016).
Thus, the EU public procurement framework applies not only to States,
authorities, and public undertakings but can also apply to private
companies (which is especially evident in the utilities sectors). It could
be important to note that not all government spending is directed
through formal and regulated processes, but other arrangements
exist between government and public operators and suppliers, such
as countertrade agreements (Harland, 2021). One also needs to
acknowledge that a state’s underlying legal, political, institutional, and
economic system has implications for what is included in the public
sector and what tasks have been left for other actors to take care of (or
not to be taken care of at all).
When the research was carried out in the CAIUS project, the EU
directives 2014/23/EU, 2014/24/EU, and 2014/25/EU were new,
and the latter two amended the former public procurement directives
2004/17/EC and 2004/18/EC. The new directives were supposed to
be transposed into national law by 18 April 2016, but the adoption was
late in Finland, meaning that the national acts on public procurement
(348/2007) and (349/2007, regarding the water, energy, transport
and postal services sectors) remained in force. The new Finnish laws
on public procurement (1397/2016, 1398/2016) entered into force on
1 January 2017. In addition, the Åland Islands, an autonomous area in
Finland, have its own public procurement law.
1.5.4.3 The law-trained researcher’s understanding of preparedness
obligations
The Finnish approach to preparedness for potential crises and
disruptions centres on safeguarding critical functions in society, for the
private sector and the population through security of supply (National
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Emergency Supply Agency (Finland), 2021). State and municipal
authorities have a statutory duty to prepare for and respond to
emergencies and disruptions. Key legislation includes the Emergency
Powers Act (1552/2011), the Act on Security of Supply (1390/1992)
and the Act on the Operation of the Government Security Network
(10/2015). Important policy documents in this area include the Security
Strategy for Society11 8(The Security Committee Finland, 2017) and the
National Risk Assessment129(Ministry of the Interior Finland, 2019), of
which the latter is a document based on Decision No. 1313/2013/EU of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 December 2013 on a
Union Civil Protection Mechanism.
One of the key players in the Finnish preparedness is the National
Emergency Supply Agency, whose role it is to coordinate, promote and
facilitate security of supply in critical sectors, as well as to work with
relevant organisations to maintain sufficient buffers of certain items
(National Emergency Supply Agency (Finland), 2021). The agency’s
tasks are set out in the Decree of the Council of State on the National
Emergency Supply Agency (455/2008).
The Finnish approach to preparedness also involves collaborative
networks of public, private and third sector actors through the
National Emergency Supply Organisation’s sectors and pools
(National Emergency Supply Agency (Finland), 2021). The objectives
of security of supply, and the critical sectors covered, are set out in the
Decision of the Council of State on the objectives of security of supply
(1048/2018). Companies participate mainly on a voluntary basis, but
in some sectors, the security of supply is governed by legal acts and
decrees. These acts and decrees include the Act on Obligatory Storing of
Medicines (979/2008) and the Act on Obligatory Storing of Imported
The research for this thesis was based on the previous version of the strategy (i.e.,
Ministry of Defence Finland, 2010).
12
The research for this thesis was based on the previous version of the national risk
assessment (i.e., Ministry of the Interior Finland, 2016)
11
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Fuels (1070/1994), and the decrees regarding the requirements for
taking the emergency stocks into use (e.g., 279/2006, 734/2005 and
140/2005).
1.5.5 Additional concepts used in the thesis and publications
Government – In this thesis, the government is regarded as “a
social creation which exists to achieve improvements in social states
(outcomes) beyond what could be achieved without a government”
(Prebble, 2015, p. 475). The government needs to do its part “as
a regulatory and service delivery operation to create the material
conditions under which we as individuals and communities would like
to live” (Moore and Benington, 2011, p. 257). The role of the government
thus goes beyond that of merely rule-setter, service provider and social
safety net, to be viewed as a creator of value and shaper of the public
sphere (Benington and Moore, 2011). The government can also be
expressed as “a process run by people by which public authority is
used to achieve public value” (Prebble, 2015, p. 475). Public authority
is a distinct feature of a government, referring to “its lawful power to
require compliance from those within the government’s area of control”
(Prebble, 2015, p. 475).
Innovation – Innovation is “an idea, practice, or object that is
perceived as new by an individual of another unit of adoption” (Rogers,
1995, p. xvii). The EU directives on public procurement (2014/24/EU,
art. 2; 2014/25/EU, art. 2; 2014/23/EU, art. 5) define innovation as
“the implementation of a new or significantly improved product, service or
process, including but not limited to production, building or construction
processes, a new marketing method, or a new organisational method in
business practices, workplace organisation or external relations inter alia
with the purpose of helping to solve societal challenges or to support the
Europe 2020 strategy [for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth].”

Recital 47 of directive 2014/24/EU further states that innovation is
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among the main drivers of future growth and that public authorities
should make the best strategic use of public procurement to spur
innovation. The buying of innovative products, works and services
is further considered (according to recital 57) to play a key role in
improving the efficiency and quality of public services while addressing
major societal challenges.
Within the CAIUS project, innovation was considered a positive
performance objective, based on the assumption that innovation
will lead to better performance and that this objective extends to the
supply chain (see also Melnyk et al., 2010). The project also assumed
that innovation can ”cascade” within and between supply chains
(and between industries) and that public procurement processes can
potentially be aligned with this objective and even foster the ”cascading
innovation”.
Preparedness – (Civil) preparedness is described in publication
3 (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017) as the continued functioning of basic
government functions during emergencies or disasters in peacetime
or periods of crisis (NATO, 2016), and as a strategy for trying to
diminish the negative effects of specific anticipated scenarios (Perry
and Lindell, 2003). Publication 4 (Kachali et al., 2018) use the
UNISDR description of preparedness as “the knowledge and capacities
developed by governments, response and recovery organisations,
communities and individuals to effectively anticipate, respond to and
recover from the impacts of likely, imminent or current disasters”
(UNISDR, 2017). Both of these publications embrace the Sendai and
Hyogo Frameworks regarding the state’s primary role in disaster risk
prevention and reduction, for, inter alia, resilience and protection of
people (UNISDR, 2005, 2015).
Process – Processes is an important concept and part of supply chain
management and is even the focus of some of the (many) definitions
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of Supply Chain Management that exist in the literature. Cooper et al.
(1997, p. 5) defined a process as “a specific ordering of work activities
across time and place, with a beginning, and end, and clearly identified
inputs and outputs, a structure for action” but extended this definition
to the supply chain, and argued that supply chain business processes
“can cross intra- and inter-organisational boundaries, independently
of formal structure.” These authors also emphasised that a process
differs from a function since “the focus of every process is on meeting
the customer’s requirements and that the firm is organised around
these processes.” (Cooper, Lambert and Pagh, 1997, p. 6)
(Business) processes are in this thesis considered to be social constructs,
“made and enacted by people with different values, expectations and
(possibly hidden) agendas” and need not exist in objective and concrete
sense (Melão and Pidd, 2000, p. 120). Thus, processes are constructions
resulting from different frames of interpretation and reflect multiple
views about “what is going on and about how the process is being and
should be carried out” (Melão and Pidd, 2000, p. 120).
Public policy – In this thesis, and articulated in publication 3,
public policy constitutes the “sum of government activities, whether
pursued directly or through agents, as those activities have an influence
on the lives of citizens.” (Peters, 2013, p. 4).
Public policy instruments – This term refers to the “set of techniques
by which governmental authorities wield their power in attempting to
ensure support and effect or prevent social change.” (Vedung, 1998, p.
21)
Public sphere – Benington (2011, p. 31) describes the “public sphere”
as “a democratic space which includes, but is not coterminous with,
the state within which citizens address their collective concerns, and
through which individual liberties have to be protected.” He further
depicts it as
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“the web of values, places, organisations, rules, knowledge, and other cultural
resources held in common by people through their everyday commitments
and behaviours, and held in trust by government and public institutions. It
is what provides a society with some sense of belonging, meaning, purpose
and continuity, and which enables people to thrive and to strive amid
uncertainty” (Benington, 2011, p. 43).

Societal outcomes – Societal outcomes can be described generally
as the socially desired outcomes experienced by society as a whole
(Moore, 2015). It encompasses answers to two questions: “what does
the public value?” and “what adds value to the public sphere?”, the
latter thus emphasising “the longer-term public interest and future
generations of citizens”. (Benington, 2011, p. 31) Societal outcomes can
range from immediate to intermediate and long-term (Moore, 1995;
Medina-Borja and Triantis, 2007).
The services provided by the public, and the outcomes of such,
include clean water and health care for a healthy population, universal
education for a civilised society, and public agency intervention for the
protection of the environment, military service for national security,
and different programs for poverty alleviation (Donnelly, 1999; Eckerd
and Eckerd, 2017). However, it is not easy to operationalise public
service outcomes (Eckerd and Eckerd, 2017, p. 641) or to measure
public value (this will be further discussed in section 2.1.1). Several
authors have developed frameworks and tools (see, e.g., Moore, 2013;
Cresswell, Cook and Helbig, 2015), but it remains an area for further
development (Faulkner and Kaufman, 2018).
This thesis focuses on societal outcomes such as justice, innovation and
preparedness. In publication 1 and 2, lean thinking and waste are
discussed in justice systems, with value considered to be provided to
both parties of the case and society as a whole, which entails a situation
with conflicting objectives to consider and multiple outcomes to
achieve simultaneously. Publication 3 examines public procurement
for the overlapping but conflicting policy goals of innovation and
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preparedness, to be achieved simultaneously with other procurement
process objectives. Publication 4 examines preparedness in Finland
in a broad and holistic way by examining three sectors and the intersectoral vulnerabilities in preparedness and how to mitigate networked
risks and cascading effects. Preparedness is considered an outcome
for society that not only involves different processes and activities by
different actors and different government levels of society, but also
requires the consideration of cross-sector impact.
1.6

Structure of the thesis

The introductory chapter of this thesis has introduced the background
for the research, the research process, emerging areas of SCM research,
the aim and research questions of the thesis, and the publications. It
has also set the conceptual scene for the research. The latter includes
topics such as the supply chain perspective taken in the thesis and the
studied settings, the definition of public services, and legal overviews
and understanding of the studied settings. Additional concepts used in
the thesis and publications were defined.
Next, the thesis will present the public value framework and its
intersection with supply chain management in chapter 2. The research
paradigm will be presented in chapter 3, together with a summary
of methods used in the publications. Chapter 4 summarises the
findings and contributions of the publications. Finally, chapter 5 will
first present events in Finland and the world that have revived the
publications’ relevance. Then, it will discuss how the publications, and
the integration of an SCM perspective, are positioned in relation to the
public value framework, after which the contributions of the thesis are
explained and the answers to the research questions provided. Chapter
5 will conclude by presenting the implications and societal impact of
the findings and the limitations and suggestions for future research.
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2

PUBLIC
VALUE
THEORY,
AND
ITS
INTERSECTION WITH SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT

This chapter introduces the public value framework and the strategic
triangle and discusses their intersection with supply chain management.
2.1

Public value theory and the strategic triangle

Mark Moore developed and popularised a public value theory or
framework, also illustrated by “the strategic triangle”1310(see Figure
1 below), in the 1990s and early 2000s as an (alternative) strategy
model for public sector managers (Moore, 2000; Alford and O’Flynn,
2009). At the time, many private management concepts were applied
(with mixed success) in the public sector, including customer focus,
performance measurement systems, total quality management,
continuous improvement and pay for performance (Moore, 2013).
The development of the public value framework drew inspiration from
different streams of literature, namely political science, economics,
organisational theory, public administration, administrative law and
business management (Moore, 1995, p. 5). Moore was especially
inspired by the private sector notion of strategic management and
“finding a fit between one’s organisation and the external environment
in which that organisation was operating” (Moore, 2013, p. 7). He
argued that any organisation could benefit from developing and
implementing a strategy for directing its attention in order to remain
purposeful and effective, by creating commitment to and support for
a vision of how the organisation can create value, while at the same
time being efficient, reducing costs and adapting to changing political
demands or new tasks (Moore, 1995, p. 9, 2000). He did, however,
point to private-sector models failing to account for some features that
Moore (1995) acknowledged the work that had already been going on for a couple of
decades at the Kennedy School of Government and pointed to Philip Heymann as the
first person who might have drawn the strategic triangle.
13
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are distinct to non-profit and governmental organisations; namely, the
notion that the value produced by non-profit organisations does not lie
in the generation of revenues but the achievement of social purposes
(i.e., a raison d’être beyond the mere survival of the organisation),
and the fact that non-profit and governmental organisations receive
revenues from sources other than customer purchases (e.g., donations,
or taxes appropriated to them by legislatures) (Moore, 2000). Moore
thus emphasised the concept of public value as the core issue to pay
attention to in the strategic challenges and complex choices public
managers face, similarly to how private value had provided a strategic
purpose for managers in the private sector (Benington and Moore,
2011). This concept has annotations to making money and producing
something considered “good”. However, Moore has also pointed out
that the term public value evokes “the possibility that important moral
values [ar]e at stake in what government ch[o]ose to do and the effects
it produce”; that making public policy and managing government’s
operations involves philosophical values – i.e., deontological principles
defining the “just and fair” (Moore, 2019, p. 359).
The features mentioned above (social purposes and the sources of
finances) have important implications for management in the public
sector. Moore (2000) highlighted that the governmental organisations’
missions, and the activities they undertake in pursuit of these missions,
are politically mandated (and more or less reliably reflecting citizen
aspirations). The achievement of the mission constitutes the principal
value delivered for the organisation’s clients and society at large
(Moore, 2000). Important to note is that a governmental organisation’s
mission, or purpose, is set out in substantive (rather than financial)
terms, pointing to particular public problems to alleviate or desirable
social conditions to bring about (Moore, 2000).
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Figure 1 The strategic triangle (based on Moore, 1995)

Moore saw public managers1411as “stewards of public assets with ‘restless
value-seeking imaginations’” with important roles in deploying these
assets well and ensuring responsive services, instead of perceiving them
to be only “inward-looking clerks, and passive servants to their political
masters” (Benington and Moore, 2011, pp. 3–4). The strategic triangle
(see Figure 1) intends to help public managers orient themselves
to the work that they have to do while focusing attention in several
directions: upward to those who oversee and authorise operations
In his seminal work on creating public value, Moore used the term “public manager”
broadly for officials that have effective influence over governmental operations or can
directly execute public authority. Thus, the term could include elected chief executives
(e.g., presidents, governors) and the officials they appoint (e.g., administrators, directors); assigned policy staff tasked with implementing specific policy initiatives; senior
civil servants who support political executives and their staff; office staff tasked with
designing, maintaining and operating finance and personnel systems that guide and
account for performance; or substantive experts in line positions. Likewise, the term
could, in Moore’s opinion, encompass overseers (e.g., legislators, legislative oversight
committees) since these can impose specific restrictions on public sector operations,
judges authorised to ensure the protection of individual rights in governmental operations, and lobbyists (i.e., leaders of interest groups) who can initiate or halt public sector enterprises. Finally, the term could include private sector managers when a private
firm produces primarily for the public. However, not all of these mentioned are held
accountable for public sector performance or have direct authority over public assets.
(Moore, 1995, pp. 2–3)
14
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(the political authorising environment), outward to the purposes to
be achieved and to the value to be created (the task environment), and
downward (or inward) to the management of the organisation (the
operations) (Moore, 2000, 2013). The points of the strategic triangle
thus constitute three key calculations: the sources of legitimacy and
support, the public value to be created, and the operational capabilities
needed to deliver the value (Moore, 2000). The task of the manager
in crafting and implementing a strategy is to seek to align these three
elements and negotiate workable trade-offs between them (Alford
and O’Flynn, 2009; Benington and Moore, 2011), i.e., to find better
ways to achieve the organisation’s mission (Moore, 2000), and to
position their organisation in complex, dynamic environments with
heterogenous demand, many different tasks and rapid changes in
expectations (Moore, 2013). The result should be organisations that
meet (or can change) their mandates, generate political support for
delivering public value and operate efficiently, effectively, accountably,
justly and fairly in a democratic governance context (Bryson, Crosby
and Bloomberg, 2015, p. 2). In comparison, strategic work in the
private sector overwhelmingly focuses on customers and competitors
(although in a similarly complex and dynamic environment) (Moore,
2013).
Next, the elements of the public value framework (and the points of the
strategic triangle) will be described further.
2.1.1

Public value

Public management scholars have extensively discussed the concept
of public value. There are related terms such as “public goods”, “public
interest”, “public benefit” and “public realm” (Alford and O’Flynn,
2009; Benington and Moore, 2011). Public value can be seen as broader
than some of the other terms mentioned, as it focuses on a wider range
of value than public goods (thus including institutional arrangements
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such as the rule of law, maintenance of order and mechanisms for
the protection of rights and agreements), on outcomes in addition to
outputs (i.e., impact upon those who enjoy the value or upon important
states of nature), and on meaning for people instead of what is assumed
best for them by a public-sector decision-maker (Alford and O’Flynn,
2009).
Public value is created both in the satisfaction of overseers (the
reporting end of the organisation) and in the satisfaction of clients (the
business end of the organisation) (Moore, 1995). In later work, Moore
(2013) has concluded that there are two critical questions relating to
how public value should be defined and recognised: what particular
social actors are the arbiter of public value, and which particular
effects or dimensions of government performance would be embraced
by those proper arbiters of public value? The relevant “customer” is a
collective public acting through imperfect processes of representative
democracy (Moore, 2013, p. 3). Individuals’ satisfaction is not sized
up to public value; instead, value is decided by the wider “public” that
tacitly agrees to be taxed and regulated to produce the desired social
results (Moore, 2013, p. 3). Social outcomes are measures of aggregate
social conditions, not the substantive satisfaction of individuals who
transact with the government (Moore, 2013). Thus, in many cases, the
government can oblige citizens to things that are not valuable in their
view but beneficial for the community as a whole (Moore, 2015).
The value point of the strategic triangle should direct managerial
attention to value propositions that guide the organisation, i.e.,
the reason for the organisation’s existence or a claim about how the
operations of the organisation can make the world better (Moore,
2000). The process of defining public value involves the clarifying and
specifying of strategic goals and publicly valuable outcomes aimed
for in a given situation (Benington and Moore, 2011). Public value is
argued to be a summary term for assessing and measuring the extent to
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which more specific public values are achieved and realised in practice
at a reasonable cost (Bryson, Crosby and Bloomberg, 2015). In later
work, it has been argued that public value also can act as a guide “to
search out conditions that need to be improved, and problems that
need to be addressed, but are not necessarily the responsibility of any
single agency” (Moore and Benington, 2011, p. 262).
2.1.2 Legitimacy and support
The legitimacy and support point of the triangle directs managerial
attention to the sources of support for pursuing value (Moore, 2000).
Different “others” (e.g., citizens, elected representatives, interest
groups, media), who provide financial resources and authorisation,
have to agree with what the manager pursues (Moore, 2000). Public
sector managers need powerful mandates (stemming from, e.g.,
legislation and/or policies, the roles appointed to the manager, or job
descriptions (Benington and Moore, 2011)) that are backed by insistent
and enthusiastic support in order to mobilise resources (cooperative
efforts by staff or others) to accomplish goals (Moore, 2000). The
authorisation process involves building and sustaining the authorising
environment (consisting of a coalition of stakeholders from different
sectors) necessary to achieve the desired public value outcome
(Benington and Moore, 2011). In Moore’s view, these managers also
have a role in orchestrating processes of public policy development
in trying to ensure that good choices are made in the public interest,
which legitimate and guide the subsequent implementation in order to
improve public outcomes (Benington and Moore, 2011, p. 4).
One aspect of the legitimacy and support point is the important role of
government leaders and managers in helping “bringing a public into
existence” (Moore and Benington, 2011). The government has a role
in “creating the occasions for individuals to come together as a public
and become both informed and articulate about what they would like
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to accomplish together through their social institutions” (Moore and
Benington, 2011, p. 260).
2.1.3 Operational management
Management of the organisation1512is about delivering (the envisioned)
value by deploying legal, financial, material and human assets to
produce concrete results (Moore, 1995). One of the particular assets
that public managers can use is public authority – in Moore’s (1995)
view, this is also something that must be rationed. As noted in section
1.5.2, delivering public value involves the management of service
encounters, and management of “obligation encounters” (Moore and
Benington, 2011).
The operational management point in the strategic triangle directs
managerial attention to the function of delivering value (Moore,
1995); to determine what is operationally and administratively
feasible (Bryson, Crosby and Bloomberg, 2014). The process of
building operational capacity and capabilities involves harnessing and
mobilising operational resources (including finance, staff, skills and
technology) that are necessary to achieve the desired public outcomes
(Benington and Moore, 2011, p. 5). It is recognised that these resources
can be found both inside and outside the organisation (Benington and
Moore, 2011).
Moore originally offered five different ways in which greater value can
be produced: 1) increasing the quantity/quality of public activities per
resource deployed; 2) reducing costs (money or authority) inferred
Over time, different concepts have been used for the organisational management
point in the framework. In his seminal work, Moore (1995) described the point with
the term operational management for delivering the envisioned value. Later, he used
the term operational capacity (Moore, 2000; Benington and Moore, 2011) to refer to
the know-how and capability needed to achieve desired results. In more recent work,
the operational point of the strategic triangle has been named capabilities (Bryson et
al., 2017, p. 647).
15
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at current levels of production; 3) increasing ability to identify and
respond to citizen aspirations; 4) enhancing fairness of operations;
and 5) increasing the continuing capacity to respond and innovate
(Moore, 1995, p. 211). He further argued that these opportunities for
value creation could be located by reengineering the organisation
(Moore, 1995). This could, in turn, be done by analysing five key
issues: 1) what concrete products, services or obligations (consistent
with the vision contained in the organisation’s strategy) to produce for
particular clients, and determine how the performance is to be reported
to overseers (in the authorising environment); 2) how to design the
operations for producing the products, services or obligations; 3) how
to best use and adjust the administrative systems (their structures,
policy-making processes, personnel systems, and control mechanisms)
for performance management; 4) how process and administrative
innovations impact on the capacity to engage those outside of the
organisation in the achievement of the objectives; and 5) how much
and what kind of innovation is required (with the subsequent need
for political management) (Moore, 1995, p. 211). According to Moore
(1995, p. 232), analysing these elements can reveal gaps in what the
organisation produces and incongruities in the way it is produced,
which should be considered occasions for innovating.
2.1.4 Aligning the elements and measuring performance
The strategic triangle is intended to emphasise the importance of
all three elements and alignment between them. Thus, political
management is important to learn what should be accomplished (if e.g.,
political change is what spurs operational changes) or for mobilising
resources to enable effective operational management, at the same
time as an operational focus is needed to produce what is envisioned
(Moore, 1995). Public value aspirations should correspond with the
organisation’s overall mission, goals and operational objectives, and
“products” and activities defined accordingly (Moore, 1995).
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The points of the strategic triangle are not always static but can
change over time (depending on the public sector task or organisation
in question) due to changes in political aspirations or because new
(or changed) operational tasks require adaption and innovation. In
addition, there can be many (sometimes conflicting) expectations to
meet. The strategic view thus requires managers, when confronted
with changes in (political) expectations and substantive tasks, to create
an adaptable and flexible organisation. (Moore, 1995).
Because public money is involved, the organisation must be controllable
and efficient (Moore, 1995). Public value is about both output and
outcomes (Moore, 2013; Bryson, Crosby and Bloomberg, 2015) and
performance measurement is important within the thinking embodied
in the public value framework (Moore, 1995; Moore and Benington,
2011). However, there are different dimensions of measurement, and
(as noted above) one point of monitoring and accountability that is
specific to the public value framework is the ultimate socially valued
results, i.e., the socially desired outcomes experienced by society as a
whole (Moore, 2015). The outcomes defined can range from immediate
to intermediate to long-term (Moore, 1995; Medina-Borja and Triantis,
2007). The chosen measures must align with the value citizens and
their representatives want to be produced and the other points of
the strategic triangle (i.e., authorising environment and operations)
(Moore, 2015). Public value is, however, arbitrary and difficult to
monetise, and in addition, and subsequently, public managers may
have difficulties providing simple, convincing and objective evidence
of the value they create (Moore, 1995, 2015).
Despite challenges, Moore (2013) has concluded that measuring the
performance of government agencies might be a vital solution to
the questions of what actors could legitimise a particular concept of
public value and which particular values this arbiter would choose. He
pondered on whether seriousness about performance measurement
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and skills in methods for recognising public value would facilitate “more
specific, concrete, and rigorous tests of whether public agency strategies
were valuable, legitimate, and doable”, and whether a strategic (rather
than just technical) performance measurement system, focused on
outcomes rather than process, could support a public discussion on
the use of public assets and drive performance of individual agencies
by creating accountability and improving performance (Moore, 2013,
p. 10).
2.2 “Supply chains” in the public sector, for achieving
public value
It has been recognised that other actors than public sector organisations
can create public value on their own. Some work has extended the
public value theory to the voluntary and commercial sectors (Moore,
2000; Moore and Khagram, 2004; Meynhardt, 2019). Individuals and
voluntary associations can thus act on views of public value that are
individually held and voluntarily pursued, without the aid of the state
(Moore, 2019). Some important differences between these actors and
the public sector are that private actors cannot normally use significant
public authority to reach their goals, while they can act as arbiters of
the value they create (Moore, 2019).
Moore pointed out that operational capacity (or capabilities) do not
necessarily lie entirely in the organisation that the public manager
leads; it may be outside its boundaries (Moore, 1995, 2000). The
organisation (and manager) needs to find ways to engage those outside
capabilities to achieve the desired results by creating different kinds
of partnerships (Moore, 2000). Later work has argued that the public
value framework also extends to more complex contexts that involve
multiple actors and coproducers of value (such as private producers,
voluntary agencies, or even citizens), and in which responsibility for
producing desired results is distributed across agencies and agents
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(Moore and Benington, 2011; Moore, 2013; Bryson et al., 2017). It
has even been argued that the framework encourages collaboration
between officials and local communities when dealing with intractable
issues (Prebble, 2015). Importantly also, Moore (2019) acknowledges
the use of authority (through taxation, regulation and moral authority
(i.e., by encouraging a sense of civic duty or public spirit)) in involving
private actors to contribute to public purposes.
In his different publications on the public value framework, Moore
(1995, 2013) provides many cases and examples of how public
organisations’ operations have been altered and adapted to better align
with the public value to achieve and/or the authorising environment.
Some work has discussed the public value chain and the opportunity
to identify the activities and processes of production and coproduction
of public service, and how to add public value at different stages of the
process (Benington and Moore, 2011, p. 12; Moore, 2013), but this is
still considered an under-researched topic (Hartley et al., 2017).
There are a few examples in the literature where supply chains for
societal outcomes have been considered: in an article on enhancing
public sector performance management through the alignment of
inter-agency supply chains, Callender (2011) addressed questions
relating to how the delivery of desired outcomes is assured through
the alignment of inter-organisational supply chains and how different
actors potentially contribute to and monitor the delivery on the policy.
Callender (2011, p. 17) argued that the dilemma of public sector
managers (in this case, the criminal justice system) is obvious: “the
socio-politico-economic supply chain relies on inter-related activities
that involve the government in a range of policy and practice issues,
subject to the scrutiny of multiple stakeholders.” Lynch, Harland
and Walker (2019) explored the strategic use of public procurement
and how it can provide connections between government policy
aspirations to deliver public value and the delivery of value appreciated
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by communities. They found that conflicting objectives at different
government levels impact the connection between policy and actual
outcomes delivered through public procurement. The authors, who
used Principle-Agency theory to analyse the relationship between
government and the objective, argued that the public value theory
could link policy and its implementation more holistically and address
wicked problems.
The intersection of a supply chain perspective and the public value
framework is still in its infancy, but the work cited above illustrates the
potential for combining the two in future work.
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3

METHODOLOGY

3.1

Research paradigm

3.1.1

Internalising the practices and beliefs of different
disciplines

In order to extend the traditional competitive strategic priorities of
supply chain management (e.g., cost, quality, delivery, flexibility,
innovation) to areas such as sustainability and risk, to face the more
complex and nuanced challenges of today, Sanders and Wagner (2011)
argue that researchers need to go beyond traditional perspectives and
take multidisciplinary and multidimensional approaches. They argue
that multidisciplinary research increases insight and influence of
research contributions, which can advance the supply chain discipline
and help supply chain decision-makers manage increasingly complex,
multifaceted and nuanced issues in their strive to achieve differential
performance (Sanders and Wagner, 2011). However, new interesting
and influential insights from multidisciplinary research require that
researchers “leave their disciplinary ‘comfort zone’ and go beyond the
boundaries of their own fields” (Sanders and Wagner, 2011, p. 321).
The Supply Chain Management discipline has grown out of and is related
to many disciplines, and is still actively borrowing theories and concepts
from other fields (Halldorsson et al., 2007; Halldórsson, Hsuan and
Kotzab, 2015; Tabaklar et al., 2015). Law is, however, not among those
disciplines that have been extensively intersected with SCM (a few
examples include Norrman and Henkow (2014) and Gundlach, Frankel
and Krotz (2019)). It is often absent from literature reviews on theories
used in SCM (see, e.g., Tabaklar et al., 2015; Halldórsson, Hsuan and
Kotzab, 2015)). The field of law can be described as the study of rules,
principles, norms, interpretive guidelines, values, and legal systems.
Legal methods encompass systematisation and interpretation of the law
and provide an understanding of what norms are and how they apply
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in space and time, and to which subjects and circumstances (Aarnio,
2006; Vandevelde, 2011). The law also provides rules on relationships
and processes and defines roles, rights and duties (Vandevelde, 2011).
Vick describes disciplinary divisions as self-perpetuating social
constructions resulting from ”the confluence of historical experience,
economic forces, and institutional imperatives”, with each discipline
having its own discourse, and methods and assumptions, which the
academic members of the particular discipline (must) indoctrinate
in order to (filter information and) engage with cutting-edge work in
the discipline (Vick, 2004, pp. 167–168). I understand, from my own
experience, that disciplines can be very different; that each discipline
has ”its own history, its own sense of its origins and progress, its own
heroes and villains, and its own fathers to slay” (Balkin, 1996, p. 955).
Each discipline offers its members jargon and vocabulary, shared
ways of thinking and talking, but also some levels of ”brainwashing
and totalitarianism, intolerance and narrow-mindedness, ideological
blinders and witch-hunts” (Balkin, 1996, p. 954). Indeed, Balkin argues
that ”[…] disciplinarity […] is the product of a set of social forces of
normalisation and education, reward and punishment, through which
the academic’s head gets constructed, and the academic becomes
the kind of academic that he or she is” (Balkin, 1996, p. 954). In this
setting, interdisciplinarity is harsh, in effect meaning the scholar is
“being beaten by two different sticks, or subjected to two contrary and
conflicting punishments” (Balkin, 1996, p. 957).
The combination of studies of law in parallel with studies and research
in supply chain management has sparked, enriched, and complicated
my journey towards completing this thesis. Indulging in two very
different disciplines has enabled (or forced) me to look at “things” from
two very different perspectives and to approach scientific knowledge
and methods with different mindsets. One can say that this thesis has
partly grown out of an internal struggle, in which two disciplines have
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been internalised within one researcher (although not in a way that
would have been evenly distributed over time), sparking a journey of
iteratively moving between disciplines, and a frustrated questioning
of assumptions, perspectives, theories, reality and sense-making.
Sometimes, I have felt a bit like an outsider – but looking from the
outside can be beneficial, in terms of realising what might be taken for
granted by those who are inside, and by being able to look at things
from other perspectives. These things have influenced my view on the
role of the researcher and the process of creating knowledge.
3.1.2 Pragmatism
While I carried out the research for the publications, I considered my
ontological perspective as a researcher falling into the critical realist
paradigm (Aastrup and Halldórsson, 2008; Kovács and Spens, 2007b).
As noted already, I was studying law while doing the PhD, and I even
took a break from the PhD process in 2019 to finish the law degrees.
When turning my attention to this thesis again after having finished the
law degrees, I found myself rather adhering to pragmatism. This was
partly due to the different views on research subjects, empirical data
and methods that I had personally encountered in the two disciplines
(Law and Supply Chain Management), and partly due to the research
carried out. The research was sparked by real-life problems (delays
in legal processes, new policy goals influencing public procurement,
and the question of how to prepare for networked risks and cascading
crises), which were integrated with a theory-matching abductive
process (which is also part of the pragmatism paradigm), with results
that got revived relevance due to emerging topics in the SCM literature
(see section 1.2) and recent events (see section 5.1).
Pragmatism emphasises human experience and considers life as
contextual, emotional and social, and is less concerned with metaphysical
discussions about the nature of reality or truth (Carlsen and Mantere,
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2007; Morgan, 2014). It thus rests on antifoundationalism, i.e., the
belief that there are no a priori truths but instead socially constructed
beliefs (although they could be experienced by members of (a certain)
society as true) (Vandevelde, 2011, pp. 281–282). Knowledge is
perspectival, and meaning is intersubjective (i.e., collectively, socially
constructed), so “truth” is what a community believes at a particular
time (Vandevelde, 2011, p. 287). Ontological arguments about the
nature of the outside world or the world of conceptions (as made within
post-positivism and constructivism) are, in a pragmatist view, just a
discussion about two sides of the same coin (Morgan, 2014, p. 1048)
According to pragmatist philosophy, human action is inseparable
from past experiences and beliefs stemming from those experiences
(Kaushik and Walsh, 2019, p. 257). Our knowledge of the world that
exists out there is inseparable from contexts of use and possibilities
for action (Carlsen and Mantere, 2007, p. 1298). As Morgan (2014, p.
1048) put it, “[o]ur experiences in the world are necessarily constrained
by the nature of that world [and] our understanding of the world is
inherently limited to our interpretations of our experiences”. People’s
actions are based on possible consequences of those actions, and they
use the results of their actions to predict the consequences of similar
actions in the future (Kaushik and Walsh, 2019, p. 257).
Pragmatism takes a process-based approach to knowledge and considers
inquiry to be a specific kind of experience, “a process by which beliefs
that have become problematic are examined and resolved through
action” (Morgan, 2014, p. 1047). Research is a form of inquiry (which in
turn is a form of experience) carried out carefully and self-consciously
for responding to (possibly, a feeling about a) problematic situation, as
it requires “a considerable amount of effort to make the choices that are
most likely to have the desired consequences” (Morgan, 2014, p. 1047).
Emotions and preferences operate throughout the inquiry process;
doing research thus involves choices in relation to what one believes is
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good or bad, right or wrong, and preferences between likely outcomes
(Morgan, 2014, pp. 1048–1051).
The pragmatist view also entails that our actions as researchers are
“located within belief systems, in which those beliefs are subject
to change by our conscious actions” (Morgan, 2014, p. 1051). In
research, the “others in the field” constitute one social dimension,
and any statement about the results from research is subject to this
community’s judgments, whether they share our beliefs and standards
or not (Morgan, 2014, p. 1048). Scientific progress is not towards
truth (as truth is provisional and always subject to fallibility by further
inquiry) but lies in the “advances of the conceptual apparatus created
by a particular community of inquirers engaged in particular purposes”
(Carlsen and Mantere, 2007, p. 1299). Pragmatists do not abandon
rigour, but claims about theory should be “intersubjectively criticised,
tested and falsified by a potent community of inquirers” (Carlsen and
Mantere, 2007, p. 1300). In legal science, these ideas correspond with
one of the views of the nature of the law, i.e., the purely procedural
view on law, which holds that a legal argument is not about finding
the content of the law but convincing one’s “enlightened auditorium”
of a particular legal position, with authoritative arguments that are
convincing and effective (Hage, 2011).
This thesis is intended for a Supply Chain Management audience,
using language familiar to those members. I have taken a supply chain
perspective and used methods familiar to this audience (including
myself), but I have also come to question the assumptions made within
the discipline, and aim to go beyond what is mainstream in the SCM
literature. I cannot ignore the perspectives I have come to internalise
through my parallel studies in law. Pragmatism allows me to view the
disciplines from an outside perspective and makes me aware of how I
see things as an insider.
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3.2

Summary of specific methods used in the publications

The research topics underlying this thesis were driven by a personal
interest in combining learning in the disciplines of Law and Supply
Chain Management and real-world problems that were perceived
to benefit from knowledge in SCM and related frameworks and
approaches. The research was exploratory and used qualitative data
collection (semi-structured interviews, documents) and analysis
methods (coding template and general inductive analysis). Qualitative
methods have been argued to offer critical tools for fostering ”new ways
of seeing” and insights that ”challenge taken-for-granted theories and
expose new theoretical directions” (Bansal, Smith and Vaara, 2018, p.
1189). Qualitative researchers are entangled with the context – which
is to be seen as a strength for insights – and get real-time insights from
both scientific and practical knowledge systems (Bansal, Smith and
Vaara, 2018). The quality criteria used in the research were mainly the
trustworthiness criteria for qualitative research, suggested by Lincoln
and Guba (1985) and Wallendorf and Belk (1989). The approaches and
methods used in the publications are summarised in Table 3 below.
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Table 3 Summary of approaches and methods used in the publications
Publication 1

Publication 2

Publication 3

Publication 4

Type of
publication

Research paper

Conceptual
discussion

Research paper

Research paper

Research
approach

Exploratory

N/A

Exploratory

Exploratory

Data

Semi-structured interviews (Saunders, Lewis
and Thornhill,
2007) with 11
informants
(individual
and in one
group interview), carried
out between
April 2011 and
March 2012
(by the author
of the thesis).
The main part
of informants
represented different
phases of
the criminal
process (investigation,
prosecution,
adjudication)
in one court
district and
academia and
the Ministry of
Justice

Literature,
researchers’
experience

- Semi-structured interviews
with 92 informants in the healthcare, energy, and water services
sectors in Finland carried out
between May 2015 and June
2016 (by a team of researchers,
including the author of this thesis). The informants represented
different tiers of the sector supply chains, as well as authorities
and government

Interviewees
were selected
based on
snowballing
and
purposiveness
criteria
(Patton, 2002;
Krippendorff,
2004)

N/A

Sampling
strategy

- (Legal and policy) texts and
publicly available information,
to support (or be part of) the
analysis

- The case sectors (healthcare,
energy, and water services) were
purposively sampled together
with NESA (identified as a best
practice procurement agency
within public procurement in
Finland); these sectors provide
critical services that should
function always
- Interviewees were sampled
through snowball sampling
(Patton, 2002)
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Publication 1

Publication 2

Publication 3

Interviews
were
recorded and
transcribed

N/A

- Interviews were recorded and
transcribed

Analysis
methods

Coding
template
(King, 2004;
Waring and
Wainwright,
2008) with
one round of
revisions

N/A

Inspired
by coding
template
method
(Brooks et
al., 2015)
and general
inductive
analysis
(Thomas,
2006);
categorisation

Research
quality
assurance

Not explicitly
stated in the
publication. In
the master’s
thesis (Mattsson, 2012),
trustworthiness criteria
(Lincoln and
Guba, 1985;
Wallendorf
and Belk,
1989) were
used

N/A

- Triangulation by using different
types of data (interviews and
documents)

Data
management

Publication 4

- NVivo was used to support data
management and analysis
General
inductive
analysis
(Thomas,
2006); coding
scheme;
horizontal
reading of
coded sections
and summary
of interactions
and impacts
within and
between
sectors

- Transcriptions were sent
back to the interviewees for
member check to allow for
clarifications; a draft report was
sent to informants; outstanding
comments on the analysis were
gathered at a project seminar
that was open to the public,
which assures credibility and
confirmability of the study
- The analysis of three sectors
assures transferability of study
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4

FINDINGS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE
PUBLICATIONS

In this section, each publication’s starting point (practical and
theoretical), together with the findings and contributions, is presented
separately.
4.1

Publication 1

The article ”Spill och onödigheter i finska straffprocessen” (translated
title: ”Waste in the Finnish criminal procedure”) (Mattsson, 2014) took
stance from the evidence of problems with delays and varying lead-times
in judicial procedures (Council of Europe/European Court of Human
Rights, 2011) and descriptions of court systems from manufacturing
and operations management perspectives (Martins, Helgheim and
de Carvalho, 2007; Hines, Martins and Beale, 2008; Pekkanen,
Karppinen and Pirttilä, 2009; Pekkanen and Niemi, 2013). Based on
the comparability of features of legal processes with manufacturing
environments, it was argued that lean thinking could also be used in
the Finnish criminal justice procedure because of its focus on value and
the evolution of its applicability to different environments, including
the public sector (Womack and Jones, 1996; Hines, Holweg and Rich,
2004; Radnor et al., 2006; Pedersen and Huniche, 2011; Stentoft
Arlbjørn, Freytag and de Haas, 2011; Stentoft Arlbjørn and Freytag,
2013).
A list of potential categories of waste for services was developed
from the lean thinking literature, especially the work of Womack and
Jones (1996), Hines and Rich (1997) and Maleyeff (2006). The list
was discussed in semi-structured interviews (Saunders, Lewis and
Thornhill, 2007) with informants selected based on purposefulness
(their assumed knowledge of or role in the process) and snowballing
(Patton, 2002; Krippendorff, 2004). The methods are further presented
in section 3.2.
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In the interviews, the informants were asked to give suggestions and
thoughts on what the different types of waste could correspond to in the
criminal process. The types of potential waste found (based on the direct
answers of the informants, as well as the analysis of the interview data
carried out by the researcher) in the Finnish criminal procedure was
listed under the following categories: waiting/delays, inefficient use
of resources, overproduction, mistakes/defects, rework, inspections,
transport/movement, unnecessary human motion, unsuitable/
unnecessary processing, inventory, duplication of activities. These
categories, and the examples provided, are summarised in Table 4
below. Some of these types of waste relate to each other, and some
problems in the process could cause several types of waste.

Table 4 Categories of waste, their descriptions, and examples and causes
Waste
category

Description

Waiting/delays

Time passes
without the case
being handled;
in practice, the
file is sitting on
someone’s table or
in a queue

Examples and causes in the Finnish
criminal procedure
-

Cancellation of oral hearings

-

Demands made or new evidence
put forward in a late phase, which
requires scheduling of a new hearing

-

Vacations

-

Prioritisation

-

Routines in court, to let the final
written judgment pass between
judges for remarks and comments

-

Unsuitable sequencing and lack of
planning of activities in the handling
of cases

-

Scheduling difficulties due to busy
lawyers and judges
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Inefficient use of
resources

Overproduction

Wasteful usage of
staff, equipment,
material, or capital

“Too much work
done in one case”;
prevents the
smooth flow of
cases and adds
to lead times and
inventory

Mistakes/ defects Work will need to
be redone due to
quality issues
Rework

Inspections

A waste category
specific to the
studied setting

Inspections of
work done by
others

-

Cancellation of oral hearings means
wasted resources (courtroom and
time spent on preparation)

-

ICT is not used to the full extent
(which means people spend time to
get to physical locations)

-

Simple tasks that could be delegated
to secretaries are carried out by
individuals in advanced positions

-

Too many legal cases arrive at
Prosecution and Courts (but one
should be aware that society has
chosen to criminalise certain
activities)

-

The police investigation includes
irrelevant stuff (but relevance can be
difficult to determine in advance)

-

Too much effort put into a small
case by an unexperienced judge

-

Excess refinement of the wording of
judgements in higher-level courts
(however, the judgements of these
courts are more relevant for the
interpretation of norms, compared
to those of district courts)

-

Can be caused by human errors and
lead to rework (see below)

-

Activities must be repeated or added
in a handling phase that the case has
already passed through previously,
e.g., additional investigation
measures or remittance of cases
to lower courts due to procedural
errors

-

Disruptions in preparation caused
by cancellations or staff changes
will lead to the case handling being
restarted and the case file re-read
several times

-

Different ways of working, unclear
distribution of tasks, or lack of
trust could lead to the unnecessary
examination of work done by others
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Could be
considered waste
if it is a matter of
repeated handling
or superfluous
movement of
information,
people, or
equipment

-

Available technical solutions are not
used

-

Long distances between physical
locations (requires transportation)

Unnecessary
human motion

Relate to
ergonomics in
production

-

“Jumping” between computer
programs

Unsuitable/
unnecessary
processing

Complex solutions
are used for simple
processes

-

The same process is used for many
types of cases, no matter the scope
or complexity

-

The existence of the Court of Appeal
and the possibility to redo the
proceedings could be questioned

Tends to increase
lead times, prevent
discovery of
problems, and
create a need for
additional storage
space

-

The more complex cases seem to be
waiting unnecessarily long because
of the human factor: the complex
cases are postponed to periods with
less work, or “just not fun to deal
with”

-

Unnecessary delays in transferring
the case file to the Court of Appeal

The same activity
is carried out in
different parts of
the system

-

Can be caused by different ways of
working or unclear division of work
tasks

-

Addresses are rechecked if case
handling is prolonged

Transport/
movement

Inventory

Duplication of
activities

The article concludes that it is not unproblematic to discuss value and
waste in the context of the Finnish criminal procedure. In the study, the
process was approached at a very general level, while a “judgement in
a criminal matter” is not equal to a “specific product” (the end result is
actually both abstract and varying (Pekkanen, Karppinen and Pirttilä,
2009)). Justice is not to be enjoyed by one “customer” only, but also by
society as a whole. Both the needs and wishes of the (opposing) parties
and the requirements of society must be considered. Thus, the article
iterates what a few previous authors have observed, namely, that it is
not enough that the case is resolved, but “justice” must also be made
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on time and accurately, considering service, time or lead time, quality
and costs – for the parties and society (Martins and de Carvalho, 2005;
Martins, Helgheim and de Carvalho, 2007).
The article also iterates some critique in the literature regarding
the applicability of different approaches to lean in the public sector.
Concerns have been raised regarding the transferability of the
organisational culture and thinking associated with lean (Hines,
Holweg and Rich, 2004; Stentoft Arlbjørn, Freytag and de Haas,
2011). Radnor et al. (2006) argue that lean could be better suited
for operations characterised by high volumes of repetitive tasks that
allow standardisation and integration, and for organisations with less
hierarchical structures that allow delegation to and engagement of the
workforce.
Despite the potential challenges of defining the final customer, lean
thinking can still give insights into solving real problems. The article’s
contribution lies in showing how the concept of waste could be used in
the Finnish criminal procedure for evaluating aspects of the system and
the organisation of work. Lean thinking can thus be a useful approach
in re-evaluating and rethinking activities in the process that could
potentially free up resources and increase productivity and efficiency.
However, it is recognised that such an exercise would require analysis at
a more detailed level by focusing on, e.g., specific types of criminalised
behaviour.
4.2

Publication 2

The book chapter ”Lean justice” (Martins, Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017)
constitutes a conceptual discussion – based on the experience and
expertise of three scholars in the fields of operations and supply chain
management, and industrial systems – on how lean can be applied
in justice, how different wastes in the sector can be classified, and
what the unutilised opportunities to go leaner in this area are. The
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discussion follows Womack and Jones’ (2003) principles of lean and
iterates Ohno’s (1988) and Maleyeff’s (2006) propositions of waste
and the types of waste identified by Mattsson (2014) in the Finnish
criminal procedure. The chapter also relies on the lean iceberg model
by Hines et al. (2008), and focuses on key processes as suggested by
Hines et al. (2000). The chapter further uses a procedure established
by an EU regulation as an illustrative case study for how lean can be
used in the justice system to satisfy specific speed and cost reduction
needs of clients.
In the chapter, lean thinking is suggested as a promising ideology
for balancing efficiency with different quality dimensions in justicemaking. Lean justice is suggested to need to focus on value, processes,
and flow of cases through the processes by removing unnecessary
steps without losing sight of the quality of the decisions produced and
the rights of the individuals involved. However, it is recognised that
lawyers’ perspectives on, e.g., quality differs from the perspectives
provided by lean thinking. The chapter outlines challenges (of
defining the customer and value; relating to strategy and alignment;
relating to leadership, behaviour, and engagement; relating to process
management; and relating to technology, tools, and techniques) that
emerge from the fundamental principles of lean and the distinctive
features of the judicial system, as well as opportunities (on the strategic
level; and on the tactical and operational level) for going leaner in the
justice system. The challenges and opportunities are summarised in
Table 5 below.
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Table 5 Challenges and opportunities to go leaner in the justice system
Challenges
Defining the Customer
and Value

Two levels of customers for the justice system, and two
levels of payers and beneficiaries
-

The two parties may value different things

-

The parties do not support the full cost of the
service

-

Society puts requirements on the process

Value varies from case to case

Strategy and
Alignment

-

The precise value stream for each case is known
only after a decision is reached

-

Fairness and equity require flexibility

Faster and more rational procedures may be resisted by
lawyers
Measurement systems remain as before, mainly focused
on counting the number of entries and solved cases and
average time spent in the system
The system is rigid
Value streams are supported by and cross several entities

Leadership, Behaviour,
and Engagement

Implementation of lean can be challenging, depending on
the approach it takes
-

Top-down vs bottom-up

-

Engagement of clients and lawyers in change

Identifying leaders (change agents)
The prevailing culture of individual work (instead of
teamwork and cooperation) and non-intervention in
professionals’ work
Process Management

Long and complex “key business processes”

Technology, Tools, and
Techniques

Resistance to change as a cultural aspect
Incompatibility of ICT systems across entities in the
justice system
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Opportunities
Strategic level

Rethinking the way legal issues are dealt with to
overcome deeply rooted structures, values, and traditions
Change needs to be addressed through political decisions
and policies, and not only through reengineering or
redesigning processes
Diversion of case handling into different value streams
Tackling the courtroom bottleneck by removing demand
(e.g., alternative dispute resolution)
Creating the position of value stream managers for value
stream
Developing new IT solutions with simultaneous efforts to
make the process smoother, with less waste

Tactical and
Operational level

Value stream mapping is a tool for identifying valueadding and non-value-adding activities
Reduction of muri (overburden) and mura (unevenness)
is equally important as reducing muda (waste). A levelled
workload could allow a smoother flow of cases
IT systems for similar workload distribution
Sharing of resources such as courtrooms could improve
utilisation and reduce waste
Kanban could allow cases to flow sooner from, e.g., judges
to the subsequent activity
Management training and awareness of lean issues
to enhance flow and engage workers in change and
improvement
Judges organised in pools of specialisation
Lean tools (PDCA, 5S, visual management, kaizen blitz,
continuous improvement) can be used inside entities and
activities

The contribution of the book chapter is the suggestion that the
application of lean thinking in justice could be a way of handling
the challenge of becoming more effective and efficient with scarce
resources, and in effect, improve judicial services. By identifying the
challenges of applying lean in the sector and opportunities to go leaner,
the chapter provides a clearer understanding of what lean could mean
for justice systems.
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4.3

Publication 3

The article “Public procurement for innovation and civil preparedness:
a policy-practice gap” (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017) aimed to give a
deeper understanding of public procurement for innovation and civil
preparedness. It focused on how the policy goals of innovation and
preparedness (not typically examined together) are implemented in
procurement practice and explored the issues that affect innovationand preparedness-oriented procurement. The assumption was that
innovative solutions would have a role not only for growth but also in
preparedness for emergencies, crises, and disasters.
Innovation is considered in three different ways in relation to public
procurement: innovative procurement, public procurement of
innovation and public procurement for innovation. The involvement
of procurement before a disaster occurs, has been argued to lead to
resilience and help a community recover after the disaster (Atkinson
and Sapat, 2012). The article takes the viewpoint of the procurers and
whether and how they perceive that the two different, but overlapping,
policy goals of innovation and preparedness are turned into outcomes
in the procurement process – thus aligning with a bottom-up model
of policy implementation (Matland, 1995). The article deploys a
conceptual framework of policy goals (in this case, innovation and
procurement as different but overlapping goals), policy instruments
(regulations, economic means, and information) and policy tools
(procurement). The policy goals should, in this framework, trickle
down to the procurement practice level via the policy instruments to
be turned into action with the aim of reaching outcomes that are in line
with the policy goals.
The article was exploratory and based on semi-structured interviews
in purposively sampled sectors. The methods are further presented in
section 3.2.
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When it comes to the findings, the article first gives a general overview
of policy goals and instruments related to innovation and preparedness
(see table II in the article (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017, p. 347) and
outlines general procurement practice in the studied settings. It
then describes innovation- and preparedness-oriented procurement
in the studied sectors. Regarding the policy goal of innovation, the
study found that innovation is difficult to implement in procurement
practice and that there were feelings of uncertainty regarding what
the new EU procurement directives would mean in practice for the
informants’ work. The term “innovation” is understood differently,
but often as new products, and procurers did not generally seem to
see themselves having a role in, or impact on, innovation. Some also
suggested innovation to be a goal in conflict with competition, which is
one objective of the procurement regulations.
Regarding the policy goal of preparedness, it was found that availability
of supply was a key driver for preparedness measures taken in the
studied sectors, and that stockpiling, as incorporated in the procurement
system via obligations to keep stocks of certain items, was a means of
achieving this goal, both within the organisations and from a national
preparedness point of view. Preparedness was implemented through
other means than as a direct objective of the procurement process, e.g.,
in service agreements, in the choice of having multiple suppliers, and
in penalty clauses in contracts. This was not without concerns among
some informants, as there were claims that the overview was lacking or
that it was difficult to interpret for their daily work.
The article also identifies factors that impact innovation- and
preparedness-related procurement in Finland, namely: the (fear of
incorrect) application of rules and policies; the specific circumstances
of the Finnish market; the uncertainty of outcome; and responsibility
for achieving policy outcomes. These factors are summarised in Table
6 below.
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Table 6 Factors impacting on innovation- and preparedness-related
procurement in Finland
Factor

Description

Application of rules and
policies

• Fear of being sued in the Finnish Market Court
• Availability of resources for navigating the legislative
frameworks
• Need for more guidance from higher authorities

Market realities

• Potential providers may not bid due to language
barriers, differing standards, previous negative
experience of public procurement, unsuitable scope
• Legacy infrastructure
• Location

Uncertainty of outcome

• Innovation involves risk and uncertainty
• Rapid product development creates uncertainty of
future solutions
• Existing physical or legislative structure constrain
the implementation of new things
• Uncertainty relating to quality

Responsibility for
achieving outcomes

• The procurement function is carried out by a wide
range of actors and individuals
• Responsibility for providing public service, preparing
for emergencies, and doing procurement correctly, is
spread out in organisations

Overall, the article concludes that the policy goals of innovation and
preparedness have been implemented in Finland through different
types of instruments. Innovation is included in procurement
regulation, but its meaning is unclear, while preparedness has
been integrated with the procurement system by other means than
procurement regulation. Procurers may include aspects of innovation
and preparedness in procurement, but mainly as add-ons for certain
items or as separate streams of procurement. The article further
concludes that preparedness becomes rather a logistics management
issue instead of a strategic procurement decision. Innovation is seen
as innovative procurement or procurement of innovation rather than
as a means to promote, enhance or impact innovation in a broader
societal sense. Thus, there is a gap between policy and practice, at least
in the healthcare, energy, and water services sectors in Finland. The
article further argues that it would be important to marry the goals
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of innovation and preparedness in public procurement as both, and
the function of procurement in itself, contribute to mitigating grand
societal challenges. Such a marriage would require a holistic approach
and changes in behaviour, and investments in procurers’ capabilities.
When it comes to the theoretical contribution of publication 3 (Storsjö
and Kachali, 2017), it illuminates (together with the other work of the
special issue in Journal of Public Sector Management) that public
procurement largely has strategic aspirations. Thus, publication
3 contributes to the growing recognition in the literature that public
procurement can also deliver on broader government objectives
and achieving policy outcomes (Telgen, Harland and Knight, 2007;
Barrett, 2016), such as innovation (Borrás and Edquist, 2013), small
business engagement (Harland et al., 2019) and community resiliency
(Quarshie and Leuschner, 2020). On the other hand, while public
procurement is attractive to policymakers due to its potential to deliver
on wider societal issues, it is also claimed to lack strategic maturity,
and a critical issue is the demonstration and evaluation of the impact
and “success” of public procurement (Grandia and Meehan, 2017).
Publication 3 exposes the gaps between policy and practice of the
different but overlapping (and seldomly examined together) policies
of innovation and civil preparedness in Finland and identifies factors
that impact such innovation- and preparedness-related procurement.
4.4

Publication 4

The article “Inter-sectoral preparedness and mitigation for networked
risks and cascading effects” (Kachali et al., 2018) aimed to further the
understanding for cross-sectoral cascades in crises by investigating
the vulnerabilities in preparedness that may exacerbate cross-sectoral
cascades and how these vulnerabilities can be mitigated against. The
article started from the premise that part of the government’s remit
is to assess risks to society and assign different agencies to address
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such risks, with the (negative) consequence that such specialisation
increases interagency dependency, networked risks, and the cascading
effects of events. There are also increasing interdependency between
systems. Disaster risk reduction assessment and development thus
needs to be done more comprehensively and from the inter-sectoral
and interagency perspective, and by considering all actors involved.
The conceptual basis of the article included the definitions of
networked risk (Helbing, 2013) and cascading disasters and cascading
effects (Pescaroli and Alexander, 2015; Gill and Malamud, 2016). In
addition, it included the perspective on preparedness as part of the
disaster management cycle (Coetzee and Van Niekerk, 2012). Table 2
of the article (Kachali et al., 2018, p. 284) further outlines different
approaches to preparedness at different levels, while activities involved
in preparedness planning are depicted in table 3 (Kachali et al., 2018,
pp. 284–286).
The article was exploratory and based on information from semistructured interviews in the purposively sampled sectors (health care,
energy, and water services) and supporting documents outlining risks
and preparedness descriptions. The methods of this article were further
explained in section 3.2.
The findings of publication 4 first provide an overview of the Finnish
preparedness system and activities stated by informants or contained
in supporting documents (see section 4.1. and table 3 (Kachali et
al., 2018, pp. 283–286)). The article also identifies cross-sectoral
interactions and impact in the Finnish health care, energy and water
services sectors (i.e., how failure in one sector impacts another sector,
as well as how actions in one sector have effects in another sector that
could potentially impact the risk level positively or negatively; see
table 4 of the article (Kachali et al., 2018, p. 286)). The article further
describes the inter-sectoral vulnerabilities identified in the analysis
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(and summarised in Table 7 below) and proposes ways of mitigating
vulnerabilities to improve preparedness across sectors.
Table 7 Inter-sectoral vulnerabilities in the studied settings
Vulnerability

Description

Increasing interconnected- • Driven by digitalisation, mobile technology, and
ness and complexity
globalisation of supply chains
• Households are becoming increasingly dependent
on the central distribution of, e.g., heat and water
• Lower inventory levels within the supply chain
increase dependency on transportation and
availability of fuel
The people factor

• Preparedness activities and policy development
are distributed over different functions and levels in
organisations and society
• Small pool of specialists
• Gap in preparedness in terms of staff

Focus on core competencies • Continuity of supporting services and
and specific events or risks
infrastructure, and how it impacts on core
competencies, not as well thought through as
planning for specific, contained events
Privatisation of public ser- • Potential gaps in security of supply
vices and organisations
Governance

• Perceived gap between planning and
implementation at different government levels
• Lack of resources and guidance for actors at lower
levels

Future systems and risks

• Renewable sources of (energy) supply are volatile
• Climate change may bring new challenges
• Old-fashioned approach to security of supply
obligations, which does not account for changes due
to privatisation or business in general

Mitigation efforts to overcome vulnerabilities in intersectoral
preparedness should include incorporating manual backup and
independent systems that are designed and operated according to
different principles than the primary system. They should further focus
on human resource management and cross-sector networking and
emphasise preparedness at the local and individual levels. What is more,
it is suggested that privatisation decisions should include assessments
with an inter-sectoral preparedness aspect. Finally, it is suggested that
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planning takes place on a constant basis and written plans are revised,
and that more emphasis be put on identifying dynamics instead of on
triggering events.
The findings suggest that vulnerabilities in preparedness can cause
the escalation of inter-sectoral failures. The article further argues
that preparedness for networked risks and cascading effects requires
the involvement of multiple stakeholders (instead of preparedness in
functional and sectoral silos) and that a good starting point would be
that stakeholders try to understand the bigger picture and their role
in it. Recognising interdependencies and potential cascades across
sectors is an important first step, but they also need to be actively
considered in preparedness and preparedness planning activities.
Finland already has the foundational plans and structures, involving
governments, private organisations, and the general population, used
in managing everyday affairs. However, publication 4 still highlights
the importance of an additionally comprehensive and coordinated way
to engage in all parts of the disaster management cycle.
When it comes to the contributions of publication 4, the article
shows that unchecked cross-sectoral vulnerabilities in preparedness
can lead to aggregated effects and secondary crisis and highlights
that investment in preparedness, and cross-sectoral preparedness,
pays off. It was also highlighted that for investments in preparedness
– monetary, temporal, or otherwise – it is often difficult to justify
the added value of preparedness activities as agencies carry out
their day-to-day mandate. The special issue in which the article is
included integrates the emerging aspects of improving societies’
capability of coping with cascading disasters and crises in global
interconnected systems, of mitigating the consequences of such events
and of understanding their nature, with an operational approach that
considers cascades as complex, non-linear escalation of secondary
emergencies (Pescaroli et al., 2018). Within this area, publication
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4 brings one (of several) cross-disciplinary perspective(s) to
the area of interdependency assessment (Pescaroli et al., 2018).
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5

DISCUSSION

This concluding chapter first presents recent events in Finland and
the world, which has revived the relevance of the published research.
Secondly, it elaborates on the research, and the SCM perspective taken,
in relation to the public value framework and the strategic triangle.
Thirdly, the contributions of the thesis are presented, answers to the
research questions are addressed, and managerial implications and
societal impact are presented. Finally, the limitations of the research
are described, and future research areas are suggested.
5.1

Revived relevance of the published research

The four publications appeared in outlets that were relevant in their
own respect (see Table 8), despite not being the mainstream outlets for
SCM research. However, recent events in Finland and the world revive
the relevance of the findings of the research.

Table 8 Publication outlets and their contributions
Publication

Journal/book description

Special issue/book
contribution

Publication 1
(Mattsson, 2014)

JFT – Tidskrift utgiven
av Juridiska Föreningen
i Finland (“Journal of the
Law Society of Finland”) is
a law journal that publishes
articles, primarily in Swedish,
on topical issues in especially
Finnish (but also Nordic) legal
science, for a Finnish and
Nordic audience (Juridiska
föreningen i Finland r.f., no
date).

N/A
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Publication

Journal/book description

Special issue/book
contribution

Publication 2
(Martins, Storsjö
and Zanoni, 2017)

The Routledge Companion
to Lean Management
(edited by Torbjørn H.
Netland and Daryl J. Powel)
provides an academically
rigorous overview of the
field of lean management: it
collects chapters providing
a detailed description of
lean management across the
manufacturing enterprise
(supply chain, accounting,
production, sales, IT etc.),
and offers perspectives for
applying lean across different
industries (e.g., construction,
healthcare, logistics) (Netland
and Powell, 2016).

The Companion aims to
explore what the deployment
of lean implies across
industries by closely
examining how lean has been
developed and applied across
application areas, providing
a clearer understanding of
what lean can be for those
different application areas
(Netland and Powell, 2017).

Publication
3 (Storsjö and
Kachali, 2017)

The International Journal of
Public Sector Management
(IJPSM) publishes academic
articles on ”the management,
governance, and reform of
public sector organisations”
and covers the full range
of ”public management
research including studies of
organisations, public finances,
performance management,
Human Resources
Management, strategy,
leadership, accountability,
integrity, collaboration,
e-government, procurement,
and more” (International
Journal of Public Sector
Management: Aims & Scope,
2019)

This publication is one out
of six articles selected for
the special issue on “public
procurement as a policy
tool: using procurement
to reach desired outcomes
in society” (Grandia and
Meehan, 2017). The need for
this special issue stemmed
from the observation that
“little is known about how
procurement is implemented,
how successful it is, what
factors and actors determine
its effectiveness and
successfulness, and how
public procurers deal with the
(often conflicting) goals that
they have to combine in their
procurement.” (Grandia and
Meehan, 2017, p. 303) The
collection of articles in the
special issue “contributes to a
broader understanding of the
role and potential of public
procurement in delivering
desired policy outcomes
in society.” (Grandia and
Meehan, 2017, p. 302)
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Publication

Journal/book description

Special issue/book
contribution

Publication 4
(Kachali et al.,
2018)

The International Journal
of Disaster Risk Reduction
(IJDRR) is a crossdisciplinary journal (including
disciplines such as earth
sciences, environmental
sciences, engineering, urban
studies, geography, and the
social sciences) that publishes
”fundamental and applied
research, critical reviews,
policy papers and case studies
with a particular focus on
multidisciplinary research that
aims to reduce the impact of
natural, technological, social
and intentional disasters”
(Elsevier B.V., 2019). Topics
relate to ”disaster research,
mitigation, adaptation,
prevention and risk
reduction at all geographical
scales: local, national and
international” (Elsevier B.V.,
2019).

This article is published in
a special issue on the topic
of “understanding and
mitigating cascading crises
in the global interconnected
system” (Pescaroli et al.,
2018). The collection
of articles integrates
the emerging aspects of
cascading crises and disasters
in the global interconnected
systems with an operational
approach that considers
cascades as the complex, nonlinear escalation of secondary
emergencies (Pescaroli et
al., 2018). Kachali et al.
(2018) is included in part III
Organisational resilience for
effective emergency planning
and policy, which “addresses
the need to understand how
the application of cascade
analysis and management
strategies can influence
organisational resilience”
(Pescaroli et al., 2018, p. 161).
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Lean justice, discussed in publications 1 and 2, is a very timely topic
in Finland. The government of Prime Minister Sanna Marin has set
out to strengthen the rule of law by including the objective (3.3.1) of
“well-functioning judicial proceedings and legal protection (including
access to justice irrespective of socio-economic status, length of judicial
proceedings)” in the government programme (Government of Finland,
2019, pp. 93–94). The measures include shortening the total length
of judicial proceedings, reducing the costs of judicial proceedings and
making proceedings smoother (Government of Finland, 2019, p. 93).
In the criminal proceedings, an expedited pace is set out to be ensured
by better cooperation between prosecutors and police (Government of
Finland, 2019, p. 93).
In spring 2019, the Ministry of Justice Finland and the Ministry of the
Interior Finland appointed Matti Toivanen, Professor of Criminal and
Procedural Law, as rapporteur to assess the functionality of the criminal
procedure chain from a lean principles perspective and propose any
necessary improvements, with the objective to shorten the duration of
consideration and secure the appropriate functioning of the criminal
procedure chain. According to the abstract of the evaluation report
(Tolvanen, 2020; hereafter “LEAN report”), special attention was to be
paid to the waiting times, the value chain and the flow of the matters.
The evaluation focused on the practices and procedures of the police,
the National Prosecution Authority and the district courts, and both
simple, frequently occurring offences and more serious offences were
examined (Tolvanen, 2020).
On May 27, 2020, a statute drafting project committee16 was appointed
by the Ministry of Justice (Finland) for the term 27.5.2020–31.12.2021
to evaluate measures for making the criminal procedure more efficient
and reforms needed regarding the Criminal Investigation Act. The
committee will prepare propositions for legislative changes and
16

Project number OM046:00/2020.
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suggestions for the development of practices and procedures of the
police, the criminal investigation authority and the courts (Ministry of
Justice Finland, 2020).
In 2020, COVID-19 hit the world in the form of a “mega-disruption
with an epic global impact”, which has arguably forced supply chain
management researchers and practitioners to question their firmly held
assumptions about the discipline (Flynn et al., 2021, p. 3). Shortages
of consumer goods and critical medical supplies, with (in some cases)
unprecedented rapid supply chain reconfigurations and successes as
consequences, have also brought supply chain management to the
public’s consciousness (Craighead, Ketchen Jr. and Darby, 2020;
Flynn et al., 2021). The COVID-19 crisis has also demonstrated the
interconnectedness between phenomena, governments, sectors,
supply chains, civil society and knowledge (Craighead, Ketchen Jr. and
Darby, 2020; Harland, 2021). Harland argues that tackling COVID-19
requires a more holistic approach than what is usually taken in SCM
research, “to identify and tackle interconnected research problems
in a more open way” (Harland, 2021, p. 28). Attention needs to be
focused on “the whole, researching and developing holistic, more
interconnected approaches to how we treat interconnected phenomena”
(Harland, 2021, p. 28). Ivanov and Dolgui (2020, p. 2904) suggest
the term “intertwined supply networks” for describing the entirety of
interconnected supply chains which, from the position of resilience,
provide services to society (such as food, mobility or communication)
required to ensure long-term survival. The magnitude of the pandemic,
with its waves of disruptions in every industry and geographic region
(Craighead, Ketchen Jr. and Darby, 2020, p. 839), has demonstrated
the importance of evaluating interconnectedness and investigating
vulnerabilities in preparedness for cross-sectoral impact – the type of
study carried out for publication 4. A recent report evaluating the
Finnish National Emergency Supply Agency (NESA) further highlights
the need to approach preparedness beyond the perspective of narrow,
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isolated sectors or industries (Uusikylä et al., 2021).
The COVID-19 pandemic has also highlighted the importance
of preparedness and revealed the gaps in preparedness at the
international, national, regional and local levels (Jacobsen, 2020).
Shortages of personal protective equipment (PPE) and medical
supplies have been reported from different parts of the world during
the pandemic, and procurement in the emergency has subsequently
been reviewed by scholars (Sadiq and Kessa, 2020; Vecchi, Cusumano
and Boyer, 2020; Sawyer, 2021). Such reviews have reported failures of
public procurement policies and, e.g., “chaotic processes for awarding
contracts” (Sawyer, 2021, p. 10), but also successful cooperation
between government and the private sector and swift or innovative
changes among domestic producers (Sadiq and Kessa, 2020; Vecchi,
Cusumano and Boyer, 2020). Also the Finnish National Emergency
Supply Agency has been evaluated after receiving bad publicity because
of failures in the procurement of PPE at the beginning of the COVID-19
emergency (Uusikylä et al., 2021, p. 103).
As learning points from the crisis, some authors have suggested that
policymakers reflect on how pre-existing partnerships with market
suppliers and how flexibility, rapidity and business continuity offered
by contractual agreements could have made some areas of procurement
less prone to the effects of outbreaks (Vecchi, Cusumano and Boyer,
2020, p. 646). The need for innovation-related public procurement
and its integration with preparedness and mitigation for disasters (as
discussed in publication 3) appear to be more relevant than ever due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The COVID-19 pandemic has taken its toll also on the justice system.
The National Courts Administration of Finland reports that the
pandemic has made cases pile up during 2020, especially in District
Courts, and the handling of all types of cases in all courts has been
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prolonged (National Courts Administration Finland, 2021b). During
spring 2020, oral hearings were limited to urgent matters only, and
the proceedings of a large number of pending cases were discontinued
(at its peak in June, the number amounted to 8,100 cases) (National
Courts Administration Finland, 2021b). The number of criminal cases
in District Courts also increased by 2,600 (5 %) compared to the year
before. There is thus an even increased need for finding ways to use
available resources in justice systems better while maintaining the
quality and ensuring the human and fundamental rights of the parties
involved in a legal case.
5.2

Elaborating on the research, a supply chain perspective,
and the public value framework

The research carried out focused on public services through a lens of
supply chain management for
• improving the delivery of justice, by suggesting potential types of
waste in the Finnish criminal procedure (publication 1) and by
conceptualising lean justice (publication 2),
• investigating how to achieve innovation and preparedness
(simultaneously) through public procurement (publication 3),
and
• examining what the cross-sectoral vulnerabilities are in
preparedness for cascading crisis (publication 4).
The strategic triangle is a framework for directing the public manager’s
attention, in order to remain purposeful in a changing environment
(Moore, 1995, 2000). Alford and O’Flynn (2009) argue that the
strategic triangle can be utilised both to diagnose the existing situation
(the value produced, where the authorising environment stands, and
the existing operational capabilities), and for structuring the thinking
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about what the situation should be.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the publications and how the
SCM perspective could be considered in relation to the public value
framework. The initial supply chain perspective (described in section
1.5.1) ignited the research focusing on processes (legal and procurement)
that stretches over (what is considered to be) supply chains/networks
and activities (relating to preparedness, innovation, and justice).
The research included aspects that are also part of the public value
framework: the research has focused outward to the purposes to be
achieved and to the value to be created (the task environment) and
downward (or inward) to the management of the organisation (the
operations) (Moore, 2000, 2013). Different policy instruments had
a role in the research (see section 1.5.4), but in terms of strategic
management according to the public value framework, the research paid
less attention upward to the authorising environment (Moore, 2000,
2013)). In addition, the SCM perspectives in the research (presented
in section 1.5.3 above) provides a specific lens over the achievement of
value and the management of the operations (and on legitimacy and
support, although SCM has focused less on that aspect in general),
and the alignment between these aspects. In addition, the figure also
shows that the publications are considered to have slightly different
weight at the points of the strategic triangle when being compared
with each other, for instance with publication 1 having the narrowest
focus, as it focused particularly on the identification of waste within
the criminal procedure, although acknowledging the perspective of the
“final customer” in determining what should be considered wasteful
and valuable.
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Figure 2 Overview of the positioning of publications

The research did not examine in detail individual organisations, nor
did it question or investigate the specific missions of the individual
organisations included in the research. Publications 1 and 2 do briefly
discuss the task of different actors in the procedure (e.g., that the police
should investigate crimes (Mattsson, 2014, p. 84) and that the tribunal’s
task is to evaluate the arguments and evidence laid before it (Martins,
Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017, p. 357)), while publication 3 recognises
that public authorities fulfil their mandate in part by procuring goods,
services and works for the public good (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017, p.
342). Publication 3 also notes the raison d’être of procurement in
the sectors examined, i.e., that healthcare procurement is ultimately
aimed at saving lives and improving the health of the population, the
water services sector procurement is concerned with the provision of
healthy drinking water as well as a healthy environment through the
treatment of wastewater. Uninterrupted distribution came out as a
driver in the energy sector’s procurement of goods, services and works
(Storsjö and Kachali, 2017, p. 348). In turn, publication 4 starts out
from the premise that it is within the government’s remit to assess risks
to society and assign different, often specialised agencies, to address
those risks (Kachali et al., 2018, p. 281).
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All publications did focus on public service outcomes that bring
benefits to society, i.e., justice, which contributes to maintaining social
equilibrium; innovation, which brings economic development; and
preparedness, which contributes to resilience, but recognised that
also other objectives need to be considered for achieving the desired
outcomes.
In all publications considered within this thesis, different policies,
norms, and regulations have been recognised to have a role in
establishing the rights and obligations of different actors, outlining
activities in the processes, and establishing the requirements regarding
the outcome. These laws and other policy instruments are outlined in
chapter 1.5.4, table II of publication 3 (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017)
and table 3 of publication 4 (Kachali et al., 2018). However, the
research did not analyse the authorising environment in detail, nor
did it discuss how managers can use political management to align
legitimacy and support with the public value to achieve and the
operations of their organisations and networks. The laws and policies
were rather considered the frames within which managers must find
ways to act.
Next, the positioning of the publications and the supply chain
perspective in relation to the public value framework will be discussed
separately for each publication.
5.2.1 Lean thinking in justice systems
Justice is both a “public service provided to citizens by judicial bodies
and other organisations in the public sphere” and “a societal value
that encompasses legality, fairness, and equity” (Martins, Storsjö
and Zanoni, 2017, p. 357). The result of legal processes is not only a
judgment in a specific case put down on paper, but it is also something
to be enjoyed by society as a whole (Mattsson, 2014, p. 88). There are
in addition several principles that guide the different types of legal
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procedures in Finland (see section 1.5.4.1). This multitude of objectives
and outcomes to achieve and principles to adhere to regarding the
output, outcome and procedure (i.e., independence, trustworthiness,
legal protection, rule of law, good governance, equity, transparency,
speed and cost) were recognised in publications 1 (Mattsson, 2014,
p. 88) and 2 (Martins, Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017, p. 358), and lean
thinking is considered a promising ideology for the task of balancing
efficiency and productivity with different quality dimensions in justicemaking.
As noted in section 2.1.3 above, the operational management point in
the strategic triangle directs managerial attention to the function of
delivering value (Moore, 1995) and the process of building operational
capacity and capabilities that are necessary to achieve the desired public
outcomes (Benington and Moore, 2011). Lean thinking aligns with the
suggestions for producing greater value that Moore (1995) originally
offered (see section 2.1.3) since it focuses on increasing value by
reducing waste, puts the final customer at the centre for identification
of value, can incorporate fairness as one aspect of justice and promotes
continuous improvement.
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Figure 3 Positioning of publication 1 (Mattsson, 2014)

Publication 1 focused on the problems of delays and varying lead
times in the Finnish criminal procedure and explored lean thinking,
focusing on the concepts of waste (i.e., non-value adding activities) and
value (or value-adding activities) within it. The criminal procedure was
regarded as a supply chain (see section 1.5.3.2). Through these waste
and value concepts, and by recognising that the processes and flows
include several organisations (i.e., the SCM perspective taken), the
Finnish criminal procedure, and how the system is designed and work
within it organised, could be evaluated and potential types of waste
identified. In terms of the public value framework, publication 1 is
mainly positioned at the operational management point of the strategic
triangle but stretches towards the public value point since waste must
be considered based on what is considered as adding value (see figure
3). The criminal procedure is at the centre of the triangle.
Publication 2 takes a broader approach to lean thinking than
publication 1, as it identifies opportunities and challenges at the
strategic, tactical, and operational levels in the justice system supply
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chain (see section 1.5.3.2). Notably, it also characterises judicial
proceedings as co-produced processes (Martins, Storsjö and Zanoni,
2017, p. 358), which is a concept that has also been advocated by Moore
(1995).

Figure 4 Positioning of publication 2 (Martins, Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017)

Regarding the book chapter’s positioning in relation to the public value
framework, it is recognised that regulations and traditions determine
justice. The book chapter discusses the government’s role in promoting
lean justice as well as cultural aspects influencing experts involved in
case handling (see Martins, Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017, p. 360). It is
argued that lean justice should focus on value, processes and the flow of
cases, and thus requiring the removal of unnecessary steps in the legal
process (or waste, as suggested in publication 1 (Mattsson, 2014)),
without losing sight of the quality of the decision produced, which
integrates the acceptability of the decision to both parties as well as
the consideration by the society of it being fair and correct. As depicted
in figure 4, the publication’s focus is on the operational management
point of the strategic triangle, but it also stretches towards both the
authorising environment and the public value point (and further than
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what publication 1 does). The justice system is in the centre of the
triangle since the challenges and opportunities relate to management
by individuals in different organisations, in different parts of the
system.
5.2.2 Public procurement for innovation and preparedness
The starting point of publication 3 was the recognition that regulatory
changes might affect procurement, while the civil preparedness
landscape and procurement for emergencies needed to be evaluated
due to changes in the environment (with increased exposure to hazards,
political changes and globalisation) (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017, p. 343).
Both the authorising environment and the task environment (at the
upper and outer ends of the strategic triangle) were considered to be
changing in the studied setting.

Figure 5 Positioning of publication 3 (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017)

The article maps policy instruments for innovation and preparedness
and thus recognises aspects at the legitimacy and support point.
However, it put more emphasis on the public value and operations
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points of the strategic triangle, as it aimed for a deeper understanding
of how the policy goals of innovation and preparedness (which are
associated with future growth and resilience in society) are implemented
in procurement practice, especially as perceived by procurers (who are
therefore placed in the centre of the triangle). The publication thus
positions strongly at the strategic triangle’s operations and public
value points, but also stretches towards the legitimacy and support
point (as different policy instruments were recognised in the analysis)
(see figure 5).
The article further analyses factors that impact public procurement
for (achieving) innovation and preparedness. The research included
actors at different tiers in the supply chains (as well as from authorities
and government) and had an underlying SCM perspective (see section
1.5.3.3), which influenced the identification of the factors impacting
innovation- and preparedness-related procurement in Finland.
5.2.3 Analysing inter-sectoral vulnerabilities
Bryson et al. (2017) suggest that there are other “things” than the
manager that can be placed in the middle of the strategic triangle, to
make the public value theory fit better with today’s more complex,
inter-sectoral reality. One of such “others” are public problems or
challenges; by problematising the framing of the issue at hand, actors
can be prompted to question their understandings, appreciations,
values and commitments, and what to do about the issue (Bryson et
al., 2017, p. 644). Publication 4 deals with the challenge of cascading
crises and thus places this in the middle of the strategic triangle. By using
case sectors in Finland, the article sought to explore potential sources
of administrative challenges and vulnerabilities emanating from the
omission of alignment of preparedness activities in public agencies,
who are partly interconnected by shared risk, shared regulatory space
and shared resource allocation (Kachali et al., 2018, p. 282)
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Figure 6 Positioning of publication 4 (Kachali et al., 2018)

The study in publication 4 includes three sectors and examines the
inter-sectoral vulnerabilities in preparedness and how to mitigate
networked risks and cascading effects. Bryson et al. (2017, p. 648) note
that it is a challenge to take a whole-systems approach when analysing
complex problems, i.e., appropriately drawing system boundaries
and understanding the system’s parts and subparts and their interrelationships (including feedback relationships). The SCM perspective
taken in publication 4 (see section 1.5.3.4) allowed the examination
of preparedness in Finland to be done in a broad and holistic way,
ranging from the organisational (e.g., coordination, organisational
structures, and processes) to a macro level (e.g., disaster policy,
education of population), and involving different activities (at different
levels) and different policy instruments. Preparedness is considered
an outcome for society that not only involves different processes and
activities by different actors and different government levels but also
requires the consideration of cross-sector impact. The vulnerabilities
in preparedness identified and the ways to mitigate them relate to the
challenge of cascading crises from the inter-sectoral perspective. The
publication thus positions strongly at the operations and public value
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points of the strategic triangle and stretches towards the legitimacy
and support point (as different policy instruments were included or
recognised in the analysis) (see figure 6).
5.3

Contributions of the thesis

The overall aim of this thesis was to explore what a supply chain
perspective entails in (more or less) strictly regulated public
service settings and processes. The supply chain perspective taken
by the researcher was described in section 1.5.1, while the evolving
conceptualisations of supply chains in the studied settings were
explained in section 1.5.3. The public service settings examined were
the justice system and the health care, energy, and water services
sectors (mainly) in Finland, and the findings were reported in articles
and a book chapter, which each had its own aim and research questions.
The problems identified in these settings, i.e., delays in the handling of
legal cases in the justice system, the changing legislative frameworks
of procurement and innovation, and the need to evaluate civil
preparedness due to increased exposure to hazards, political changes,
and globalisation, were initially perceived to benefit from knowledge
in SCM and related frameworks and approaches. The supply chain
perspective, combined with an acknowledgement of characteristics
specific to the public sector and service environments, brought to the
research consideration of the provision of value and outcomes by public
service actors involved in a supply chain or network.
The thesis and the publications contribute to several streams of
literature. Publications 1 (Mattsson, 2014) and 2 (Martins, Storsjö
and Zanoni, 2017) are about lean thinking in the justice system, which
is an area of application of lean that has remained relatively unexplored.
The publications also add to the growing body of SCM literature that
conceptualises the delivery of justice as a supply chain involving mainly
public actors (Callender, 2011; López and Zúñiga, 2014; Seepma, de
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Blok and Van Donk, 2021; Seepma, van Donk and de Blok, 2021), and
to the emerging body of literature presenting research where the focal
actor in the network is not a for-profit firm (Quarshie and Leuschner,
2020; Seepma, van Donk and de Blok, 2021).
Publication 3 (Storsjö and Kachali, 2017) adds to the public
procurement and public sector management literature streams that
focus on public procurement as a policy tool (Telgen, Harland and Knight,
2007; Grandia and Meehan, 2017) by examining the implementation
of innovation- and preparedness-oriented procurement, as policy goals
and outcomes to be achieved simultaneously through procurement
processes. This publication also adds to the understanding of public
procurement in critical sectors, which is a topic that has been raised
as increasingly important in Supply Chain Management due to the
COVID-19 pandemic (Harland, 2021).
Publication 4 (Kachali et al., 2018), which focuses on inter-sectoral
preparedness and mitigation for networked risks and cascading effects
in critical sectors in Finland, adds to the body of literature on disaster
risk reduction, and especially the emerging fields of cascading crises
and disasters in the global interconnected system (Pescaroli et al.,
2018). These areas have also become even more relevant in the Supply
Chain Management discipline due to the COVID-19 pandemic (Ivanov
and Dolgui, 2020; Kovács and Falagara Sigala, 2020; Flynn et al.,
2021; Harland, 2021).
The thesis further contributes to the emerging discourse at the
intersection of supply chain management and public policy and
government regulation (Dobrzykowski, 2019; Fugate, Pagell and Flynn,
2019; Gundlach, Frankel and Krotz, 2019; Darby et al., 2020), by
discussing the intersection of the public value framework and a supply
chain management perspective, for achieving societal outcomes.
In addition, from a methodological point of view, the thesis has
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interdisciplinary aspirations since it discusses how two very different
disciplines (Law and Supply Chain Management) have been internalised
within one researcher, thus initiating and influencing the research that
was carried out. The combination provided perspectives that led to the
questioning of assumptions that have been made visible through the
disciplinary divide and an abductive reasoning process.
Next, the answers to research questions will be discussed.
RQ 1: What are the supply chains OF public services?
The supply chain perspective taken in the thesis and the studied settings
were discussed in section 1.5. The “supply chain metaphor” has been
argued to be beneficial in the setting of public services as it can “turn[…]
a complex network of both orderly, but also chaotic activities, into a
seemingly linear series of activities and outcomes” (Callender, 2011,
pp. 13–14). Callender further argues that the supply chain metaphor
provides a constant reminder of “the ease with which a single supply
chain event can develop into a significant inter-organisational failure
that is seemingly beyond the control of the participants to prevent.”
(2011, p. 21) The holistic, cross-sectoral network approach of SCM
can be beneficial for understanding the performance of the whole
network involved in providing public services. Developing a supply
chain orientation within the organisations involved in public service
delivery could also extend the view of supply chain management in
the public sector, from being limited to supply chain management TO
the public sector in the form of public procurement to recognising that
procurement is one process in the provision of public value and societal
outcomes. The supply network of public services is more complex
than that of connecting public organisations with existing commercial
supply chains (i.e., through public procurement).
The thesis does not conclude with a model for supply chains of public
services, neither in general nor in the specific studied settings. It
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rather discusses the challenges of a supply chain perspective, and the
contradictions between fundamental assumptions of supply chain
management and the characteristics of the public sector and the
services it provides. When depicting a supply chain of public services
with outcomes such as justice, innovation and preparedness (which
were examined in the publications), there are several aspects to take
into consideration, and the assumptions of mainstream SCM need to be
scrutinised. First, the service aspect of public services has implications
for the conceptualisation of supply chains of public services but is in
itself a challenging topic for the SCM discipline (as discussed in section
1.5.3.1). This topic has not been explored further in this thesis, although
the service supply chain paradox has been acknowledged. Secondly,
the public aspect of public services has been discussed in different
sections of the thesis. The public feature has several implications for
the supply chain, such as the “customership” existing on multiple
levels, the potential use of authority and coercion in service provision,
the financing of the service (see sections 1.5.2 and 2.1), and the unique
demands of public procurement compared to private procurement
(section 1.5.3.3).
Thirdly, the conceptualisation of a supply chain of public services
involves making boundary decisions. In their emerging theory of the
supply chain, Carter, Rogers and Choi (2015, p. 93) argue that the
supply chain is relative to not only the focal agent and a particular
product, but also to “the extent to which the agent is aware of the
physical nodes and links that move and add value to the product and
the corresponding support nodes”. For public services, such as, e.g.,
airport security, Callender (2011, p. 10) noted that it could be “difficult
to surmise where this supply chain really begins, but it is true to say
it has multiple upstream sources [and] many crossing public sector
and private sector responsibilities.” The research of this thesis has also
emphasised that the customer-end is not as simple to distinguish as in
commercial supply chains, making the delimitation at that end, with
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the subsequent difficulty in determining demand, more challenging to
manage.
Fourthly, one also must acknowledge that in the public sector and
sphere, the supply chain (or network) is not solely designed by
managerial decisions in any particular entity, but that its structure and
functioning is partly determined or influenced by policy instruments
such as strategies, government programmes, regulation, and
information. Different instruments incorporate different outcomes
for the supply chains of the public sector. However, as demonstrated
in the publications, it can be difficult for the individuals who are
managing flows in these supply chains to balance their daily work
tasks with different, and sometimes contradictory, policy goals and
societal outcomes, which can additionally be difficult to relate to their
immediate work tasks and environment.
RQ2: How could SCM be integrated with the achievement of public
value and societal outcomes?
Research question 2 was explored in all four publications. The SCM
perspectives in the research (presented in section 1.5.3 above) has put
a specific lens over the achievement of value and outcomes and the
management of the operations for achieving public value and societal
outcomes. Publications 1 and 2 discuss lean thinking and waste in
justice systems, with the value of justice considered to be provided both
to the parties of the case and society as a whole, which entails a situation
with conflicting objectives and multiple requirements to adhere to
simultaneously. Publication 3 examines public procurement for the
overlapping but conflicting policy goals of innovation and preparedness,
to be achieved simultaneously together with other objectives in the
procurement process. Publication 4 examines preparedness in
Finland in a broad and holistic way, by examining three sectors and
the inter-sectoral vulnerabilities in preparedness and how to mitigate
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networked risks and cascading effects. Preparedness is considered
an outcome for society that not only involves different processes and
activities by different actors and different government levels, but also
requires the consideration of cross-sector impact.
This thesis used the public value framework and the strategic triangle
developed by Moore (1995, 2000, 2013), which includes the elements of
public value, authorising environment, and operations, as a framework
for integrating SCM with public value and societal outcomes. Public
value is relevant for all types of actors and can be extended to interorganisational networks (Meynhardt, 2009; Bryson et al., 2017; Ayres,
2019), but less has so far been said on how to manage the (supply)
networks of actors involved in public value creation. Among the
concepts used in the strategic triangle, operational “capacity”, (private)
value creation and alignment and performance measurement are
topics familiar to supply chain management. In contrast, the ideas of
public value and strategic attention directed towards the authorising
environment have not received enough attention in the SCM literature.
One can notice possible changes coming, as it has been argued that
stakeholder pressure and the sustainability and corporate governance
debates have introduced new aspects and values to consider in doing
business (Gualandris and Klassen, 2018; Johnson et al., 2018; Moore,
2019). Environmental concerns have turned into a situation where
consumers and NGOs are holding companies accountable for supply
chain-wide impacts of products and services (Johnson et al., 2018),
while human rights violations in supply chains have sparked legal
initiatives such as the UK Modern Slavery Act (Flynn and Walker,
2021).
RQ3: What could SCM bring to the public value framework?
It seems increasingly relevant to integrate the public value framework
and Supply Chain Management. The public value framework
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recognises that the public manager can face trade-off decisions (Alford
and O’Flynn, 2009; Benington and Moore, 2011). Having a palette of
different outcomes to achieve and managing operations and relations
accordingly within the organisation and outbound is a calculation that
the Supply Chain Management discipline has dealt with extensively.
The SCM literature provides examples of simultaneously implementing
different supply chains strategies and objectives and managing tradeoffs (e.g., Mollenkopf et al., 2010). Different outcomes require different
design traits, and the design and management of supply chains should
be tailored to particular operating conditions (Melnyk et al., 2010).
In his seminal work, Moore (1995, p. 3) recognised that “institutional
structures and processes shape what managers think and influence
what they can do”. Despite having its frames set out in legislation
(which is slow to change), the processes of public services and their
boundaries are not carved in stone but can be reframed and rethought.
The SCM literature provides examples of reframing functions
(previously considered only internally) into supply chain processes
(see Ellram, Tate and Billington, 2004). In publication 2 (Martins,
Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017) argue for the management of “key business
processes” in the judicial system as a way of implementing lean that
entails looking beyond the perspective of the individual organisation or
department and recognising the long and complex processes that cross
several entities in value streams.
Moore (2013, p. 13) further argued that the operational (in his
terminology) capacity of public agencies “can absorb productivityimproving innovations and reduce the costs, enhance the valued results,
and increase the fairness of government operations”. Lean thinking
aligns with this, with its focus on both process and outcome, increasing
value and reducing waste, and continuous improvement, and brings
with it a whole body of literature of improvement in different areas of
application. There is much potential to integrate the research on lean
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with the public value framework.
The research carried out for publications 3 and 4 was intertwined
with knowledge on preparedness and humanitarian logistics and supply
chain management (HSCM). It has been argued that HSCM research
has increased the understanding of social and political issues from an
SCM point of view (Tabaklar et al., 2015, p. 282). There could be many
potential touchpoints between the public value framework and HSCM
to be explored in the future.
Overall, the discipline of Supply Chain Management can contribute at
the operational management point of the strategic triangle and public
value framework with a holistic, cross-sectoral, network approach
to public value achievement and provide practices on the strategic,
tactical and operational levels.
RQ4: How can public value theory broaden the SCM discipline?
Benington and Moore (2011, p. 2) argue that public value thinking
and action may “help to make sense of the very complex changes and
tough challenges now facing governments and communities in a period
of profound political economic and social restructuring”. The Supply
Chain Management discipline has not paid much attention to public
value. In addition, the role of laws, regulations, and government,
and regulatory agencies’ actions, has been neglected by supply chain
management scholars (Pagell, Fugate and Flynn, 2019). One of the
main contributions of integrating public value theory with the SCM
discipline is that the former can expand SCM theory with the elements of
political management (i.e., managing upward towards the authorising
environment) and public value consideration.
In terms of research on lean (considered as a sub-topic of SCM) in
the public sector, the seminal work of Womack and Jones (1996)
encouraged producers to challenge the traditional definitions of
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”value”, and analyse what is needed jointly with the customers. The
authors did probably not have the notion of ”public value” in mind, but
the essence of the appeal is to not fall back on traditional assumptions
of what value is. One issue with lean thinking in public services is the
difficulties in determining ”customer value” – this has been noted in
the literature (Stentoft Arlbjørn, Freytag and de Haas, 2011; Radnor
and Osborne, 2013), and is argued in publications 1 and 2 to be
the case also for justice systems, where customers are argued to exist
at different levels. However, Radnor and Osborne (2013) argued
that the challenges to the implementation of lean are not limited to
the difficulties in determining customer value but also relate to the
capacity-led design and inability to influence demand or re-use freedup resources, and the fact that public services need to consider both
effectiveness and equity in addition to efficiency and cost reduction.
The public value framework does, however, incorporate these aspects
(i.e., the alignment between public value, legitimacy and support, and
operations), and the framework’s integration with lean thinking thus
has the potential to bring new insights for how to adopt lean thinking
for the provision of public value and societal outcomes.
5.4

Managerial implications and societal impact

The world has become more interconnected, and faces grand
challenges such as ageing population, climate change, forced migration
and inequality. Sustainable development and society’s continued
functioning in normal times and crises are “wicked problems” (Geuijen
et al., 2017) of enormous proportions. It has been noted that academic
supply chain journals traditionally target practical implications
for managers in business, while managers in government or nongovernmental organisations have received less attention (Pagell,
Fugate and Flynn, 2019). In this thesis, the managerial implications
and societal impact of the research is directed mainly towards managers
in government and public services organisations. Since public value is
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argued to be relevant for all, the usability of the findings for managers
in business is not excluded.
5.4.1 Improved justice administration
Different aspects of legal processes (e.g., area and scope of application,
activities, roles, rights and obligations of different actors, time limits,
etc.) are described in legal acts, and it is possible to outline handling
phases and activities in a sequential manner. Notably, the Finnish legal
literature describes the legal procedure (or process) as “a process that
consists of sequences of events, regulated by law, in which there is a
progression through particular subsections with a decision (judgment)
as the final aim” [author’s translation from Finnish] (Virolainen and
Vuorenpää, 2017b, p. 49). However, the legal acts do not contain each
and every activity taking place as the legal case matures, and also
Tolvanen (2020) notes that the legislation governing the criminal
procedure does not contain specific provisions of the “internal
processing” of cases. Thus, such activities can be organised relatively
freely by the authorities themselves. While the law determines certain
time limits, the use of lean thinking for identifying potential waste in
the justice system, as seen in publication 1 (Mattsson, 2014), and a
re-categorisation of “key business processes” in the justice system, as
suggested in publication 2 (Martins, Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017), could
be ways of creating alternative understandings of the work carried out
within the legal procedure chain that could be beneficial in the strive to
make justice more efficient, smoother and effective.
Notably, the Finnish legal literature often expresses a view that
in providing solutions to legal disputes, the efficiency of the legal
procedures weighs against the principle of legality and a high level of
legal protection (i.a., Halila and Aer, 2011; Koulu, 2015). The “LEAN
report” (Tolvanen, 2020) could be evidence that there might be a
change in perceptions coming and that there would be room for more
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nuanced approaches – such as the lean thinking approach provided in
publications 1 and 2 of this thesis – for how to organise processes
in the justice system with multiple outcomes in mind, i.e., both a lean
process and a just output for those involved, as well as contribution to
a maintained social equilibrium in society (Martins and de Carvalho,
2005; Martins, Storsjö and Zanoni, 2017). This is an example that
Supply Chain Management (with lean thinking as a sub-theme) may
have much to bring to policy development and achievement of societal
outcomes.
When outlining the future of lean justice in publication 2, Martins,
Storsjö and Zanoni (2017) state that lean thinking must be recognised
at the policy level, starting from the level of Ministry of Justice as
part of a hoshin kanri process (i.e., a process of setting direction for
the organisation). The recent lean initiative at the Ministry of Justice
in Finland demonstrates a willingness to broaden the portfolio
of approaches, strategies and tools used to develop the justice
administration and improve the service provided to clients and the
general public. Publications 1 and 2 offer several suggestions on how
to proceed in such efforts and can thus aid policymakers in their work.
The COVID-19 pandemic has also impacted the justice system
(National Courts Administration Finland, 2020a). The National
Courts Administration Finland has iterated the general perception
that the courts do not have sufficient resources in terms of staff or
room capacity to manage the number of cases they receive in general,
nor the back-log of cases due to the COVID-19 pandemic in particular
(National Courts Administration Finland, 2021a). However, the courts
administration will have a challenging task in negotiating increased
budgets, as many other needs in society will have to be met after the
COVID crisis, while the pandemic has increased state budget deficits.
Lean thinking appears to continue being a promising philosophy for
delivering valued public services while freeing up resources that can be
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used better. Lean has also recently been described as a practice that is
closing the gap between the public and private sector SCM (Harland,
2021, p. 31).
At the same time, the COVID-19 crisis has sparked initiatives to
adapt courts to the circumstances during the pandemic, including
the compilation of a guide on the use of teleconferencing to arrange
trials despite difficult circumstances and propositions for extra
appropriations for new video conference equipment for remote
hearings in the supplementary budget (National Courts Administration
Finland, 2020b). Digitalisation and use of technology, e.g., recording
testimonies given in district courts to be used in possible appeal,
are also stated in the government program (Government of Finland,
2019, p. 93). Both publication 1 and publication 2 suggest that
better use of information and communication technology (ICT) and
the development of integrated systems can aid the justice system in
becoming leaner. Based on the above, this suggestion seems even
more relevant as a way of moving forward from the COVID-19-crisis.
Digital technologies tested in the COVID-19-pandemic are, in general,
expected to enable more effective government service delivery (Dieppe,
2020).
5.4.2 Preparing for complex crises
It has been noted that failures in public sector acquisitions illuminate the
difficulty in achieving required policy outcomes through procurement
processes, especially if links between procurement and outcomes are
not sufficiently understood, or where results appear only much later
in time (Barrett, 2016). The COVID-19 pandemic has been a global
crisis that has made visible interconnectedness and vulnerabilities
in societies and global supply chains. It has shown the need for and
importance of preparedness at all levels of society and highlighted
the role of public procurement and innovation in the different stages
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of the disaster management cycle. Publication 3 (Storsjö and
Kachali, 2017) highlights aspects that can aid procurers, suppliers and
policymakers in understanding how public procurement can be an
instrument linking innovation and civil preparedness in order to meet
both everyday needs and objectives at the societal level (innovation for
economic development, and preparedness for resilience). Storsjö and
Kachali (2017, p. 354) further argue that civil preparedness aspects
could provide evaluation criteria that improve the assessment of bids.
Publication 4 (Kachali et al., 2018) demonstrates that preparedness
can be approached from different levels. Containing vulnerabilities
and reaching an acceptable level of preparedness in society as a whole
require efforts to go on over time and involve many different actors.
Because of the interconnectedness in society and the networked risk,
efforts should be taken at all levels and across sectors in an integrated
manner for the critical services examined (healthcare, energy, and water
services) to function always. Identifying and mapping vulnerabilities
in inter-sectoral preparedness were argued to help devise mitigation
actions that can contribute to improvements in preparedness plans,
diminish the effects of crises and enhance response (Kachali et al.,
2018, p. 288). The mitigation of cascading effects was argued to
result in more efficient use of resources, as resources are put on more
essential things than the response to secondary crises, and shorter
recovery time due to crisis containment (Kachali et al., 2018, p.
288). While the article argued that preparedness is overshadowed by
solving immediate problems and not those that are hard to imagine
or into political priorities that require immediate solutions (Kachali et
al., 2018, p. 288), the COVID-19 crisis has moved preparedness and
response to the frontline of daily activities. It is possible that the added
value of preparedness activities, even when carried out simultaneously
as agencies’ day-to-day mandates, will be easier to justify in the future
(compared to what was assumed in the conclusions of publication 4).
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Kachali et al. (2018, p. 289) further argue that preparedness for
networked risks and cascading effects requires the involvement
of multiple stakeholders (instead of preparedness in functional
and sectoral silos) and that a good starting point would be that
stakeholders try to understand the bigger picture and their role in it.
The article further states that the current system and how it works
needs to be understood, while also future needs and ways to serve the
population better should be investigated (Kachali et al., 2018, p. 289).
Recognising interdependencies and potential cascades across sectors
is an important first step, but these aspects also need to be actively
considered in preparedness and preparedness planning activities
(Kachali et al., 2018, p. 289). Finland already has the foundational
plans and structures, involving governments, private organisations and
the general population, used in the management of everyday affairs,
but Kachali et al. (2018, p. 289) still highlight the importance of an
additionally comprehensive and coordinated way to engage in all parts
of the disaster management cycle. A similar conclusion was reached
in a recent report on the evaluation of Finland’s National Emergency
Supply Agency (Uusikylä et al., 2021).
5.4.3

Government as public service supply network
designer

Scholars have suggested that policymakers’ decision-making should
“consider systemic implications of potential policy changes on supply
chains and extended supply networks” (Darby et al., 2020, p. 18).
Tokar and Swink (2019) note that the focus on interdependencies,
processes and systems thinking within SCM can provide a stronger
understanding of the intended and unintended consequences of public
policy and government regulations. When considering the public
services as processes and supply chains delivering societal outcomes,
the government and the legislator are in prime positions of acting as
supply chain (or network) designers. In this role, they can influence
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the design of the network of actors and the supply chain processes by
deploying the different policy instruments when the government has
decided to “do something” (Vedung, 1998). There is, however, a lack
of supply chain orientation, at least in terms of the whole network
involved in providing public services and achieving societal outcomes
in the settings studied for this thesis. This gap could be filled by training
at different levels of government and public service organisations and
at the legislator’s end. A supply chain orientation has recently also been
argued to be beneficial in policymaking and policy implementation,
by better attuning perceptions of those tasked with policymaking
and implementation with the reality of suppliers and making policy
mechanisms more effective and meaningful (Harland et al., 2019).
5.5

Limitations and suggestions for future research

Publications 1 and 2 are about applying lean thinking in the justice
system, from the viewpoint of OM/SCM researchers with an interest
and experience of studying justice systems. The studies of lean thinking
in justice in this thesis research did not examine the actual application
of lean in judicial supply chains nor the entities involved. When lean
is actually applied in legal processes or the organisations involved in
providing justice, it must be acknowledged that some authors have
expressed the need to proceed with caution when business practices
such as lean or process improvement are applied in the public sector
and service environments (Radnor et al., 2006; Mazzocato et al., 2010;
Guo and Hariharan, 2012; Radnor and O’Mahoney, 2013; Radnor, 2017;
Stentoft and Freytag, 2020). Contextual factors need to be considered
(Ohemeng, 2010; Dobrzykowski, McFadden and Vonderembse, 2016;
Stentoft and Freytag, 2020). The current initiative in Finland, coming
from high political instances, to make legal processes more efficient
with regard to the lean principles do provide opportunities to explore
the actual application of lean thinking in the justice system. This area
of application of lean thinking has remained relatively unexplored,
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and future research can use the Finnish initiative as a case study. A
unique feature of the case is that the implementation of lean thinking
is supposed to happen through legislative changes. Further studies of
lean thinking in justice could also investigate specific types of legal
cases for in-depth analysis.
The research of this thesis has focused on Finland (except for
publication 2), and only four public service sectors (justice system,
healthcare, energy, and water services) were studied. While the interview
data collected for publications 3 and 4 stemmed from 92 informants
from different tiers in the supply chains and other organisations in
the healthcare, energy and water services sectors, the interview data
collected for publication 1 included only 11 informants delimited to
the Helsinki region. Further studies of lean thinking in justice systems
could include additional areas and authorities (which was notably done
for the LEAN project of the Ministry of Justice (Tolvanen, 2020)).
Supply chain issues and concepts are often presented as universal.
Expanding the topics explored in the different publications to multicountry contexts could bring additional insights on how (especially
European) law and policy align with societal outcomes such as justice,
innovation and preparedness, and the management of public services
organisations and their supply chains/networks. However, when
taking the policy and legal context into consideration, as a law-trained
person, I acknowledge that it is challenging to compare the legal and
political systems in different countries – a legal institution (e.g., force
majeure) may have different meanings, or operate differently, in
different jurisdictions (see, e.g., Cordero-Moss, 2011, pp. 368–369).
The role of human rights in Europe is, however, argued to bridge some
of these difficulties (Glenn, 2000, p. xxi), while the European Union
has harmonised rules and brought institutional change in its member
countries (Saari and Raunio, 2006). Again though, despite there
being a common European legal framework in areas such as public
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procurement or small claims cross-border disputes, its implementation
might differ from one country to another. For instance, Harland et al.
(2019, p. 13) noted that in Belgium, public procurement is performed
by lawyers, while publication 3 noted that, in Finland, it could be
carried out by individuals with varying qualifications and positions in
the organisation. The transferability of the findings presented in this
thesis can thus entail a need to consider the similarities and differences
of sending and receiving contexts (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 297). It
also entails that supply chain research that intersects with policy and
regulation, and societal outcomes, could benefit from interdisciplinary
research teams (or researchers), with knowledge on political and legal
systems and methods such as the comparative legal method (see, e.g.,
Husa, 2017).
This thesis highlights other areas in which further research is needed.
First, a topic for future research would be to outline and conceptualise
the public service supply chain, considering both value for citizens and
for society. As argued above, the supply chain metaphor enables the
sequencing and analysis of activities to achieve certain outcomes and
the identification of interconnectedness between actors and the effects
of their contributions to the flows towards outcomes. The mapping of
public value processes has been described as a research opportunity for
furthering the theory of public value creation (Bryson et al., 2017, p.
648). Alford and Yates (2014) developed a process mapping technique
for identifying and visualising complex processes with abstract
outcomes and demonstrated it with the case of Indigenous child
nutrition in Australia. To achieve such an outcome, Alford and Yates
(2014) note that a series of activities, influenced by particular strategies
and involving particular parties, need to occur – from growing healthy
food, via transportation and distribution, to promoting the food to
carers. An interesting project for future research would be to combine
the approach of Alford and Yates (2014) with the different value stream
mapping tools proposed by Hines and Rich (1997) and extend the
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mapping to the supply chain/networks for public service delivery and
outcomes for both society and individual citizens.
Regarding the public value framework, the research did not focus on
the political management (also named legitimacy and support, and
authorising environment) aspect of the strategic triangle framework (as
argued above in section 5.2). This could be a potential area of research
in the future, from the supply chain managers point of view, in supply
chains providing societal outcomes and public value. There is potential
for Supply Chain Management to provide a stronger understanding
of the intended and unintended consequences of public policy and
government regulations because of its focus on interdependencies,
inter-related processes and activities, systems thinking, and demands
for coordinated performance (Callender, 2011, p. 18; Tokar and Swink,
2019).
An additional area, and a next step for the research settings included
in this thesis, would also be to utilise the Public Value Scorecard (PVS)
proposed by Moore (2013). The PVS highlights different points in the
public value production process where information could be collected,
at the three basic components of the public value framework, i.e., public
value, legitimacy and support, and operational capacity (Moore, 2013,
pp. 419–422). The PVS also emphasises the “value chain” terminology
for operational capacity, linking “inputs of public resources (money
and authority) into a production system consisting of public policies,
programs, procedures, and activities that produce transactions with
clients and, ultimately, create some socially desired outcome” (Moore,
2013, p. 120).
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Spill och onödigheter i finska straffprocessen
1. Inledning
Att driva ett brottmål vid finska domstolar är ofta dyrt och tidskrävande i dagens
läge. För den enskilda parten kan en rättegång bli kostsam på grund av rättegångskostnader och skadestånd, men en process kan även kräva stora resurser
från samhällets sida. Straffprocessen kan därtill orsaka mycket besvär och lidande för de inblandade parterna, framför allt om den drar ut på tiden.
Finland har efter ratificeringen av Europeiska konventionen om skydd för de
mänskliga rättigheterna och de grundläggande friheterna blivit dömd flera
gånger av Europeiska människorättsdomstolen. Av alla domar mot Finland har
hela två tredjedelar gällt artikel 6 och rätten till en rättvis rättegång – och en stor
del av dessa domar har gällt processens längd.2 Människorättsdomstolens avgöranden visar att det finns ett behov av att korta ner den tid som enskilda fall
stannar i processen, men en effektivisering av processerna får å andra sidan inte
medföra att beslutens kvalitet sänks eller att resursanvändningen ökar.3
Ett stort problem inom rättskipning är varierande ledtider4 vid behandling
av rättsfall.5 Det finns åtminstone ett par studier, närmare bestämt av det portugisiska samt det finska rättsväsendet, i vilka ett flertal faktorer (se tabellen ned-

1
Skribenten är doktorand i ämnet Logistik och företagsgeografi vid Institutionen för marknadsföring vid Hanken Svenska handelshögskolan i Helsingfors. Denna artikel baserar sig på
skribentens magisteravhandling »Lean i rättskipning – En studie av finska straffprocessen i
ljuset av lean principerna», skriven för samma ämne och universitet (tillgänglig på http://hdl.
handle.net/10138/37073). Skribenten ämnar i sina forskarstudier och sin doktorsavhandling att
studera rättsväsendet från ett Supply Chain Management-persektiv.
2
European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) (2011): Statistics 1959–2010: Statistics on
judgments by State (tillgänglig på: http://www.echr.coe.int/NR/rdonlyres/E6B7605E-6D3C4E85-A84D-6DD59C69F212/0/Graphique_violation_en.pdf), s. 3.
3
Petra Pekkanen, Henri Karppinen och Timo Pirttilä (2009): »What causes prolonged leadtimes in courts of justice?», I: G. Reiner (ed.) Rapid Modelling for Increasing Competitiveness – Tools and mindset (London: Springer-Verlag London Limited), s. 221–222.
4
Med ledtid avses (i kommersiella sammanhang) den totala tid en kund måste vänta på att
motta en produkt efter att ha beställt den. James P. Womack och Daniel T. Jones (1996): Lean
thinking – Banish waste and create wealth in your corporation (New York (NY). Simon &
Schuster), s. 307.
5
Peter Hines, Ana Lúcia Martins och Jo Beale (2008): Testing the boundaries of lean thinking: Observations from the legal public sector, Public Money & Management, vol. 28, nr. 1,
s. 35; Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 221.
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an) som ligger bakom förseningar i olika skeden av behandlingen av rättsfall har
definierats.6 Dessa faktorer kan tänkas vara gällande även i andra rättsordningar.
Tabell 1 Faktorer bakom förseningar och varierande ledtider inom det finska och
det portugisiska rättsväsendet7891011121314151617
Faktor
Olämpliga målsättningar
och prestationsuppföljningssystem.

Brist på ledningspraxis
inriktad på effektivitet och
produktivitet.

Brist på produktionsplanering på alla nivåer.

Förklaring
Inom rättsväsendet används enkla mått såsom årlig mängd lösta
fall och genomsnittlig behandlingstid för lösta fall.7 Detta skapar
en tendens att prioritera mindre och enklare fall framför svårare
och mer omfattande fall, och begränsar samarbetet mellan
avdelningar.8 Måtten visar endast historiska resultat, och det
saknas egentliga målsättningar för maximala ledtider och
uppföljning av det »som inte får en lösning».9 Valet av indikatorer,
och följderna av dåliga val, ges inte stor uppmärksamhet, vilket
antas bero tids- och kunskapsbrist.10
Ineffektivitet i behandlingsprocesser kan även vara en följd av att
domstolarnas chefer utses på basen av sakkunskap, och inte i
första hand på grund av ledaregenskaper eller effektivitetstänkande.11 Domslutskvalitet prioriteras och tid läggs på formuleringar och detaljer i den skriftliga domen.12 Domstolarna är uttalat
hierarkiska med fokus på status och rankning, men det saknas klar
ansvarsfördelning och klara beslutsnivåer.13 Det finns en allmän
uppfattning om att chefen inte bör ingripa i enskilda domares
arbete, även om det kunde behövas mer återkoppling i sådana
situationer då ledtider växer sig långa eller arbete släpar efter.14
I domstolar ska en stor mängd rättsfall lösas, men det kan saknas
schemaläggning och planering av i vilken ordning fallen ska
behandlas.15 Faktumet att tidsanvändningen inte planeras kan
medföra att komplexa fall inte får tillräckligt med tid och att
behandlingen måste avbrytas.16

6
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009) undersöker tidsanvändningen i det finska rättsväsendet, medan Hines, Martins och Beale (2008) undersöker det portugisiska rättssystemet
och walesiska juridiska tjänster utgående från ett lean tänkesätt.
7
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 226.
8
Hines, Martins och Beale (2008), s. 37; Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 226–
227.
9
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 227.
10
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 227.
11
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 227–229.
12
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 229.
13
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 228.
14
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 227–228.
15
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 228.
16
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 228.
17
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 228.
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Avsaknad av klar ansvarsfördelning och ansvarstagande.
Brister i transparens och
informationsflöde inom och
mellan offentliga sektorns
organisationer.
Domaren ansvarar för alla
beslut som tas gällande ett
fall, även sådana av mindre
betydelse.
Domstolssalarnas
användning bestäms på
förhand enligt fastställda
kvoter.
Domstolspersonal tenderar
att försena fall onödigt
mycket utan orsak.
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Detta är ett resultat av rådande förväntningar på och hög
omsättning av assessorer och fiskaler som förbereder behandlingen.17
Detta resulterar bl.a. i förseningar i att hitta den åtalade och
uppskjutna muntliga förhandlingar.18

Hela fallet måste gås igenom på nytt av domaren för varje beslut,
vilket tar upp domarens tid.19

Strikta scheman och oanvänd kapacitet (för att en domare in
använder de tider som allokerats till honom/henne) leder till spill i
användningen av salarna samt förseningar i att schemalägga
muntliga förhandlingar.20
Denna faktor saknar rimlig förklaring, men kan bero på avsaknad
av flödestänkande samt bristande IT-kunskaper.21

18192021

Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä beskriver domstolssystemet som
»en process bestående av en uppsättning av på varandra följande uppgifter
och sammanlänkande aktiviteter, vilka berör olika deltagare. Det är en process som kräver ett kontinuerligt och koordinerat flöde av ett väldigt stort
antal individer och fall som varierar i det oändliga.»22
Beskrivningen av domstolssystemet som en uppsättning sammanlänkade
aktiviteter öppnar upp för användning av produktionsteorier och -modeller för
att koordinera flödet av fall genom processerna. Hines, Martins och Beale har i
en fallstudie jämfört rättsprocesserna i Portugal och Wales och konstaterar att
produktionsfilosofin »Lean Thinking», som växt fram och traditionellt tillämpats inom tillverkning, kan appliceras i den rättsliga sektorn.23 Lean är ett engelskt begrepp som i allmänhet kan översättas till smal eller mager, men som i
ekonomiska sammanhang betyder slimmad eller kostnadseffektiv. 24 Womack
och Jones sammanfattar begreppet lean (eller egentligen »lean thinking») som
Hines, Martins och Beale (2008), s. 37.
Hines, Martins och Beale (2008), s. 37.
Hines, Martins och Beale (2008), s. 36–37.
21
Hines, Martins och Beale (2008), s. 37.
22
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä (2009), s. 222. Originaltext: »a process with a set of
sequential tasks and activities linked together, concerning different participants. It is a process
that demands continuous and coordinated flow of a very large number of individual and infinitely different types of cases.»
23
Hines, Martins och Beale (2008), s. 39.
24
MOT Nordstedts stora engelska ordbok 1.0 [online], (2000).
18
19
20
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»ett sätt att göra allt mer med allt mindre […] och samtidigt komma allt närmare tillhandahållandet av det som kunderna faktiskt vill ha».25
Denna artikel baserar sig på en magisteravhandling vars syfte var att studera den finska straffprocessen utgående från ett lean tänkesätt för att åskådliggöra sådana brister i processen som kunde tänkas ge upphov till långa behandlingstider. Artikeln fokuserar dock på de potentiella spilltyper som identifierades
i den empiriska studien som utgjorde en del av magisteravhandlingen. I studien
betraktades straffprocessen som en leverantörskedja, vilket kan definieras som
»ett nätverk av enheter (både organisationer och individer) som är direkt involverade i flödet av produkter, information, tjänster och finansiella resurser mellan
enheterna, från källa till slutkund».26 Denna definition tar i beaktande att flöden
kan vara kontinuerliga i båda riktningar i leverantörskedjan, vilket enligt Martins
och de Carvalho stämmer överens med förhållandena som föreligger i fråga om
»tjänster» som produceras vid domstolar, var rättsfall flödar fram och tillbaka
före en stabil lösning uppnås i varje steg av processen.27 Studien var fokuserad
på den finska straffprocessen, en term författaren i detta fall använde för att
beskriva den kedja av aktiviteter som utgör finska myndigheters behandling av
ett brott. Processens startpunkt ansågs vara den tidpunkt då brottet anmäls eller
rapporteras hos polisen, och dess slutpunkt den tidpunkt då en dom vinner laga
kraft. De myndigheter som studien fokuserade på var Centralkriminalpolisen,
Åklagarämbetet Helsingfors och de allmänna domstolar som är fysiskt belägna
i Helsingfors.
1.1. Artikelns struktur
Ovan presenterades det problem som låg bakom valet av ämne för magisteravhandlingen och denna artikel. I nästa avsnitt introduceras konceptet lean: dess
historia, innehåll, användningsområde och mål; och avsnittet beskriver även hur
värde och spill betraktas ur detta synsätt. I det tredje avsnittet beskrivs undersöknings- och analysmetoderna som användes i den empiriska studien. I det
fjärde kapitlet presenteras de aktiviteter i straffprocessen som enligt tänkesättet

25
Originaltext: »a way to do more and more with less and less […] while coming closer and
closer to providing customers with exactly what they want.» Womack och Jones, (1996), s. 15.
26
Ana Lúcia Martins och José Crespo de Carvalho (2005): Creating value in a services supply chain. Proceedings of the 10th International Symposium on Logistics, 3–5 July 2005 Lisbon, s. 709 (som i sin tur refererar till Martins, Ana Lúcia och de Carvalho, José Crespo (2004):
The court system sypply chain and its dynamics – a case study. Proceedings of the 9th International Symposium on Logistics, Bangalore, s. 3–9). Originaltext: »a network of entities
(which can be both organizations or individuals) directly involved with the flows of products,
information, services and finances that flow between them, from a source towards a final customer».
27
Martins och de Carvalho (2005), s. 709.
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lean eventuellt kan klassas som överflödiga. Artikeln avslutas med en diskussion
om studiens resultat.

2. Teoretisk bakgrund
Domstolsväsendet är en process som består av en uppsättning sammanlänkade
aktiviteter vars syfte är att tillhandahålla en tjänst.28 Rättsorganisationer kan
jämföras med traditionella tillverkningsmiljöer på så vis, att rättsfallen strömmar
genom processen från en produktionscell till en annan och väntar i köer däremellan.29 Det är en process som kräver ett kontinuerligt och koordinerat flöde av ett
stort antal unika och oändligt varierande typer av fall.30 Domstolsprocessen innehåller dock restriktioner som hindrar flöde och värdeskapande.31
2.1. Lean
Idéerna om lean har sitt ursprung i Japan, hos bilproducenten Toyota Motor
Company.32 Efter andra världskriget kännetecknades den japanska bilmarknaden
av varierande behov, arbetstagare som krävde fast och långvarig anställning, och
brist på kapital.33 I tillägg till detta fanns det starka utländska bilproducenter som
var beredda att försvara sina positioner på den japanska marknaden.34 De amerikanska massproduktionsmetoderna kunde inte direkt tillämpas hos Toyota, då
dessa innebar stelhet och en syn på arbetstagarna som rörliga tillgångar (vilket
stod i konflikt med de japanska arbetarnas förväntningar), och krävde en enorm
maskinpark.35 Den japanska lösningen var the Toyota Production System – utarbetat framför allt av Taichi Ohno.36 Detta system innefattade flexiblare maskiner, kortare tillverkningsserier, mindre lager, nära samarbete med leverantörer
samt arbetare som hade mycket ansvar och livstidsanställning.37 Womack, Jones
och Roos beskriver lean produktion som en kombination av det bästa från hant-

28
Ana Lúcia Martins, Berit Irene Helgheim och José Crespo de Carvalho (2007): A logistic
approach to shorten lead times in courts of law – A case study. Proceedings from the 19th Annual NOFOMA Conference, Reykjavik, Iceland, s. 760.
29
Petra Pekkanen och Petri Niemi (2013): Process performance improvement in justice organizations – pitfalls of performance management. International Journal of Production Economics, vol. 142, nr. 2, s. 605.
30
Pekkanen, Karppinen och Pirttilä, (2009), s. 222.
31
Martins, Helgheim och de Carvalho (2007), s. 760.
32
James P. Womack, Daniel T. Jones och Daniel Roos (1990): The Machine That Changed
the World (New York, NY: HarperPerennial [1991]), s. 11.
33
Womack, Jones och Roos (1990), s. 49–50.
34
Womack, Jones och Roos (1990), s. 50.
35
Womack, Jones och Roos (1990), s. 49–50.
36
Womack, Jones och Roos (1990), s. 11.
37
Womack, Jones och Roos (1990), s. 53–68.
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verks- och massproduktion38, det vill säga »team av arbetare med många färdigheter, på alla nivåer i organisationen, som använder ytterst flexibla och alltmer
automatiserade maskiner för att producera volymer av produkter i en enorm
variation»39. Det nya produktionssystemet medförde att Toyota klarade av att ha
ett kontinuerligt flöde och tillverkning av olika produkter i små partier40 och
bidrog till att det lilla Toyota på 60-talet var mycket effektivare än de stora biltillverkarna som producerade enligt traditionella masstillverkningsmetoder.41
Även om lean har sitt ursprung i Toyota, kan man säga att Toyotas system
bara är ett exempel på hur lean tänkesättet kan förverkligas. Dock finns det än
så länge ingen enhetlig definition av lean eller dess mål, och olika författare
tillskriver konceptet olika egenskaper och tekniker, t.ex. Just-in-Time, kanban,
kaizen (kontinuerlig förbättring) och andon (visuell kontroll).42 Krafcik tillskriver begreppet Lean produktion karaktärsdrag såsom höga nivåer av produktivitet, flexibilitet och kvalitet.43 Womack, Jones och Roos menar att målet för lean
produktion är perfektion, vilket inkluderar noll defekter, noll lager, en oändlig
produktvariation och kontinuerligt minskande kostnader.44 Arlbjørn, Freytag och
de Haas anser att målet med lean är att öka värde och reducera spill.45 Den sistnämnda beskrivningen av lean ska nödvändigtvis inte tolkas som att kundvärde
ökas genom att kostnaderna sänks, utan istället som att kostnaderna kan sänkas
(eller önskvärda aktiviteter tilläggas) efter att kunderna definierat vad som är
värde och vad som är onödigt.46 Denna utveckling och fokusering på värde istället för enskilda produktionstekniker är av betydelse eftersom det i slutändan är
kunden som avgör vad som är onödigt respektive uppfyller dennes behov.47

38
Ett karaktärsdrag för hantverksproduktion är yrkesskickliga arbetare som med hjälp av
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vol. 24, nr. 10, s. 995–997.
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Under de senaste tjugo åren har konceptet utvidgats från att vara ett produktionssystem till att också användas för att beskriva ledarskap (lean management), som en allmän beskrivning av företag (lean enterprise), och som en allmän term som beskriver flera aspekter inom en organisation (lean thinking).48
Även tillämpningsområdet för konceptet har utvidgats, från produktionsindustrin till tjänstesektorn och den offentliga sektorn.49 Lean är egentligen bara ett
exempel på företagsledningspraxis som flyttas över från den privata till den offentliga sektorn för att effektivisera användningen av resurser50, men kan tänkas
vara ett särskilt passande instrument då det utlovar ökad produktivitet, kvalitet
och arbetsglädje samtidigt som det kan tänkas beakta varierande samhälleliga
förväntningar, krav och behov51. T.ex. menar Radnor, Walley, Stephens och
Bucci att lean är en lämplig metodologi för att förbättra prestationsförmågan och
bädda för en kultur av ständig förbättring inom den offentliga sektorn.52
2.2. Värde och spill enligt ett lean tänkesätt
Den kritiska startpunkten för att göra en verksamhet mer lean är identifiering av
värde, och detta kan i sin tur endast definieras av den ultimata kunden, för specifika produkter eller tjänster med specifika egenskaper, till ett specifikt pris, vid
ett specifikt tillfälle.53 Värdeflödet är en uppsättning specifika aktiviteter som
krävs för att en specifik produkt (eller tjänst) ska föras genom tre kritiska moment i företagets verksamhet: problemlösning (från koncept via design och ingenjörskonst till produktlansering), informationshantering (från ordermottagning via detaljerad schemaläggning till leverans) och fysisk omvandling (från
råmaterial till färdig produkt).54 Genom att hela värdeflödet identifieras är det
möjligt att definiera aktiviteter som tillför värde, aktiviteter som inte tillför värde men som är oundvikliga på grund av existerande teknologier och produktionstillgångar, samt aktiviteter som varken tillför värde eller är nödvändiga.55
Till de värdeökande aktiviteterna hör exempelvis sammansvetsning och målning

Pär Åhlström (1997): Sequences in the Process of Adopting Lean Production (Akademisk
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av delar, dvs. aktiviteter som i praktiken förändrar råmaterial till produkter.56
Aktiviteter som är nödvändiga men icke värdeökande, t.ex. att packa upp leveranser och förflytta arbetare, kräver stora förändringar i de operativa systemen
för att kunna elimineras eller reduceras.57 Till de icke värdeökande aktiviteterna
hör bl.a. väntetid, staplande av halvfärdiga produkter och dubbelhantering –
dessa aktiviteter är rent spill, dvs. de konsumerar resurser och skapar endast
kostnader, och måste elimineras totalt.58 Som spill kan man även betrakta sådana barriärer som hämmar informationsflödet och minskar kundernas möjligheter att »dra» produkten genom leverantörskedjan.59 Då spill elimineras eller
reduceras, leder det i första hand till ökad produktivitet, men på längre sikt,
vartefter organisationen blir allt mer lean, kan även ytterligare spill och kvalitetsproblem identifieras.60 Det finns även möjlighet att åtgärda dålig kvalitet och
grundläggande problem i styrningen av organisationen.61
Inom tillverkning finns det huvudsakligen sju spilltyper som kan reduceras
för att göra produktion mer lean. Dessa definierades ursprungligen av Taiichi
Ohno och Shigeo Shingo inom Toyotas produktionssystem och är överproduktion, väntan, onödig transport av varor, olämplig hantering (eller onödig bearbetning), onödig lagerhållning, onödig rörelse och defekter.62 Utöver dessa sju
typer av spill definierar Womack och Jones ytterligare en typ, nämligen design
av varor och tjänster som inte uppfyller kunders behov.63 Womack och Jones
utesluter dock inte att det kan finnas andra typer av spill, och t.ex. Maleyeff
modifierar de traditionella spilltyperna (som nämnts ovan) så att de passar inom
ett tjänstesystem, och definierar dessutom sådana spilltyper som är specifika för
tjänster.64 Några konkreta exempel på spill i en tjänsteomgivning, närmare bestämt ett kontor, ges av Krings, Levine och Wall: det kan vara fråga om att data,
som är nödvändig för informationsbehandling i senare steg, inte samlas in vid
den första kundkontakten; att samma data samlas in eller matas in i flera steg;
eller att sådant arbete utförs som inte behövs för att producera tjänsten.65
56
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3. Forsknings- och analysmetoder
Den empiriska studien omfattade både intervjuer och dokument, men för det
delresultat som presenteras i denna artikel ligger endast intervjuerna som grund.
Det är därför inte ändamålsenligt att beskriva hur dokumenten valdes ut och
analyserades. Intervjuer utfördes under en period som sträckte sig från april
2011 till mars 2012, med personer som då antogs ha kunskap om eller verkade
inom straffprocessens behandlingsskeden. Intervjuerna utfördes i form av semistrukturerade intervjuer med enskilda informanter och grupper av informanter,
då den teoretiska referensramen gav teman som kunde utforskas och anknytas
till den särskilda omgivningen som undersöktes. En semistrukturerad intervju
är en icke-standardiserad intervjumetod som passar för explorativa studier, då
det data som samlas in genom denna intervjumetod vanligtvis analyseras kvalitativt och besvarar frågan »varför» i tillägg till »vad» och »hur». 66 Informanterna valdes från olika instanser och organisationer för att ge både specifika och
allmänna insikter i straffprocessens olika behandlingsskeden. Urvalet av informanter baserade sig på ändamålsenlighet och snöbollsurval: vissa informanter
kontaktades direkt för att de förväntades ha kunskap och erfarenhet om den
finska straffprocessen, medan andra valdes genom att en kontaktcentral (som
hittades genom sökning på instansens/organisationens webbsidor) ombads ge
kontaktuppgifter till potentiella informanter som kunde tänkas ha kunskap och
erfarenhet som var relevant för studien. Informanterna utgjordes av: en professor
vid en juridisk fakultet (akademiker1), tre personer i en forskargrupp vid ett
universitets avdelning för produktionsekonomi (Akademiker2, Akademiker3 och
Akademiker4), en advokat (Advokat), ett justitieråd (Domare1), en tingsrättsdomare (Domare2), en åklagare (Åklagare), ett lagstiftningsråd (Jurist), en överkommissarie (Polis) och en föredragande vid en hovrätt (Föredragande).
Intervjuerna analyserades med hjälp av en analysmall som utarbetats på
basen av den teoretiska referensramen i magisteravhandlingen, intervjuteman
och forskarens preliminära förståelse av straffprocessen. Ett moment i intervjuerna var att informanten fick få igenom en lista med spilltyper, som identifierats
inom tillverkning och i en tjänsteomgivning, och säga ifall denna spilltyp kan
återfinnas inom straffprocessen. En del spilltyper och deras karaktär/orsaker
angavs inte direkt av informanterna, utan identifierades under analyserarbetet.
Analysarbetet innebar även till viss del att det som en eller flera informanter
ansågs höra till en spilltyp flyttades till en annan spilltyp enligt forskarens bedömning. En sammanställning av informanternas kommentarer finns i bilagan i
slutet av denna artikel.

Mark Saunders, Philip Lewis och Adrian Thornhill (2007): Research Methods for Business
Students (Harlow: Pearson Education Limited), s. 248.
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4. Spill i finska straffprocessen
I detta avsnitt diskuteras de olika spilltyperna straffprocessen, hur de kan ta sig
uttryck och vad spillet kan bero på. Det bör här nämnas att flera av spilltyperna
relaterar till varandra och att vissa problem i processen kan orsaka flera typer av
spill – av denna orsak är det ändamålsenligt att presentera olika typer av spill,
även om fördröjningar i straffprocessen var det som initierade studien.
4.1. Väntan/förseningar
Väntan uppstår när tid används ineffektivt, vilket i en tillverkningsmiljö innebär
att gods varken rör sig eller är »under arbete».67 I fråga om tjänster kan det vara
lämpligare att tala om förseningar, som kan orsakas av tid i köer eller i väntan
på att information överförs.68 I straffprocessen innebär väntan eller förseningar
att tid förlöper utan att brottmålet utsätts för någon typ av behandlingsaktiviteter
– i praktiken ligger fallet på någon enskild persons arbetsbord. Flera informanter antydde att denna passiva tid, då ingenting händer med målen, utgör det
största problemet i straffprocessen.
En av de huvudsakliga orsakerna till fördröjningar i brottmål är att parterna
inte dyker upp till huvudförhandlingen, vilket leder till att huvudförhandlingen
måste annulleras. Annullering är ett stort problem i domstolar i Helsingfors,
eftersom det är relativt lätt att gömma sig i staden. På mindre orter kan polisen
eller stämningsmännen känna till var inkallade personer vanligen befinner sig
och därför snabbt hämta dem till domstolen. En annullering i Helsingfors förvärras ytterligare av att domarna är uppbokade en lång tid på förhand, vilket betyder att en ny behandling kan fås in i schemat först upp till ett halvt år senare.
Väntan på en ny förhandling kan även orsakas av att parterna kräver rättegångsbiträden eller lägger fram ny bevisning i ett sent skede.
Även om brottmålsparternas handlingssätt kan leda till förseningar som är
svåra att förutse, finns det även en hel del att göra inom rättsväsendets administration för att minska väntan. Ledigheter inom polisen kan leda till att förundersökningen inte framskrider, men även inom åklagarämbetet och domstolarna kan
fallen bli att ligga onödigt länge. Dels kan obalans mellan resurserna i processens behandlingsskeden göra att fall lagras mellan skedena, men fall kan även
bli att ligga hos sekreterare onödigt länge för att material ska samlas in eller
uppgifter införas i datasystemet. Även när fallen ligger hos dem som faktiskt
behandlar och gör beslut kan de bli att ligga onödigt länge. Orsaker kan vara att
fallet inte behöver prioriteras, för att domen i målet kan vara svår att skriva eller
för att kutymen inom vissa domstolar är att den skriftliga domen ska vandra
67
68
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mellan alla domare i tur och ordning för kontroll och godkännande – och detta
tar tid, särskilt om semestrar kommer emellan.
En informant framförde även att sekvensen för aktiviteter orsakar onödig
väntan, till exempel i fall var målet först förbereds till slut och man först därefter beslutar om målet ska avgöras genom huvudförhandling eller skriftligt förfarande, och först efter det beslutet är taget schemaläggs behandlingen. Samma
informant framförde att bättre planering av hur behandlingen ska genomföras
och inom vilken tidsram kunde medföra att onödiga förseningar undviks. Andra
informanter framförde att väntan orsakas av att det är svårt att hitta tider för
huvudförhandlingar på grund av att advokat- och domarkårerna är så små, men
bättre planeringen kunde eventuellt minska på detta problem.
4.2. Ineffektiv användning av resurser
Ineffektiv användning av resurser innebär i ett tjänstesystem slösaktig användning av personal, utrustning, material eller kapital.69 Såsom nämndes ovan, är
en av de huvudsakliga orsakerna till fördröjningar i brottmål att parterna inte
dyker upp till huvudförhandlingen, vilket leder till att den måste annulleras.
Detta leder inte bara till väntan, utan är också en form av ineffektiv användning
av resurser eftersom åklagare, advokater och domare ändå måste förbereda sig
inför den planerade huvudförhandlingen. Detta gäller även i fall var besvären
återkallas i sista stund, eller var flera förhandlingar måste hållas på grund av att
förberedelserna varit dåliga.
Andra exempel på ineffektiv användning av resurser i straffprocessen är att
teknik inte utnyttjas till fullo fastän lagen ger utrymme för det (vilket bl.a. leder
till att personer måste använda tid till att förflytta sig); att åklagare, föredragande eller andra i motsvarande positioner utför små uppgifter som kunde skötas av sekreterare (som ett exempel på sådana uppgifter angav advokaten vittnenas arvoden, dvs. att dessa inte skulle behöva diskuteras av domarna under
huvudförhandlingen), samt att poliser och åklagare inte så fritt kan flyttas dit var
det tillfälligt behövs mer resurser.
4.3. Överproduktion
I en tillverkningsmiljö anses överproduktion vara den allvarligaste typen av
spill, då överproduktion förhindrar ett smidigt flöde av produkter eller tjänster
och troligtvis hämmar produktivitet och försämrar kvaliteten.70 Samtidigt bidrar
överproduktion till överdrivna led- och lagringstider, vilket i sin tur resulterar i
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att det tar längre tid att upptäcka defekter, att risken för försämring ökar och att
det kan uppstå ett konstgjort tryck på att höja arbetstakten.71
Åklagaren framförde att en typ av överproduktion utgörs av att polisen producerar så mycket att ämbetet får för många mål och åklagarna inte hinner väcka
åtal i den takt de borde. Både Åklagaren och Domare2 förklarade att det kommer
in en stor mängd små mål (exempelvis dagsböter) som bara ska fastställas i rättten men ändå kräver bearbetning inom instansen. Man bör dock hålla i minnet
att samhället valt att kriminalisera vissa handlingar, och därför även efterfrågar
att dessa kriminaliserade handlingar behandlas inom rättsväsendet – mängden
mål är alltså inte i sig en typ av spill enligt ett lean tänkesätt eftersom polisen
enligt lagen skyldig att undersöka brott och åklagarämbetet skyldigt att åtalspröva. En del informanter framförde dock att poliserna undersöker sådant som
inte kan användas senare, vilket Polisen själv var medveten om. Vad som varit
onödigt att undersöka brukar dock framgå först efter att allt arbetet utförts:
»[…] till 80 % så gör vi onödigt arbete. Det vet man först i slutet, men man
kammar in allt möjligt material och information från allt som sen inte har
någonting med slutresultatet att göra… Det är ett stort puzzel och för att få
den där sista biten [på plats] så märker du att […] hela rummet [är] fullt med
skräp som du inte behöver, som inte har någonting med [målet] att göra.»
(Polis)
Det är dock inte bara polisen som kan lägga ner för mycket resurser på ett
enskilt fall, enligt en av domarna kan det hända att en föredragande lägger ner
för stor insats i förberedelse av ett enkelt mål. Oförutsebarheten i det enskilda
fallet spelar troligtvis en stor roll i dessa situationer, men här kunde man tänka
att klarare riktlinjer och stöd från erfarna kommisarier eller domare kunde minska på överproduktionen.
En annan aktivitet som kunde betraktas som överproduktion är den bearbetning av domslutstexter som sker inom åtminstone Högsta domstolen och Helsingfors hovrätt: innan domen tillkännages roterar texten mellan de domare som
suttit med i behandlingen för att de ska få möjlighet att kontrollera formuleringar och göra ändringsförslag. Föredragande antydde även att man i Helsingfors hovrätt strävar efter att ha ett enhetligt språkbruk i domsluten. Det kunde
ifrågasättas huruvida varje domares kommentarer och ändringsförslag verkligen
tillför värde i den slutliga domens utformning, eller om den tid som läggs ner
på att förfina formuleringar kunde användas till annat. Rotationen gör även att
publiceringen av domslutet drar ut på tiden. Å andra sidan måste man ta i beaktande att de högre domstolarna inte bara har i uppgift att pröva enskilda fall; en
»biprodukt» av behandling är prejudikat som kan leda rättstillämpningen i läg-
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re domstolar. Den slutliga frågan är då var gränsen för bearbetningen ska dras,
och i vilket skede revideringen av texten inte längre skapar värde utan är onödig.
4.4. Misstag/defekter
Misstag är detsamma som fel och försummelser som leder till att arbete måste
göras om eller att kunderna överger företaget.72 Defekter (i varor) ter sig i företagets bokslut som direkta kostnader som omedelbart borde leda till förbättringsaktiviteter.73 Misstag kan orsakas av mänskliga faktorer såsom brist på erfarenhet eller att man glömmer att utföra vissa aktiviteter, som skulle kunna automatiseras i datasystemet. I en traditionell tillverkning leder defekter till korrigeringsarbete, som i straffprocessen innebär att arbete måste göras om (se nedan).
4.5. Omarbetning
Omarbetning är en spilltyp som definierades i samband med analyserna av det
empiriska materialet, och som har vissa särskilda drag i straffprocessen. Omarbetning innebär att vissa aktiviteter måste utföras på nytt eller läggas till inom
en funktion i behandlingsprocessen, som fallet redan tidigare strömmat igenom.
Några konkreta exempel på omarbetning är att förundersökningsmaterialet kan
behöva kompletteras av polisen eller att ett fall måste återremitteras till underrätt
på grund av processuella fel (vilket är en defekt). Spillet som uppstår (som leder
till fördröjningar och tar upp resurser) kunde undvikas genom att aktiviteterna
utförs på rätt sätt från första början.
Omarbetning i straffprocessen kan även innebära att vissa aktiviteter görs
om utan att det nödvändigtvis funnits ett fel i processen. Ett problem som torde
vara ganska generellt inom straffprocessen är att personerna inom de olika behandlingsskedena inte alltid kan färdigställa behandlingen av ett mål vid ett och
samma tillfälle. I bästa fall läses handlingarna endast en gång av varje behandlare, men i praktiken kan behandlarna vara tvungna att börja från början flera
gånger (vilket kan jämföras med flerfaldiga uppställningstider i tillverkning).
Om behandlingen inte kan fortsätta efter att åklagare, advokat och domare förberett målet och fallet blir att ligga i väntan, leder det till att dessa personer
måste läsa in sig på fallet på nytt senare eftersom de flesta hinner behandla en
mängd andra mål i tiden där emellan och eventuellt glömma vad det ifrågavarande väntande målet handlar om. Omarbetning kan även orsakas av att domstolspersonalen byter jobb, vilket leder till att någon annan måste ta över fallet
och en ny genomläsning av handlingarna göras.
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4.6. Granskningar
Granskningar innebär att arbete inspekteras74. Akademiker2 och Juristen påpekade att straffprocessens uppbyggnad i sig medför granskning av det arbete som
skett i tidigare skeden i processen – i form av att åklagare granskar förundersökningen och hovrätterna granskar tingsrätterna. Om det funnits fel och misstag i
avgöranden borde de därför upptäckas. Individers olika arbetssätt, oklar arbetsfördelning eller bristande tillit för att ett visst arbete utförts korrekt kan dock
vara orsak till att arbete granskas i onödan.
4.7. Transport/rörelse
Transport kan vara orsak till spill om det är fråga om dubbel hantering eller
extra förflyttningar, då dessa onödiga transporter ökar risken för skador eller
försämring. Onödig transport kan även leda till onödiga fördröjningar i kommunikationsflödet och att hitta kvalitetsbrister som kräver rättelse.75 I en tjänsteomgivning kan det vara bättre att tala om onödig förflyttning av information,
personal och utrustning.76
I straffprocessen kan onödiga transporter föranledas av att man inte använder de tekniska möjligheter som finns tillgängliga; till exempel skulle handlingar kunna finnas i elektroniskt format istället för att utskrifter rör sig mellan
personer och avdelningar, och domstolarna skulle kunna utnyttja videokontakt
istället för att personer (poliser, vittnen och parter) gör långa resor för att yttra
sig i en domstol på en annan ort. Åklagaren framhävde dock att man i Helsingfors lyckats minska på onödig transport genom att tingsrätten, hovrätten och
åklagarämbetet placerats under ett och samma tak.
4.8. Onödig mänsklig rörelse
I en traditionell tillverkningsmiljö kan spill även utgöras av onödig mänsklig
rörelse och det har då att göra med ergonomi i produktionen och innefattar
varje rörelse en operatör utför som egentligen kunde undvikas. 77 I den empiriska undersökningen kom det inte fram särskilt många förslag på hur denna
spilltyp tar sig uttryck, men ett förslag kunde vara att åklagare, domare eller
andra måste »hoppa» mellan olika dataprogram på grund av systemet inte tilllåter att alla aktiviteter utförs i samma program.
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4.9. Olämplig hantering
I en tillverkningsmiljö kan olämplig hantering eller onödig bearbetning innebära att komplexa lösningar används för enkla processer, exempelvis då en stor,
icke flexibel maskin används istället för fler flexibla, små maskiner.78 Följder av
olämplig hantering är ofta överproduktion, för att väga upp kostnaden för dyra
maskiner, samt onödig transport och dålig kommunikation på grund av dålig
planläggning.79 I straffprocessen kunde det anses vara olämplig hantering eller
onödig bearbetning att i princip samma behandlingsprocedur används för alla
mål, oavsett omfattning och svårighetsgrad. Även hovrättsskedets existens, dvs.
att parterna har möjlighet att ta om hela behandlingen i högre instans, kunde
anses vara onödig bearbetning.
4.10. Lagerhållning
Inom tänkesättet lean bör lagerhållning elimineras eller åtminstone minimeras,
då lagerhållning tenderar att öka ledtid, förhindra att problem upptäcks samt
skapa behov av ytterligare lagerutrymme. Allt detta tenderar i sin tur att försämra kommunikationen inom organisationen.80 I straffprocessen verkar framför
allt de mer komplexa målen sparas i onödan, medan mindre, enklare mål avklaras snabbare. Behandlingen av de komplexa fallen borde inte få skjutas på framtiden, men i praktiken verkar just detta ske: flera informanter antyder att det finns
en tendens att spara på komplexa fall. Några informanter antydde att den mänskliga faktorn spelar in; det känns inte alltid så roligt att ta itu med ett krångligt
mål eller så kan de svåra målen sparas till lugnare perioder för att behandlaren
i »lugn och ro» ska kunna sätta sig in i fallet. En informant framförde att det kan
ta veckor eller månader före ett mål flyttas över till hovrätten, och om denna
fördröjning saknar orsak är det fråga om onödig lagerhållning.
4.11. Duplicering av aktivititeter
Duplicering av aktiviteter innebär att samma aktiviteter utförs i flera olika delar
av systemet. Inom straffprocessen kan dubbelarbete (att samma arbete utförs av
flera) bero på olika arbetssätt eller oklar arbetsfördelning. Ett annat exempel på
duplicering av aktiviteter är att en lång behandling medför att adressuppgifter
måste kontrolleras på nytt.
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5. Slutsatser
Inom tänkesättet lean är värde och spill centrala begrepp, men det är inte helt
oproblematiskt att diskutera dessa inom ramen för finska straffprocessen. I denna studie undersöktes straffprocessen på en väldigt generell nivå, och det är
problematiskt att jämställa en »dom i brottmål» med en »specifik produkt». Det
nämndes ovan att värde måste specificeras av den ultimata kunden för specifika
produkter eller tjänster, men när det kommer till rättvisa finns det inte endast en
»kund» som åtnjuter resultatet av produktionsprocessen utan man måste tala om
kunder på åtminstone två nivåer: dels parterna i det enskilda fallet och dels
samhället som helhet. Förutom att tvisten mellan parterna når en lösning, innebär produktion av »rättvisa» även att det skapas en social jämvikt som gör det
möjligt för individer att leva i samhället81. Både de enskilda parternas önskemål
och samhällets krav på processen måste därför tas i beaktande.82 Därtill räcker
det inte heller med att målet får en lösning, utan det förutsätts även att rättvisa
skapas i rätt tid och på ett omsorgsfullt sätt – betjäning, tidsanvändning, kvalitet
och kostnader bör alltså tas i beaktande83. Slutresultatet i processen är dessutom
ganska abstrakt och varierande.84 Produktionsprocesserna i straffprocessen, varierar därtill beroende på vilka brottsrekvisit det är fråga om, fallets omfattning,
med mera.
Trots problematiken att definiera en enskild kund som åtnjuter resultatet av
produktionen kan ett lean tänkesätt ändå kan ge en del insikter, framför allt i
form av identifieringen av potentiella spilltyper i straffprocessen. Flera informanter menade att straffprocessen lider av resursbrist, men genom att minska
på spill skulle resurser kunna frigöras, vilket kunde möjliggöra att fler fall strömmar igenom processen på kortare tid än i dagens läge – man kunde alltså tänka
sig att produktiviteten inom straffprocessen ökar när spill elimineras. Det finns
möjlighet att göra interna förändringar som skulle eliminera spill och en del
informanter gav till och med förslag på förbättringar som är jämförbara med lean
tekniker, utan att teknikerna i fråga presenterades för informanterna. Man kan
därför tänka sig att en del lean tekniker kan användas i straffprocessen för att
förkorta behandlingstiderna, till exempel kunde onödiga granskningar och duplicering av aktiviteter minska om man nationellt fastställer var i processen
(eller kedjan av aktiviteter) olika uppgifter om parterna ska inhämtas. Ett annat
förslag var att man istället för att dela ut fallen jämnt över åklagare (utan att
beakta antalet fall de redan har) skulle ha ett system var alla fall väntar i en kö,
varifrån åklagarna sedan plockar mål vartefter de blivit färdiga med ett tidigare
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mål. En sådan »first-in first-out»-ansats är förenlig med ett lean tänkesätt och
medför även visuell kontroll, det vill säga att alla åklagare kan se vad arbetssituationen är för varje ögonblick.
Tänkesättet lean har i denna artikel framställts i ganska positiva ordalag, och
för att inte ställa detta tänkesätt i alltför glamoröst sken presenteras nu även
några mer kritiska ståndpunkter. I teorin torde den strategiska nivån av lean vara
applicerbar i alla omgivningar; Hines, Holweg och Rich drar slutsatsen att lean
principerna kan tillämpas i många sammanhang i och med att dess kärnfokus är
kundvärde, men framhåller samtidigt att det visat sig vara svårt att anamma
organisationskulturen och tänkesättet som hör samman med lean.85 Radnor et al.
konstaterar att lean är mest passligt för organisationer vars verksamhet utgörs
av en hög volym av upprepade uppgifter som tillåter standardisering och integration, och vars ledningsstruktur är mindre hierarkisk och tillåter överförande av
uppgifter till och engagering av arbetskraften.86 Lean verktyg, dvs. den operativa nivån av tänkesättet, väcker också debatt i den akademiska världen; Hines,
Holweg och Rich påstår att lean verktyg kan passa dåligt utanför en verkstadsmiljö var det inte repetitivt produceras höga volymer.87 För att optimera heterogena tjänster som utförs genom skräddarsydda arbetsprocesser menar å andra
sidan Arlbjørn, Freytag och de Haas att det kan vara svårt att implementera
andra nivåer än den lägsta, lean verktyg.88 Radnor et al. tar en position mellan
dessa två ståndpunkter och menar att modeller av lean, som utvecklats i en tillverkningsmiljö, kan behöva modifieras för att vara användbara i en tjänsteomgivning.89
Denna artikel är ett exempel på att teorier och modeller som ursprungligen
utarbetats inom en produktionsmiljö även kan appliceras inom en offentlig
tjänst, och på så vis ge nya insikter som i sin tur kan bädda för lösningar på
problem. I detta fall har ett lean tänkesätt överförts till finska straffprocessen,
vilket har möjliggjort identifieringen av spill i behandlingen av rättsfall. Artikeln
kartlägger sådant som kan utgöra spill i straffprocessen, men för att avgöra
vilka aktiviteter som de facto är onödiga i det enskilda fallet bör en mer omfattande och djupare analys utföras för specifika processer, till exempel genom att
man fokuserar på enskilda brottstyper. Om ett lean tänkesätt i praktiken kan
komma att tillämpas inom straffprocessen, så bör det göras med viss försiktighet. Det bör tas i beaktande att det finns en mängd olika versioner och synsätt
på lean, och att färdigt konstruerade modeller och tekniker kan behöva modifieras för att passa in i den unika omgivning som den finska straffprocessen utgör.
Bilaga. Spill i finska straffprocessen
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Spilltyp
Väntan
uppstår när tid används
ineffektivt, vilket i en
tillverkningsmiljö
innebär att gods varken
rör sig eller är »under
arbete».
Förseningar
På grund av tid i kö,
väntan på att information
överförs.

Isabell Mattsson
Hur spillet tar sig uttryck/Varför spillet uppkommer
· förundersökningen framskrider inte på grund av ledigheter
inom polisen (Advokat)
· personer som borde förhöras i förundersökningen/stämmas in
till huvudförhandlingen hittas inte och målets behandling kan
inte fortskrida (Åklagare; Jurist; Föredragande)
· efter att målen kommit in ska det gå via flera skeden (klassificering, AD-föring, avdelningscheferna) före det kommer till
åklagaren för den egentliga åtalsprövningen, och i varje skede
ligger det en stund i väntan (Åklagare)
· kö av fall hos åklagaren/föredragande/domaren (Akademiker2;
Advokat; Domare1; Åklagare; Domare2; Föredragande):
o ärenden som inte måste prioriteras blir att vänta (Domare1;
Åklagare; Domare2)
o dåligt valda produktivitetsmål; föredragande har kvoter för
behandling av mål som trycks på domarna, vilka inte hinner
behandla målen (Akademiker2)
· målet ligger hos sekreterare för att material ska samlas ihop,
adressuppgifter kontrolleras, anmärkningar göras (Åklagare)
· målet ligger i väntan på tilläggsutredning, utlåtanden osv.
(Akademiker1; Advokat; Åklagare)
· svårigheter att hitta tid med advokaterna för huvudförhandling
(pga. liten yrkeskår) (Föredragande)
· väntan före huvudförhandlingsdatumet fastställts (Föredragande); domarna är uppbokade (för redan schemalagda huvudförhandlingar) ett halvt år framåt (Domare2; Åklagare)
· väntan på ny huvudförhandling efter annullering eller parters
krav om biträde eller ny bevisning (Åklagare; Domare2)
· domen/avgörandet i ett svårt mål kan vara svårt att skriva och
väntar på någons bord (Föredragande)
· det skriftliga avgörandet ska vandra i tur och ordning mellan
domarna för kontroll och godkännande, vilket tar tid (särskilt
om semestrar kommer emellan) (Domare1; Föredragande)
· obalans mellan resurserna i behandlingsskedena gör att fallen
lagras emellan skedena (Akademiker2)
· omfördelning av mål (exempelvis då någon byter jobb) till nya
domare/föredragande gör att behandlingen drar ut på tiden (Föredragande)
· avsaknad av planering av produktionen, framför allt hur behandlingen av komplexa mål ska genomföras och inom vilken
tidsram, gör att behandlingen drar ut på tiden (Akademiker2)
· sekvensen av aktiviteter ger upphov till onödig väntan, till exempel att målet först förbereds och därefter fattas beslutet om
målet ska avgöras genom huvudförhandling eller skriftligt förfarande, som först därefter schemaläggs (Akademiker2)
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Spilltyp
Hur spillet tar sig uttryck/Varför spillet uppkommer
Ineffektiv användning
· poliser och åklagare kan inte så fritt röra sig tillfälligt dit det
av resurser
behövs resurser (Jurist)
eller slösaktig förvaltning · huvudförhandling förbereds, men annulleras
av personal, utrustning,
o för att personer som borde närvara inte dyker upp (Åklagamaterial, kapital.
re; Domare2), alternativt dyker parterna upp men framställer krav om biträde eller ny bevisning som gör att behandlingen inte kan hållas (Domare2)
o pga. dålig förberedelse, vilket leder till att flera huvudförhandlingar måste hållas (Domare1; Domare2; Föredragande)
· åklagaren, domaren, föredraganden eller motsvarande gör för
mycket små uppgifter som kunde skötas av sekreterare (Åklagare; Föredragande)
o som exempel är det onödigt att domarna under huvudförhandlingen diskuterar vittnenas arvoden (Advokat)
· datasystemen underlättar inte ett snabbt arbete, bl.a. för att maskinerna är äldre samt för att man gått in för Open Office vilket
gör att dokument måste konverteras och layouten korrigeras
(Åklagare)
· befintlig teknik (som lagen ger utrymme för) utnyttjas inte till
fullo (Föredragande)
· besvären återkallas i sista minuten, efter att all förberedelse
gjorts (Föredragande)
· polisen producerar sådant som inte kan användas eller som inte
Överproduktion
tas upp i huvudförhandling i domstolen (Akademiker1; Polis)
förhindrar ett smidigt
· Föredragande lägger ner för stor insats i förberedelsen av ett
flöde av produkter eller
mål (då »slutresultatet är tydligt och klart») (Domare1)
tjänster och hämmar
· domarna förfinar formuleringar i avgöranden onödigt länge
troligtvis kvalitet och
(Akademiker3; Föredragande)
produktivitet, samtidigt
som det bidrar till
överdrivna led- och
lagringstider, vilket i sin
tur resulterar i att det tar
längre tid att upptäcka
defekter, risken för
försämring ökar och att
det kan uppstå ett
konstogjort tryck på att
arbetstakten ska höjas.
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Spilltyp
Defekter
som i bokslutet ter sig
som direkta kostnader
och som omedelbart
borde leda till förbättringsaktiviteter.

Hur spillet tar sig uttryck/Varför spillet uppkommer
· förundersökningen är inte komplett: arbete måste göras om eller nya delar läggas till (Akademiker1; Advokat)
o vilket kan bero på att personer utan rätt erfarenhet leder förundersökningen (Akademiker1; Polis)
· datasystemet omfattar inte allt som kunde automatiseras vilket
gör att människor måste komma ihåg att utföra dessa aktiviteter – då det finns alltid en risk att man glömmer att utföra dem
Misstag
(Åklagare)
eller fel och försummel·
processuella fel (exempelvis jäv eller att svaromål inte begärts)
ser som leder till att
leder till komplettering eller omarbete (Föredragande)
arbete måste göras om
eller att kunderna överger · mål återremitteras till underrätt för ny behandling (Jurist)
företaget.
Granskningar
· arbete granskas
dvs. inspektion av arbete.
o pga. personalens olika arbetssätt och oklar arbetsfördelning
(Domare2)
o pga. brist på tillit till att visst arbete utförts eller utförts korrekt (Domare2)
· möjligheter till videokontakt finns men (vissa) domare kräver
Transport
personlig närvaro, och tid går till spillo pga. resor (Polis)
kan vara orsak till spill
· alla handlingar transporteras i fysisk pappersform mellan
om det handlar om
straffprocessens myndigheter (Polis; Åklagare)
onödig sådan i form av
· fall rör sig många gånger mellan domare och sekreterare innan
dubbel hantering eller
alla nödvändiga anteckningar är gjorda (Domare2)
extra flyttningar. Dessa
· hovrätten (personerna) förflyttar sig till orten var brottet ägt
kan leda till skador eller
rum (Akademiker1)
försämring, och till
· cirkulation av papper mellan domarna (vid kontroll och förfionödiga förseningar i
nandet av det slutliga avgörandet) (Föredragande)
kommunikationsflödet
vad gäller kvalitetsbrister
som kräver rättelser.
Rörelse
innebär onödig förflyttning av information,
personal eller utrustning.
Onödig rörelse
har att göra med
ergonomi i produktionen
och innefattar varje
rörelse en operatör utför,
som egentligen kunde
undvikas.

· »hoppande» mellan olika dataprogram (Åklagare)
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Spilltyp
Olämplig hantering
sker när komplexa
lösningar används i enkla
processer, exempelvis då
en stor, icke flexibel
maskin används istället
för fler flexibla, små
maskiner. Följder av
olämplig hantering är
ofta överproduktion för
att väga upp kostnaden av
dyra maskiner, och
onödig transport och
dålig kommunikation på
grund av dålig planläggning.
Onödig lagerhållning
tenderar att öka ledtid,
förhindra snabb identifiering av problem och öka
utrymme, vilka alla i sin
tur hämmar kommunikation.

Duplicering av
aktiviteter
innebär att samma
aktiviteter görs i flera
olika delar av systemet.
Omarbetning
innebär att samma arbete
måste göras på nytt i
samma funktion.
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Hur spillet tar sig uttryck/Varför spillet uppkommer
· samma behandlingsprocedur (i princip) används för alla mål,
oavsett omfattning och svårighetsgrad (Domare2; Föredragande)
· hovrättsskedets existens, att man får ta om hela behandlingen i
högre instans (Akademiker1)

· fall utan ägare, dvs. ingen har ansvar för det enskilda fallet (vilket kan ske exempelvis när en föredragande byter jobb) (Akademiker2)
· svåra mål skjuts medvetet upp
o till senare eller lugnare perioder (exempelvis semestrar) för
att i lugn och ro kunna läsa igenom målet (Domare1)
o pga. mänskliga skäl; »det är inte alltid så roligt att ta itu med
ett krångligt mål» (Akademiker2; Föredragande)
· efter att överklagan och besvär lämnats in dröjer det veckor
eller månader före målet överflyttas till Hovrätten (Föredragande)
· olika arbetssätt och oklar arbetsfördelning leder till att samma
arbete görs av flera (Akademiker2; Åklagare; Domare2)
· lång behandling gör att adressuppgifter måste kontrolleras på
nytt (Åklagare; Polis)
· återremittering till underrätt (Jurist)
· förundersökningen är inte komplett: arbete måste göras om eller nya delar läggas till (Akademiker1; Advokat; Åklagare)
· åklagare, advokat och domare måste läsa in sig i fall på nytt om
det inte kan avgöras direkt efter första genomläsningen och blir
liggande och vänta, samtidigt som andra fall kommer in och
behandlas (Domare2; Åklagare; Föredragande)
· personalen inom instanserna byter ofta jobb, vilket gör att någon annan måste ta deras ärenden och läsa in sig på dem (Akademiker3; Akademiker4; Advokat; Åklagare; Föredragande)
· Föredragande lägger ner för liten insats i förberedelsen av ett
mål och ärendet måste gå till ny behandling (Domare1)
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LEAN JUSTICE
Ana Lúcia Martins, Isabell Storsjö, and Simone Zanoni

Introduction
Justice is a service provided to citizens by judicial bodies and other organizations in the public
sphere, that is, courts, prosecutors, legal aid services, police, and prisons. The judicial system
provides individuals and legal professionals with procedures for having disputes solved by a third
party or having unlawful acts investigated and evaluated. Justice is also a societal value that
encompasses legality, fairness, and equity.
Judicial bodies are, just like other public sector organizations, under pressure to become more
efficient while simultaneously living up to citizens’ expectations of being provided with highquality and equitable services. Statistics on processing times and case backlogs show that much
remains to be done to achieve efficient and effective justice. The right to a fair trial and the right to
have one’s case dealt with within a reasonable time have been the main issues in 43.13 percent of all
violation judgments given by the European Court of Human Rights throughout its history
(ECHR, 2015a) and were among the main issues for violation judgments in 2014 (ECHR, 2015b).
In the task of balancing efficiency with different quality dimensions in justice-making, lean
thinking is a promising ideology for this setting. Lean has been widely applied, first in manufacturing systems and later in service contexts, to overcome problems, eliminate waste, and drive
an organization to focus on customers and value creation. In this chapter, we elaborate on how
lean can be applied in justice and how different wastes in this sector can be classified, and we
identify unutilized opportunities to go leaner in this area.

What is Lean Justice?
The way in which legal (civil, criminal, or administrative) cases are dealt with and justice is
‘‘produced’’ is determined by regulations and traditions. Procedures are fairly standardized, and
cases that fall within a certain category are processed in a similar way, no matter the scope or
complexity of the case. The categories of disputes or crimes that can be taken up by a tribunal are
predefined. The tribunal’s task is to evaluate the arguments and evidence laid before it and to
reach a conclusion that fulfills certain criteria. The full content and circumstances of a case and the
final decision, however, are difficult to anticipate, and the amount and kind of resources (in terms
of hours and special knowledge) required to reach a conclusion vary.
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Justice-making is an information-processing service that is performed by legal professionals
and other individuals with specific skills and training. Although public authorities are the main
actors in the production of justice, legal processes often involve private actors such as law firms,
postal services, transportation services, or consultants, in certain process stages and for particular
activities. In order for justice to be achieved, the service process requires the involvement and
input of different stakeholders; for example, citizens take part in legal processes in the role of
claimants or victims, respondents or suspects, witnesses or jurors. The interests of some of these
actors or stakeholders may conflict with the justice court processes’ efficiency.
Judicial proceedings are co-produced processes that aim to re-establish social equilibrium after
a disturbance occurs, by applying written or case-based norms that correspond to the social values
of the community. There are a number of quality dimensions to consider, both regarding the
outcome of the process and with respect to the case-handling process itself. These value
dimensions include independence (of tribunals), trustworthiness, legal protection, rule of law,
good governance, equity, and transparency. Speed and costs have also become important performance outcomes in legal processes due to budget constraints.
Following Womack and Jones’ (2003) principles of lean, lean justice should be focused on
value, processes, and the flow of cases through those processes. As such, it requires removing
unnecessary steps in the legal process without losing sight of the quality of the decisions produced
and the fundamental rights of each party involved. In other words, it is about reaching a fair
decision within a timeline that fits the matter and uses resources in a rational way. The outcome of
the proceedings, the final judgments, should be acceptable to both parties in the case and should
be considered fair and correct by society as a whole.
From a legal perspective, quality can be assessed as the accuracy of the application of the norms
and the wording of the verdict. From a lean perspective, the framing of the judgment might not
create value. To be valuable, the final decision not only has to carry the assurance of quality, but it
also needs to have been produced without undue delay and using resources proportional to the
relevance of the case. This requires addressing waste in the judicial system.
Ohno (1988) proposed seven types of waste that can be found in manufacturing systems, and
Maleyeff (2006) redefined these for a service system. Based on their classifications and the work by
Mattsson (2014), Table 31.1 provides examples of corresponding waste that can be found in
judicial systems.
The potentially non-value-adding activities are interrelated, and one type of waste might cause
other types of waste. Whether or not the examples given in Table 31.1 can actually be seen as
waste depends, according to Womack and Jones (2003), on the needs of the customer, but with
reference to justice the definition of the customer is still a challenge that needs to be addressed.

Challenges
Adjusting justice to lean thinking involves revealing challenges that emerge from the fundamental
principles of lean and from the distinctive features of the judicial system. Other challenges, such as
the ones highlighted by Hines et al. (2008a) in their lean iceberg model, should also be addressed if
sustainable change is to be achieved. The following topics analyze the challenges the judicial
system is likely to face in attempting to become leaner.

The Challenge of Defining the Customer and Value
Johnston et al. (2012) differentiate between the customer, the payer, and the beneficiary of a
service and conclude that all of them have to be considered in service delivery. In the justice
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Table 31.1 Types of waste and their interpretations in judicial systems
Type of waste

Interpretation in judicial systems

Waiting/delays

Time goes by without activities being performed due to vacations, postponed
hearings (e.g. because parties do not show up the first time and/or because of
inflexible scheduling of hearing rooms), or a lack of balance of (human)
resources between the different stages of the handling process (which creates
queues in the process).
Technology is not used although available and allowed (from which follows
more transportation of people and documents, which takes more time);
shared court rooms stand empty while cases are waiting to be scheduled.
Imbalance between the effort put down in an activity in relation to the
complexity of the case and the law.
Procedural errors that lead to rework; decisions based on erroneous information.
Preceding tasks are checked due to doubt that they have been performed
correctly.
Transportation or movement—of people and documents—due to poor layout or
in circumstances where it would have been possible to use modern communication technology.
Relates to ergonomics at work, but also switching between computer programs
and documents due to complicated IT solutions and work tools.
Some simple tasks could be performed by court employees other than judges;
tools that would ease work are not used.
Unclear division of work tasks or different work routines in different locations
causes work to be done twice; case files are read unnecessarily many times by
court personnel due to disruptions in the work on the case.

Inefficient use
of resources
Overproduction
Defects/mistakes
Inspection
Transportation/
movement
Unnecessary motion
Inappropriate
processing
Duplication
of activities

system, activities that can be considered waste from one customer’s perspective can be essential
from another customer’s standpoint (for instance, allowing additional time to provide evidence).
At the same time, the parties do not support the full cost of the service. The society in which a
dispute is brought for consideration in a tribunal wishes it to be decided with the use of the least
amount of resources possible, as the cost of producing the decision will be covered (partly)
through taxes. Subsequently, it is possible to define two levels of customers for the justice system
service (Martins and Carvalho, 2005)—society as a whole and the parties involved—as well as two
levels of payers and beneficiaries. These two levels have to be considered when defining the value
created in the judicial system.
The exact value stream and activities required for each case are only known once the final
decision is reached. As flexibility is required to assure fairness and equity, value varies not only
from customer to customer but also from case to case.
The diversity of customers (users and beneficiaries, among others) of judicial services, together
with the need to involve other actors and stakeholders in different stages of the judicial proceedings, leads to difficulties in defining value. In addition, balancing what each customer, payer,
and beneficiary considers to be of value is a challenge the justice system has to continuously
consider while producing its output and defining its value stream.

Challenges Relating to Strategy and Alignment
Management issues (namely the rational use of the resources available) are becoming
strategic concerns of justice systems in addition to the traditional focus on fairness and legality.
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The tendency to develop faster and more rational procedures that allow better use of available
resources and deliver more value to customers may find some resistance in terms of one of the
stakeholders of the judicial system—the lawyers. Developing more rational procedures, such as
the European small claims procedure (ESCP), which can be used by individuals without the need
of a legal counselor, may lead to a reduction in the demand for lawyers. This repositioning of legal
procedures toward more efficient solutions may then face the external challenge of resistance
from these professionals.
Measuring and monitoring are essential parts of strategy alignment, as they are what actually
allow an understanding of whether the goals have been achieved throughout the system.
Although changes can be seen at the top management level in the judicial systems, measurements
remain as before (e.g. Pekkanen et al., 2009); that is, mostly focused on counting the number of
entries and solved cases per year and the average time in the system for each type of case. No
measures have yet been introduced to match the new concerns, which pose a major challenge if
the alignment of a new and leaner approach is to be pursued (Hines et al., 2008a). The rigidity of
the justice systems can also be seen as a concern for alignment, as it restrains the necessary
adjustments. The fact that justice value streams are supported by and cross several entities poses an
additional layer of challenge in aligning the overall strategy.

Challenges Relating to Leadership, Behavior, and Engagement
Resistance is to be expected when change is pursued. The engagement of the various entities
involved is a way to help overcome that resistance. Implementing lean in the judicial system can
be more or less challenging depending on the perspective it takes. Implementing it from the top of
the system and imposing it upon the community (both final users and all those working through
the process) does not create much room for engagement. Changes may end up not even pursuing
actual value. However, approaching lean in the judicial system from the customers’ perspective,
that is from the perspective of the society being served by the procedures and of the parties
involved, generates more commitment from those involved in the system and in change. Clients
need to recognize the benefits from the lean intervention and the way it is addressing their needs.
The ESCP is an example of a lean procedure developed to satisfy specific needs of speed and cost
reduction for clients. If clients recognize the benefits from change, their behavior will positively
influence the adoption of the process. In turn, this may even influence lawyers in the adoption of
leaner legal procedures. Nonetheless, an eventual reduction of their volume of work may discourage them from engaging in this type of procedure.
In a broad approach to the judicial system, since the value streams can be long and can cross
several entities and actors, it is the joint effort of these entities and actors that will allow the coproduction of value. The challenge is to identify leaders (change agents) with the ability to
overcome informal rules/routines that restrain the flow between the entities in the value stream
and who are able to raise commitment among the actors involved and improve communication.
A major obstacle to overcome when adopting lean practices and procedures in the judicial
system is the prevailing culture in courts and prosecution offices according to which judges’ or
prosecutors’ work cannot be touched or intervened in. It is important that a verdict is arrived at
on objective grounds by an independent tribunal, but the process and the outcome are often
treated as inseparable units. This poses a major cultural challenge in the justice system.
The professional services in this context have distinctive features resulting from professional
rules and ethics that can restrain acceptance of changes in leadership style and work routines.
Judges, for instance, with their working values of independence and objectivity, may perceive
teamwork as limiting those values. The same applies to other professionals in the system such as
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prosecutors, clerks, policemen, lawyers, etc. Pekkanen and Niemi (2013) noted that fixed roles
and duties of different participants in the legal proceedings not only affect performance at the
court level but also complicate the utilization of cooperation in the production process.
Nonetheless, teamwork, in the context analyzed here, is related to making cases flow through the
value stream so that value is enhanced. Thus those professional values are not jeopardized.
Hines et al. (2008a) identify reflection, observation, objectivity, and listening as examples of
lean behavior. While performing their professional service, judges and prosecutors develop skills
of observation, reflection, and objectivity as they analyze and decide on many different types of
cases, each with specific requests. This is to say that these elements of the judicial system might be
more prone to commit to a lean approach. The remaining staff, however, are used to a more
routine job and a rigid environment, which can limit their initial engagement in change.
Additional care should be provided to these professions in terms of training.

Challenges Relating to Process Management
Process management is one of the visible features of the implementation of lean. In judicial
systems, the key ‘‘business’’ processes are supported by value streams that cross many different
entities and actors and include the parties involved in the cases. Based on Hines et al. (2008a),
Table 31.2 identifies and describes key business processes in the judicial system.
These processes are long and complex, with a multitude of entities and different ways of being
performed. As argued by Hines et al. (2000), the lean value stream needs to be focused on the key
processes, which is to say that it has to see beyond the perspective of the individual firms and
departments. Managing such complex processes that cross several entities in each value stream,
even for each profile of supply, is a major challenge judicial systems face.

Challenges Related to Technology, Tools, and Techniques
Technology, tools, and techniques are visible features of the implementation of lean. However,
they will be of no consequence in the long term if a lean culture is not pursued. The judicial
system has been known for its difficulties in embracing change. Some practices have been in use
Table 31.2 Key business processes in the judicial system
Key business process

Interpretation in the judicial system

Strategy and policy
deployment
Order fulfillment

Strategic management of the judicial system and of each of the entities,
focusing on change management and value.
Receiving the cases, taking them through the co-production process,
scheduling, producing decisions, and assessing requests and documents, announcing decisions, payment management.
Integrating other entities in the value stream to other key processes,
procurement of suppliers (e.g. consultants, experts, police, or courts
from other countries), managing relationships with suppliers.
Developing and maintaining equipment and IT solutions, sharing of
databases from other entities, managing space in the judicial entities.
Developing, managing, and maintaining employees, including training,
recruitment, and retention.
Continuous, incremental, or radical improvement of key business
processes.

Supplier integration

Technology, space, and
equipment management
Human resources
Continuous improvement
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for a long time, and adjustments are difficult to implement. An example of this situation can be
found in the sharing of hearing rooms in Portugal; when predefined time slots of judges are not
being used by their owners, the rooms are not made available to the other judges.
IT has a role in justice systems when it comes to simplifying, standardizing, and automating
work and output. It reduces the time required to produce documents, prevents rework, reduces
transportation and motion, and removes the option of multiple and arbitrary ways of performing
the same activity. However, several IT solutions can be found in different entities inside the
judicial system—for example, police, prosecutors, and courts may have their own IT solutions—
and the incompatibility can make it more difficult to transfer information smoothly or even to
access information. Making these divergent systems work in an integrated way is a major challenge still to be overcome.

Opportunities to Go Leaner in the Justice System
Despite many challenges, lean thinking offers a philosophy of process improvement that
emphasizes the importance of creating value, here intended as customers’ (in a broader sense, i.e.
all stakeholders’) satisfaction. The judicial system has just recently started being subject to operational and managerial change initiatives, and the improvement potential is large. Opportunities to
improve judicial systems can be found at different levels. The following sections address opportunities that can be found at a more strategic level and at a tactical and operational level.

Opportunities on the Strategic Level
Many challenges relate to the deeply rooted structures, values, and traditions within the judicial
context, and the first change attempt should be to rethink the way in which legal issues are dealt
with. However, justice is governed by norms and values (developed through regulation and
practice). Change, with lean in mind, must therefore be addressed at the strategic level through
political decisions and policies and not only through reengineering or redesigning the processes.
The structure of some judicial systems assumes that regardless of the complexity of a case and
its scope, the stream it has to go through is almost always the same. Under these conditions,
variety is not addressed. Under a lean perspective, and expanding on Hines et al.’s (2008b)
suggestion, there is room to divert cases of a similar scope to specialized courts, allowing the
creation of different value streams. Inside these specialized courts, there are still different levels of
complexity in terms of cases and the decisions required by the judges. The least complex or more
routine ones should be addressed by less experienced judges or other court personnel. The more
skilled judges could then focus on the more complex cases.
Besides the creation of different value streams, the capacity of the courtrooms remains a
bottleneck in the justice system. Addressing it from a broader perspective is to remove demand
from that resource, which requires creating alternative dispute resolution options in civil matters,
for example mediation and conciliation. Examples of initiatives at this level have started to
emerge. In Finland, for instance, judges actively encourage parties to reach a common understanding so that the case can be solved in the pretrial procedure. In Italy, for civil and commercial
cases, the mediation steps became mandatory in 2013.
The value streams cross several entities, and aligning them is complex. Each entity is more
focused on its own independent goals and is less focused on case continuity in the stream.
Creating the position of value stream manager for each value stream, a job position requiring
strong management skills, would facilitate an understanding of the flow of cases through the
processes. His/her influence could be perceived not only inside the courts but also outside them,
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in the linking of the courts with the various other entities in the judicial system. Externally, these
management-skilled professionals could facilitate information sharing and strengthen the link
between the various entities in the judicial systems, while detecting and eliminating delays.
Internally, their influence could be felt not only in terms of identifying the waste and signaling
delays in the value streams, and enhancing flows, but also in terms of their being a facilitator of
continuous improvement processes.
Decisions regarding information technologies can also be addressed at a strategic level. There is
a clear trend in Europe to introduce new IT and digital solutions and move toward paper-free
processes. These solutions can facilitate the quicker transfer of documents and more prompt
(automated) procedures for certain types of cases (e.g. speeding tickets or parking fines).
Nonetheless, developing new IT solutions to support the justice system does not lead to a leaner
solution if these solutions are solely used for automating a current process. There must be simultaneous improvement efforts to make the process smoother, with less waste.

Opportunities on the Tactical and Operational Level
Value stream mapping, as suggested by Rother and Shook (2003), could be a starting-point tool
to identify the value-adding and non-value-adding activities. This is an opportunity to take into
consideration the variety of customers of the justice system. By using this tool, justice systems
actors can examine the procedures to gain a better understanding of the flow of information and
of the cases and can identify improvement areas.
The potentially wasteful activities presented above correspond to muda, but the judicial system
also contains what could be seen as muri (overburden; that is, overload during some period of
time) and mura (unevenness; that is, variability, for instance in the workload or behavior). An
example of mura is that the Portuguese courts stop for several weeks at different moments during
the year (when there is no reception of documents or decisions leaving the court), which in turn
disturbs the flow of cases and leads to muri, overburden, when the court activities start again. The
introduction of lean concepts such as heijunka (leveled workload attributed to each judge over
time, without interruptions) could potentially contribute to overcoming this by allowing a
smoother flow of cases.
There is an opportunity to use IT systems to assure similar workload distribution to each judge
in order to prevent discrepancies in waiting times. Italy has implemented a solution at this level
by allowing some courts to use software that automatically assigns cases to different departments
and judges. The algorithm-based system helps in the balancing of the number and complexity of
the cases assigned.
Opportunities to go leaner at a tactical level also emerge from the way resources are utilized.
The sharing of resources such as courtrooms, instead of being based on oral agreements extending
for long periods of time, could be based on IT systems, which would allow visibility of available
time slots. This would lead to shorter overall waiting periods for hearings and therefore to
reduced waste in terms of both the use of resources and the cases’ waiting time in the system.
The flow of cases could also be improved by addressing the concept of kanban. The reduction
of the size of the batch of cases that is sent to the judge for analysis would increase the number of
kanbans through the day (the number of times batches of cases are sent to the judge’s office and
solved cases are collected from it), which in turn would allow those cases to flow sooner to the
subsequent activity in the process.
Workers in the judicial system are trained for their specific technical functions, but they lack
management training and awareness of lean issues. This presents a major improvement
opportunity not only to enhance the flow but also to engage workers in change and
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improvement. In parallel, agents of change must be appointed to facilitate improvement. Judges
with proper training in lean awareness could be agents of change and flow facilitators (Martins
and Carvalho, 2013). From the same perspective, court administrators could work as leaders
to manage the courts under leaner principles and to act as value stream managers/flow
facilitators.
Scheduling issues also present lean improvement opportunities. Regardless of the implementation of specialized courts, judges from the same court analyze a wide range of cases, leading to long
set-up times between cases. Without reducing fairness and equity—that is, while still allowing cases
to be distributed to a pool of judges—these could be organized in smaller pools, each with a
specialized profile. This would lead to set-up time reduction and faster evolution in the learning
curve.
In terms of lean tools and techniques, such as PDCA (plan, do, check, act), 5S, visual management, kaizen blitz, and continuous improvement, these can be used inside the separate entities
and activities for improving management and the flow of cases within the entity and through the
value stream.

The Future of Lean Justice
The pressure on the public sector to become more effective and efficient is translating to new
practices and changes throughout the sector, including the justice system. The way in which legal
cases are dealt with is being developed on international, national, and local levels, and the legal
sector is starting to implement performance measurement practices to assist management in
improving judicial services. It also supports taking measures to move toward a digital casehandling process.
The lean philosophy contains all elements needed to continue improving the kind of justice
that is delivered to citizens and how it is delivered. Just as the lean concept resulted from a
dynamic learning process in the automotive industry (Holweg, 2007), in justice systems, lean
must result from a learning process of adaptation and change in strategy and alignment, leadership
development, and commitment from those involved in the lean journey (Hines et al., 2008a).
The professional culture is likely to cause internal resistance in the judicial system. Leaders of
change and motivators are fundamental elements for creating environments where change is
accepted and the remaining members of the team consider themselves engaged and committed to
change and to the new procedures. According to Ohno (1988), it is teamwork within and across
areas that will allow a smooth flow.
Making justice leaner requires the recognition of lean thinking (including a focus on value,
pull, flow, and continuous improvement) on the policy level, so the long lean journey
therefore must start at the level of Ministries of Justice and as part of a hoshin kanri process (i.e. a
process of setting the direction for the organization). Lean tools can be helpful in improving
specific subprocesses and activities. However, an overall perspective is necessary in order to
achieve sustainability in a smooth case flow and value for the many different customers
involved.

Case Study: Lean Justice in the European Small Claims Procedure
Countries in the European Union have developed simplified civil procedures for small claims
throughout the years. These disputes were traditionally dealt with in procedures designed for more
complex claims, which led to delays and the inefficient use of resources. These small claims all require
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similar paths, and these countries were in search of standardization as a means to reach faster and less
expensive outputs. Nonetheless, disputes between parties from different countries increased
complexity in national procedures, even if small amounts of money were involved. These court
customers were dissatisfied and in need of a faster and more cost-efficient procedure; that is, a
procedure that would provide more value. This was the context that led the European Parliament
and the European Council to develop a European procedure for small claims, the ESCP established
by Regulation (EC) No. 861/2007.
The ESCP is an alternative to national civil claims processes and aims at simplifying and speeding
court cases through the procedure while reducing costs and assuring fairness in cross-border
disputes where the value of the claim does not exceed 2,000 euros. It is a written procedure in
which parties submit arguments using standard forms available online. The exception to the
written principle is the possible need for an oral hearing. This standardization of forms provides the
reduction of inappropriate processing and a reduction of possible overproduction as complexity is
reduced.
The ESCP comprises three phases (illustrated in Figure 31.1). In the first phase, the commencement phase, the claim is received and assessed in terms of the information provided. Only
claims that are within the scope of the regulation and which contain sufficient information are
allowed to continue to the next phase, the conduct phase. This second phase begins with the
court calling the defendant to the case. The path the claim will follow during this phase depends
on the type of reply provided by the defendant. There are only three reply possibilities from the
defendant (parallel streams represented by boxes with dotted borders in the middle part of
Figure 31.1): either a claim for higher value, a counterclaim, or neither of these. Whatever
the reply is, the claimant is informed and can also reply. If there is a counterclaim or a claim for
higher value, the court reassesses the monetary value of the claim. It will only remain in the
ESCP if the court concludes that it is still within the scope of this procedure. The third phase,
conclusion, starts with the court assessing the sufficiency of information for concluding the case. If
there is not enough information, the court can request further information, schedule an oral
hearing or take evidence (parallel streams represented by boxes with dotted borders in the lower
part of Figure 31.1).
The ESCP is a clear example of the use of a lean approach to justice to allow outputs to be reached
more quickly and to require fewer resources while assuring the fairness of the output. The procedure
is standardized and can only be applied to requests that fit a specific scope. This alone allows the
filtering of demand, only considering claims with similar procedural requirements, that is, claims that
can follow a similar value stream. The procedure allows the use of modern technology. Its standard
forms are available online, which in turn allows cases to flow more quickly and with less
transportation through the procedure, making better use of available resources than in the traditional
civil procedures of many EU member states. The ESCP considers flexibility at some points,
specifically in the conduct and the conclusion phases, by allowing alternative predefined paths in the
procedure to better fit the specific characteristics of each claim. Although aiming for a leaner
approach, the ESCP adds flexibility to the dispute resolution process without losing sight of its
purpose—providing faster and adjusted solutions with a more rational use of the resources.
This procedure took effect on January 1, 2009. However, the deployment of the procedure
in member states has remained at a low level, according to the Special Eurobarometer 395 (TNS
Opinion and Social, 2013), due to a lack of awareness among citizens and judges of its existence
(among other reasons). The European Parliament and Council have decided to revise the regulation.
Reforming EU regulations is a time-consuming political process, but the continuous development of
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Figure 31.1

The main phases and decision points in the European small claims procedure

the law in striving for the best adjusted rules and solutions for value provision—in the case of the
ESCP, striving to achieve a simpler, prompter, and less expensive procedure—is in line with the lean
thinking principles of continuous improvement and striving for perfection.
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Public procurement for innovation and civil preparedness: a policy-practice gap
Purpose
The paper aims to give a deeper understanding of public procurement for innovation and civil
preparedness. The paper focuses on how the policy goals of innovation and preparedness are
implemented in procurement practice, and explores the issues that affect innovation- and
preparedness-oriented procurement.
Design/methodology/approach
The study is exploratory and based on empirical data from semi-structured interviews with 92
informants in the healthcare, energy and water services sectors in Finland. Interview data were
analysed using a coding template, and further categorised to answer the research questions.
Findings
The study brings to light how procurers perceive the different but overlapping policy goals of
innovation and preparedness, and whether and how the policy goals are turned into outcomes in
the procurement process.
Research limitations/implications
The data collected were with case sectors in Finland. However, considering the adoption of EU
legislation, some of the findings are generalizable in other sectors, organisations and countries.
Practical implications
The paper highlights aspects that can aid procurers, suppliers and policy-makers in understanding
how public procurement can be an instrument linking innovation and civil preparedness.
Social implications
It cannot be overemphasised that populations are exposed to more and, arguably, greater hazards.
Public authorities can use innovative solutions and processes in meeting multiple objectives such
as everyday societal needs as well as civil preparedness and planning.
Originality/value
Such research, purposely sampling case sectors providing critical services, has not been
undertaken before in Finland. This work provides valuable information for organisations involved
in public procurement, innovation and civil preparedness.
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Introduction
Public authorities fulfil their mandate in part by procuring goods, services and works for the

public good. Through the public procurement process, designed at achieving certain outcomes,
public authorities can also bring about financial and monetary opportunities for industry and
suppliers. In addition, procurement is not only a mechanism for acquiring products, but also a
process argued to have “outcomes and impacts that are policy-related ends in themselves”
(Atkinson and Sapat, 2012, p. 363). Public procurement has also been argued to be a tool for
achieving or promoting policy goals such as innovation or industrial development (Borras and
Edquist, 2013; Snider and Rendon, 2008).
In the European Union (EU), public authorities spend around 14 % of GDP on the purchase
of services, works and supplies (European Commission, 2016a). The potential that public
procurement holds to solve current and future problems cannot be overemphasised. In April 2016,
European Union (EU) member states were expected to adopt reformed public procurement rules,
intended to simplify and make more efficient the public procurement process, while ensuring
competition and promoting the free movement of goods and services (European Commission,
2016b; European Parliament, 2014a). The European Union emphasises innovation as a driver of
future growth, and wishes that public authorities make the best strategic use of public procurement
to spur innovation (see para. (47) of Directive 2014/24/EU).
Procurers may however run into contradictory requirements when striving to achieve various
government outcomes (Barrett, 2016). Both EU and national policies cover a wide range of topics,
and procurement practices differ between states, and the policy goals may not be implemented in
practice as policy-makers intended.
This paper presents findings from a study, that started out from observations in the real world
that regulatory changes might affect procurement policies and practice, while at the same time
there was a need to evaluate the civil preparedness landscape and procurement for emergencies
due to changes in the environment with increased exposure to hazards, political challenges in
Europe, and globalisation. The paper aligns with the bottom-up model of policy implementation,
which puts emphasis on the micro level or “street-level bureaucrats” and the context of policy
2

implementation (Matland, 1995). The bottom-up approach is often concerned with describing
factors that cause difficulty in reaching stated goals, while a top-down approach is concerned with
the alignment between actions of implementing officials and target groups, and goals embodied in
authoritative decisions (Matland, 1995).
The two policy goals of innovation and civil preparedness are not typically examined
together, but there has been calls for such research: Atkinson and Sapat (2012) claim that there is
indeed a need to study procurement practices prior to crises or disasters, and Obrecht and Warner
(2016) concluded that further research is needed to support the achievement of successful
innovation in the humanitarian context. In terms of procurement however, Rainville (2016, citing
Rainville 2016) found that purchasing across Europe has been for “off-the-shelf” products and
services instead of focusing on innovation. Thus, this paper aims to give a deeper understanding
of public procurement for innovation and civil preparedness, as policy goals and outcomes to be
achieved simultaneously through procurement processes. It will start from the assumption that
innovative solutions will have a role not only for growth, but also in the preparedness for
emergencies, crises and disasters.
The paper focuses on how the policy goals of innovation and preparedness trickle down to
procurement practice, and examines the issues that impact on the achieving of these goals through
procurement. The study is exploratory and based on empirical data from interviews with 92
informants in the healthcare, energy and water services sectors in Finland. The specific research
questions for the paper are:
RQ1: How are the policy goals of innovation and preparedness implemented in procurement
in Finland?
RQ2: How do public procurers procure for innovation and preparedness?
RQ3: What factors impact on the achieving of these policy goals through public
procurement?
The paper is outlined as follows: first, a conceptual framework for the implementation of
innovation and civil preparedness policies in procurement is presented. Next, data collection and
analysis methods are explained, after which the paper outlines the formulation of policy goals and
instruments of innovation and preparedness from the informants’ point of view. Innovation- and
preparedness-oriented public procurement in the case sectors is thereafter presented, together with
factors that affect procurement in the overlapping space of the two policy outcomes. Lastly, the
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paper reiterates reasons for integrating public procurement for innovation and preparedness, and
limitations and propositions for future research are presented.

2

Conceptual framework
As stated already, the focus of this paper is to explore how the policy goals of innovation

and preparedness trickle down to procurement practice – in other words, the paper is focused on
policy implementation. Public policy is defined by Peters (Peters, 2013, p. 4) as “the sum of
government activities, whether pursued directly or through agents, as those activities have an
influence on the lives of citizens”. Governments can use different types of instrument to implement
policy. The term public policy instrument is defined by Vedung (1998, p. 21) as “the set of
techniques by which governmental authorities wield their power in attempting to ensure support
and effect or prevent social change”. Vedung (1998) uses a threefold arrangement to categorise
policy instruments, namely regulations (sticks), economic means (carrots) and information
(sermons). In this typology, regulations refer to coercion, economic means to the use of
remuneration or deprivation of material resources, and sermons to intellectual and moral appeals
(Vedung, 1998, p. 30).
Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework on policy goals, policy instruments and policy
tools used for this paper. Public procurement is the activity, performed by public organisations, of
acquiring goods, services and works needed for performing their tasks and missions, by using
public funds. This use of tax payers’ money has led to public procurement being more heavily
regulated when compared to private purchasing (Arlbjørn and Vagn Freytag, 2012; Henriksen and
Mahnke, 2005). It is a complex transaction with high levels of functional demands and risks, and
thus requires certain capabilities (Edler and Yeow, 2016).
<< Figure 1 approximately here>>
In addition to the bottom-up approach to policy implementation, the paper aligns with the
resource approach, starting from the premise that the categories of instruments illustrate the
resources a government can use after it has decided to do something (Vedung, 1998). In this case,
the “do something” is the strive for innovation and preparedness. Through different policy
instruments, the policy goals should trickle down to the practice level, in this case procurement
practice, to be turned into action with the aim of reaching outcomes that are in line with the policy
goals.
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2.1 Innovation and public procurement
Innovation can be defined as an “idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an
individual or another unit of adoption” (Rogers, 1995, p. xvii). Innovations can be either outcome
innovations (i.e. material goods or intangible services) or process innovations (Borras and Edquist,
2013; Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia, 2012).
The idea of public procurement driving innovation has been explored by several authors (see
e.g. Edler and Georghiou, 2007; Edler and Yeow, 2016; Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia, 2012;
Georghiou et al., 2014). Georghiou et al. (2014) note that innovation policy aspirations in relation
to the use of public procurement have taken different forms; from exclusively targeting public
procurement to push innovation, to public procurement being situated and used as one tool only
within policies with broader remit.
Innovation-oriented public procurement can be portrayed in three different ways, namely
public procurement for innovation, public procurement of innovation and innovative public
procurement; these terms are often used interchangeably in the literature. For the purposes of this
paper, innovative public procurement refers to the way in which procurement is carried out while
public procurement of innovation is the activity of procuring something that fulfils the needs of
the procuring unit. This can refer to the placing of an order of something that does not yet exist
and thus needs innovation before it can be delivered (Borras and Edquist, 2013), or to the
procurement of items or services that are considered by the buying organisation to be innovations.
Finally, public procurement for innovation is herein considered to be public procurement that is
aimed to have effects outside of the purpose of the discrete purchase, in other words that is
deliberately aimed at achieving, promoting or enabling innovation.

2.2 Civil preparedness and public procurement
Civil preparedness can be described as the continued functioning of basic government
functions during emergencies or disasters in peacetime or in periods of crisis (NATO, 2016). It is
a strategy for trying to diminish the negative effects of specific anticipated scenarios (Perry and
Lindell, 2003). In the last few decades, the trend of disasters and their associated costs, has
increased (Munich Re, 2015; UNISDR, 2015a). At the 2005 United Nations World Conference on
Disaster Reduction, the Hyogo Framework for Action (UNISDR, 2005) adopted the term
resilience and highlighted risk identification and reduction, enhancement of early warning systems,
as well as reinforcement of disaster preparedness and response capabilities. The Sendai Framework
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for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR, 2015b) succeeded the Hyogo Framework and points to the
state as having a primary role in disaster risk reduction sharing in collaboration with stakeholders
from different levels of government and private organisations.
Procurement requirements in relation to emergencies need to account for e.g. sudden and
flexible demand and disruptions in critical infrastructure (Haavisto and Kovács, 2015). Involving
procurement before a disaster in meaningful ways is argued to lead to resilience and help a
community recover after the disaster (Atkinson and Sapat, 2012). The humanitarian literature
provides several examples of strategies for preparing for disasters, such as pre-positioning (Rawls
and Turnquist, 2010) and consolidation (Vaillancourt, 2015). However, Atkinson and Sapat (2012)
noted, despite the vast literature on public procurement, that the role of procurement practices prior
to and after disasters have been neglected in both disaster research and research on procurement.

3

Methodology

3.1 Data collection
The case sectors; healthcare, energy and water services; were purposively sampled by the
researchers and the agency in charge of coordinating preparedness through security of supply in
Finland, i.e. the National Emergency Supply Agency (NESA). The case sectors are considered
critical and should function always. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews with
92 interviewees, between May 2015 and June 2016 using the snowball sampling technique (see
Patton, 2002, p. 243). The interviewees came from different tiers of the sector supply chains as
well as from authorities and government.
<<Table 1 approximately here>>
Table 1 shows a breakdown of the informants by sector in which their participation was
snowballed, and their functional roles. It should be noted that some informants could fit in several
categories, but their functional roles were used for the purpose of this paper. Also, it should be
noted that “procurement unit” contains procurement professionals in local government, in
organisations providing public services (e.g., hospitals, water services works), or separate
companies owned by and procuring for public organisations.
An interview guide, covering the areas of public procurement legislation, processes and
practices; supply chain configuration and challenges; innovation triggers and challenges;
preparedness practices and challenges; and sustainability factors in procurement, was used in the
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interviews. The questions stemmed from the observed need to investigate how regulatory changes
might impact on procurement, and what the preparedness landscape looks like. In addition,
questions were added during the interviews in accordance with the interviewee’s background and
expertise. This approach allowed for a more natural flow of the conversation. The interviews were
recorded and transcribed, and the transcriptions sent back to the interviewees for a member check
to allow for clarifications. The terms innovation and preparedness were not pre-defined by the
researchers, but left open for informants to define.

3.2 Analysis
The analysis methods used for the purposes of this paper were inspired by both the Template
Analysis approach (e.g., Brooks et al., 2015) and general inductive analysis approaches (see e.g.
Thomas, 2006). The researchers developed a coding template with a priori themes from the
research questions, containing the following codes: policy goals, policy instruments, procurement
practices, procurement outcome and impacts on procurement. Contextual aspects was included
for case description. The analysis continued with the coding of interview data per this scheme. The
qualitative analysis software NVivo was used to organise the data. The coding template was not
iteratively revised throughout the analysis (as suggested by e.g., Brooks et al., 2015), since the
initial codes were considered sufficient, based on the researchers’ familiarity with the data after
having listened to and read the transcripts from the interviews several times. The interview data
were further categorised into the emerging themes that are presented in the findings section below.
In addition to the interview data, legal texts and publicly available information were used to
support the analysis.

4

The policy-practice gap

4.1 General overview of policy goals and instruments
This section presents the goals and instruments in Finland that were mentioned by informants
in relation to innovation and preparedness. The instruments are summarised in table 2.
<<Table 2 approximately here>>
In Finland, the public procurement rules are set out in the Act on Public Contracts (348/2007)
and the Act on public contracts by contracting authorities in the water, energy, transport and postal
services sectors (349/2007). These two acts have incorporated the EU’s directive (2004/18/EC) on
public procurement, and directive (2004/17/EC) on public procurement in the utilities (i.e. water,
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energy, transport and postal services) sectors. The autonomous area of the Åland islands has its
own procurement rules, also aligned with the EU directives. These directives were amended in
2014 (with Directive 2014/24/EU; Directive 2014/25/EU; and Directive 2014/23/EU) and were to
be incorporated in member states’ national legislation on public procurement by the 18th of April
2016. In Finland, the adoption has been delayed and the previous rules continued to apply while
interview data was collected.
4.1.1

Innovation policy goals and instruments
The new EU directives not only introduce innovation as a driver of future growth, but also

establish the innovation partnership procedure. This is intended to allow public organisations to
build partnerships with private companies to develop new products or services that the public
organisations can subsequently procure.
In addition to innovation being emphasised in legislation, the Finnish Funding Agency for
Innovation (Tekes) provides funding programs for innovation. 21 informants mentioned these
programs, but only two were categorised as procurers. The Finnish government under Prime
Minister Sipilä stated a goal in their government program that 5 % of all public procurement should
be innovative (Prime Minister’s Office Finland, 2015, p. 28). Six informants referred to it, all from
research, governmental or advisory institutions. There has also been a platform established to
provide tools for managing innovative public procurement (see www.innokyla.fi). However, this
platform was only mentioned by one informant on the government side, and by none of the
procurers.
4.1.2

Preparedness policy goals and instruments
In Finland, civil preparedness is talked about, principally, in terms of security of supply. On

a general level, it is in NESA’s interest to ensure that security of supply is accounted for in general
trade and industrial policy (NESA, 2013a). In practice, security of supply is ensured through
emergency stockpiling of essential materials, in reserve stocks, obligatory stocks and state-owned
stocks (NESA, 2013a). The general provisions on security of supply is written into the Act on
Security of Supply (1390/1992) (NESA, 2013b). Several informants also referred to additional
laws affecting their organisations in the areas of preparedness and response to crises, such as
obligations to store pharmaceuticals and fuels, as well as rules on roles and responsibilities in
emergencies and crises.
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It is not only the final distribution tier (e.g., healthcare provider) who is obliged to keep
safety stocks, but also wholesalers and distributors further up the supply chain may be required to
keep a pre-specified level in storage in case of emergency. They are compensated for the additional
expenses caused by the keeping of stock, but can also be penalised. The items falling under the
obligations are usually material continuously consumed in the sectors, and levels are based on past
consumption. In addition, NESA supports businesses’ voluntary preparedness measures by
providing tools for developing their business continuity management (NESA, 2013a).

4.2 General procurement practices
The rules on public procurement procedures ensure that public purchases are made in a
transparent manner so as to ensure fair competition and that contracting authorities get the best
value for taxpayers’ money (European Parliament, 2014b). Public procurement starts from a need
within the procuring organisation. The objects required to fulfil the need differ between the case
sectors, but the need is connected to the raison d’être of the public function or service. Thus,
healthcare procurement is ultimately aimed at saving lives and improving the health of the
population. The water services sector is concerned with the provision of healthy drinking water,
as well as a healthy environment through the treatment of wastewater. The energy sector, where
the procuring side is dominated by more commercial or semi-commercial actors compared to the
other two studied sectors, is vital for providing heat and electricity in the cold climate of Finland.
Uninterrupted distribution came out as a driver in the energy sector’s procurement of goods,
services and works.
A distinction can be made between agreement procurement for a longer period, and
purchasing for unanticipated needs. The first category incorporates off-the-shelf items
continuously used, as well as planned and strategic procurement. In all the case sectors studied,
the open and restricted procedures are the most commonly used. The procurement process usually
starts between two and six months before publishing the tendering announcement. The initial phase
of the process often involves reviewing documents used in previous procurement rounds
(especially for procurement of regularly consumed items and services), and/or by gathering
information about the object from end-users or through market research. Sometimes, potential
providers were said to have been invited to discuss the procedure and how to set the requirements,
before the procuring unit decides on the content of the final tendering documents.
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Competition and the most economically advantageous offer were stated to be the most
important principles to adhere to in procurement. The most economically advantageous offer
always contains a price factor, but also other factors such as sustainability, delivery times, or
usability can be included as aspects to consider when evaluating offers. Construction and
development projects exist in all sectors, but were more prominent in the infrastructure-heavy
water services and energy sectors. Thus, return on investment was reported as an important factor
in procurement decisions in those two sectors.
The second category includes purchasing when there is an unexpected change in the
environment, or an event (e.g., failing equipment or a patient with rare medical conditions), that
requires purchasing to be done with urgency and other methods than those provided in the
procurement legislation. In addition, solutions to the problem might not be available from current
procurement relationships or even the home market. The informants gave several examples where
the need for speedy purchasing had made the procuring unit search for possible solutions to the
problem at hand. In some cases, the search had resulted in something they called “an innovative
solution”, although it was something that already existed on the market, and not something
developed for the urgent need. In terms of preparedness, the interviewees also gave examples of
situations where a speedy procedure outside of the procurement framework had been used to
procure for preparedness when a sudden threat had come up, but it was still possible to procure
goods before the threat materialised.
4.2.1

Innovation-oriented procurement in the studied organisations
Finland has been described as one of the locations where populations are more inclined to

purchase and apply innovation (Edler and Georghiou, 2007). Innovation has been incorporated in
the new EU directives on public procurement, and already promoted in Finland via economic
incentives and other policies. But, many informants were uncertain what the new rules would mean
in practice for their work, and some even doubted they would make any difference at all:
“[The innovative partnership] is, or so it has been marketed at least, something new
and provides the possibility of innovating everything new, but actually when reading the
directive, I think it is quite stiff.” – Procurer in city government

Some informants expressed that the new regulation demonstrates to procurers that
innovation is encouraged, but several informants also claimed that existing legislative frameworks
had already given opportunities to achieve innovation, for those who understood how to use them:
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“The buyer must individually decide how to define what to buy, and the
procurement legislation just provides the techniques for enabling a competitive
procurement, it does not state what to buy.” – Government adviser
However, the interviews show that innovation is difficult to implement in procurement
practice. Even the understanding of the meaning of innovation varies between informants. Some
informants from research institutions stated that in Finland, innovation is often understood as new
technology or product innovation, while process, service, organisational, and system innovations
are more difficult to grasp. This statement seems to have support among informants on the procurer
side: innovation was often described by them as new products.
The sources of innovation were by many informants described to be on the provider-side.
Some informants talked about R&D projects within their own or other organisations, but there did
not seem to be a clear link between the outcome of such projects and input in the procurement
processes. Several procurers did not seem to see themselves having a role in or impact on
innovation. Innovation was also suggested by some to be a goal in conflict with competition, since
innovation entails that there is only one provider:
“If there’s a new innovation but only one supplier has it, then it’s a little bit
tricky because you might not want to pay [that premium], you can’t give a blank check
[because you want that particular innovation].” – Buyer in hospital district 2
As described above, the most common procedures in the studied sectors were the open and
restricted procedures, and once requirements have been set, they are not changeable. When it
comes to innovative ways of doing the procurement, the study showed diverse views, and some
informants seemed to be more open to doing procurement in a different way. The definition of
innovation is broad also in the procedural aspect, and even the setting of requirements in a different
way was considered as innovative procurement. At the same time, doing procurement differently
takes time and demands resources and knowledge, which is not available to all.
4.2.2 Preparedness-oriented procurement in the studied organisations
Preparedness is a method for diminishing the negative effects of unexpected events.
Stockpiling is one strategy for preparing for emergencies, and it was found that the availability of
supply is a main driver for many preparedness measures taken in the studied organisations. The
interviews indicate that civil preparedness is incorporated in the procurement system via the
obligation to keep stocks of certain items, and part of the terms for providers for doing business in
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Finland. In the case sectors, obligatory stock levels for pharmaceuticals and fossil fuels are partly
stored with regular stock, and replenishment is taking place through the first-in first-out principle.
Procurers have also used other strategies such as contracting, external expertise and networks
to deal with uncertainties, e.g., anticipated weather events, accidents and vandalism have been
accounted for in service agreements in the energy and water services sectors. Other means of
dealing with availability issues have been to include penalties in contracts for failure to deliver,
although some informants expressed that they would like to see improvements in providers’
service levels. In healthcare, interstate cooperation and quick response were seen to be vital when
there is need to prepare for a new global threat of a pandemic, and demand for certain
pharmaceuticals or supplies suddenly peak. Splitting the contract between multiple suppliers have
also been a way of hedging for disruptions and delays in deliveries.
Globalisation and centralisation of production have made availability of supply, especially
for critical bulk products, an even more important issue. Production costs have driven
manufacturing out of Europe, which means that transportation routes and delivery times get longer.
Several informants expressed that Finland might not be prioritised in case of shortages. Stockpiling
and multiple suppliers is therefore considered to be a must for the country.
A few informants also pointed out that some of the countries in which production of
components or products takes place are prone to disruptions. The supply chains have also become
longer, and the risk of counterfeit has increased. The procurers found it difficult to control for
supply chain disruptions or problems, but have tried to by including certifications and codes of
conduct in the tendering requirements. However, a couple of informants pointed out that
certifications are expensive and can thus prevent some providers to offer, or that they are overused:
“[The requirements] are kind of made for generic needs without really thinking
that is this requirement relevant for this service or product that we are now trying to
buy.” – Risk manager in service provider
Despite there being plans and structures in place for different scenarios, several informants
expressed that the overview is lacking, or difficult to interpret for their own daily work. In addition,
the automated preparedness was criticised for being backward-looking and sticking to oldfashioned infrastructures and technologies. Also, the supplier-side found the security of supply
obligations challenging and costly, and difficult to justify for their stakeholders. The issue of at
what tier in the supply chain emergency stock should be was raised by some procurers.
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4.3 Factors impacting on innovation and preparedness in procurement in Finland
This section lists the factors that were found to impact on achieving innovation and
preparedness in procurement in the studied sectors.
4.3.1

Application of rules and policies
The correct application of laws and policies was a major concern for many informants, and

many feared being sued in the Finnish Market Court[1], although only a relatively low percentage
of all procurements is taken to court (European Commission, 2014). Navigation within the
legislative frameworks requires knowledge and time, which is not available to all procuring units,
and legal advice is often needed when carrying out a more complex procurement, or when
procurement is done in a different way:
“I think the process is an obstacle to innovation and also, if you have to
concentrate on how to buy and how the process goes and how to avoid the Market
court, it doesn’t give you much time and resources to think what will be an innovative
way of doing this.” – Adviser in industry organisation
Some informants also expressed that they would like to see more guidance from higher
authorities.
4.3.2

Market realities
In the Finnish context, the number of suppliers and service providers varies from relatively

few in the water services and energy sectors, to many hundreds in healthcare. The number of items
procured was largest in the healthcare sector due to the complexity and variety of the services
provided, and the many support functions needed for the core operations (e.g., catering, sterilising
facilities and equipment, waste management etc.).
The EU promotes free movement of goods, services and people, but it was found from the
interviews that providers do not necessarily cross national borders. Different languages and
standards can make it challenging to move products or personnel between countries; examples of
obstacles given by informants were national construction codes and packaging information for
pharmaceuticals. What is more, some informants said that companies are discouraged by the heavy
procurement procedure or by previous negative experiences. It was also expressed that the
procured amount can be either too small for providers to bother, or too large for providers to
deliver.
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Another obstacle that can prevent new technology providers entering the market is legacy
infrastructure. Location also matters, and providers might be interested in serving only certain
(more lucrative) areas. Location and legacy can thus in practice mean that one provider has a
monopoly and therefore chooses not to bid, since they can expect to be given the contract anyway
after the tendering period has ended without bids.
Procurers have tried to deal with the lack of providers in several ways. Through market
research and networks such as industry associations and journals they can find suppliers to share
the tendering documents with directly when opening a new tender. Splitting the product range into
different categories have in healthcare been a way to make the tendering process more feasible for
category product providers. Discussions and meetings with potential providers before the
tendering documents are finalised have also been a way to make the requirements more aligned
with the capacity and capabilities of suppliers. To conclude with, procurers have needed to interact
with providers to widen the market and customise the procurement to fit providers’ capabilities.
4.3.3

Uncertainty of outcome
A more flexible and innovative way of doing part of the process, such as setting the

requirements, could not only be an innovative way of doing the activity, but also enable more
innovative solutions as an outcome of the procurement process (see Edquist and ZabalaIturriagagoitia, 2012). Rogers (1995) however claimed that innovations, despite offering new
alternatives potentially superior to previous practice, generate uncertainty since the individual will
not know for sure the outcome when choosing this novel alternative.
Procurement in the case sectors starts from a need or an expiring contract, but informants
said that it is both difficult and risky to write requirements openly or for something that does not
exist, or to enable both innovation and competition in the same procurement. Many procurers
seemed to find it easier to start from existing products and their functionality than outcome-based
requirements. Testing and piloting has been a way to get acquainted with new products, and can
alter the requirements. However, as previous research also shows, “excessively detailed
specifications set by the procuring agency limit the ability and creativity of potential suppliers to
provide innovative solutions to the challenge” (Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia, 2012, p. 1766).
Rapid development of certain products creates uncertainty about when the next thing will
come. Procurers have solved this by having shorter agreements for products with higher
development rate. It was also found that existing structures (physical or legislative) constrain the
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range of possibilities to procure something novel – so despite development taking place, the current
structures might not allow implementation of new things. The system changes required to allow
for new solutions are slow, and difficult to address by the procurers.
Quality was one other issue that came up as an uncertainty. The regulator has in many areas
been decreasing uncertainty by articulating mandatory requirements and standards in laws and
decrees. The functioning of the product through its lifetime has in some cases been solved by
procuring service agreements that includes the products only as a component of the contract. Safety
for the ultimate customers and staff came up especially in the healthcare and water services sectors,
and the procurer should gather feedback from end-users both before and after the procurement
decision, and follow-up the implementation of their decision.
4.3.4

Responsibility for achieving policy outcomes
Procurement is in Finland carried out on many different levels in the public sector, from state

government to municipalities. There has been a trend towards consolidating procurement by
creating buying consortia, or state- or municipality-owned enterprises that carry out the
procurement for its members or owners. Over the years, the procurement function has become
more professional and is often carried out by professional procurers, trained either in procurement
law and procurement practice, alternatively having subject-matter expertise and being trained for
the procurement profession (e.g., medical staff as procurers in the healthcare sector). However,
procurement is sometimes carried out by smaller units, and the professional background of the
individual(s) in charge of the procurement varies. The responsibilities for providing public service
in the best way (potentially innovative), being prepared for emergencies, and doing procurement
correctly were in most cases spread out in the organisation.
Fragmented expertise require communication and information-sharing. There are such
structures in place both for preparedness and procurement, and many of the procurers consult endusers through internal expert groups, but the communication and coordination takes time:
“We have meetings with the medical staff, because they decide what
requirements we should put [in the tendering documents]; they are the experts on how
to use the items.” – Procurer in hospital district 1
“All the background things that we do […]; we need to know a little bit
beforehand so that we can pose intelligent questions to the end-users.” – Buyer in
hospital district 2
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Several procurers had difficulties getting end-users to understand why purchasing must be
done through public procurement and to get their input in the process, either before tendering
documents are finalised or during evaluation of tenders.

5

Discussion and conclusions

5.1 Discussion
The paper aimed to give a deeper understanding of public procurement for innovation and
civil preparedness. It took a bottom-up approach to policy implementation, and focused on the
context of policy implementation and on the factors affecting the reaching of these goals.
The first research question, how are the policy goals of innovation and preparedness
implemented in procurement in Finland, was dealt with in section 3.1. It can be concluded that the
policy goals of innovation and preparedness have been implemented in Finland using different
types of instruments. The procurement regulation mentions innovation, although the meaning was
unclear to the informants. Preparedness has through other instruments than procurement
regulations been integrated into the systems.
The second question, how do public procurers procure for innovation and preparedness,
was dealt with in section 3.2. It was found that procurers may include aspects of innovation and
preparedness in what they are buying, but mainly as an add-on feature for certain items (e.g., new
requirements, or contracts imposing stock levels at supplier-end), or a separate stream of
procurement (e.g., R&D projects, emergency storages for certain items). The issue of preparedness
becomes rather a logistics management issue, instead of a strategic procurement decision.
Innovation was mainly seen among procurers as a new way of procuring (innovative procurement)
or as something being procured to fulfil a need (procurement of innovation) rather than
procurement being a means to promote, enhance or otherwise impact on innovation in a broader
sense (procurement for innovation).
The third research question, what factors impact on the achieving of these policy goals
through public procurement, was dealt with in section 3.3. The factors that were found to affect
the achievement of the policy goals of innovation and preparedness in the studied sectors were
application of rules and policies, market realities, uncertainty of outcome, and responsibility for
achieving policy outcomes. To conclude with, it seems to be difficult to incorporate both of these
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policy goals in public procurement in a strategic way, so that innovation and preparedness would
be outcomes of the procurement.
Next, the implications of the research will be further discussed.

5.2 Marrying innovation and civil preparedness in public procurement
Organisations should be able to respond to changes in their operating environment in order
to achieve their goals not only during "business-as-usual" but also in tumultuous periods (Hamel
and Välikangas, 2003). While one effect of innovation as a policy tool can be the support and
stimulation of demand that generates economics benefits for suppliers and supply chains (Edler
and Yeow, 2016), public procurement for innovation can also be used for mitigating the grand
societal challenges, for example global warming, tightening supplies of energy, water and food,
aging societies, public health, pandemics or security (Borras and Edquist, 2013; Edquist and
Zabala-Iturriagagoitia, 2012). It has also been argued that innovation should be part of the solution
when preparing for and responding to an increased number of and exposure to hazards (Obrecht
and Warner, 2016). Haavisto and Kovács (2015) state that highly turbulent disaster environments
require robust innovative goods and technologies that are suitable for the context.
Marrying preparedness and innovation is however not without challenges. Finland’s
geography and climate justify the keeping of safety-stock of critical supplies, but the current
practices are based on historical data and existing structures (both physical and legislative) and
leaves little room for innovation. Decentralised renewable energy production came out from the
interviews as one example that could bring both sustainability and security of energy (to some
extent), but is challenging due to lacking incentives for investment on the needed level (i.e.
individual buildings) and the electricity distribution system changes that would be required.
This study showed that there is a gap between the policy goals of preparedness and
innovation, and their implementation in the procurement practice in the studied organisations in
the healthcare, energy and water services sectors in Finland. The priority is first and foremost
related to the raison d’être of the organisation, instead of overarching policy outcomes, and
secondly competition in procurement and quality-price ratio of procured item, emphasised in
procurement legislation and guidelines. In crisis or emergency, both innovation and normal
procurement routines are easily pushed to the back for more urgent goals such as saving lives.
Civil preparedness aspects could provide evaluation criteria that improves the assessment of
suggested solutions.
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Presently, policy and regulatory responses for innovation and civil preparedness are dealt
with independently. Despite contingency plans and response structures being in place, the
challenge lies in having a holistic approach to preparedness and innovation, and communicating it
to all relevant parties. Considering the limitations in financial resources available to public
authorities, and that it is the same authorities involved in ensuring effective public service,
innovation and civil preparedness, dealing with these elements in an integrated manner only makes
sense. The implementation of innovation and preparedness as strategic goals in public procurement
would require a holistic approach, and changes in behaviour, as well as investments in procurers’
capabilities.

5.3 Limitations and future work
As with all research, there are some limitations to this work. To start, the findings are based
on interviews with only three case sectors. Nevertheless, the authors noted that the public
procurement regulations and processes were very similar in other sectors, making some of the
findings generalizable to other sectors.
Additionally, all the case sectors are in Finland. However, this does not limit the usability of
the results in other, especially EU, countries. The revised EU directives are for adoption in the
different EU member states.
A future direction of this work is to comprehensively map the civil preparedness supply
network and identify which points in the network can be used to introduce innovation effectively.
An additional direction is to study the differences in policy implementation between the sectors in
depth.
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Figure 1 Conceptual framework

Informant’s functional role
Advisory & Industry representation
Supervision and control/policy
implementation authority
Governmental
Procurement unit
Public service provider
Research
Supplier
Total

Energy

Sector
Health

7
5

1
6

Water Total
services
1
9
1
12

2
8
3
4
6
35

4
15
5
0
17
48

2
1
3
0
1
9

Table 1 Overview of informants
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8
24
11
4
24
92

Sticks

Innovation
 Regulations (EU, national,
regional) on procurement (e.g.
new rules making it easier for
companies to emphasise
innovation)
 Sector specific regulations (with
positive or negative impact)

Carrots



Funding programmes, e.g., Tekes
Smart Procurement, Smart Water

Sermons



5 % of all procurement to be
innovative (Sipilä government
program goal)
Innovation communities, e.g.,
Innokyla.fi



Preparedness
 Regulations (EU, national,
regional) on procurement under
urgency
 Obligation to have
continuity/preparedness plans
 General regulations on security of
supply
 Sector specific regulations
(positive or negative impact)
 Rules on roles and responsibilities
in preparedness and crisis
 Compensation for keeping safety
stocks
 Penalties for deviating from
agreed safety stock levels
 Information-sharing about
available supplies
 Advisory bodies
 NESA tools (NESA 2013a)
 Discussion forums

Table 2 Summary of policy instruments
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Disasters have been known to disrupt lives and livelihoods. Part of government's remit is to assess risks to society
as well as to assign diﬀerent, often specialised, agencies to address those risks. One consequence of such specialisation is the increase in interagency dependency, networked risks and the cascading eﬀects of events. It is
therefore necessary to assess and develop disaster risk reduction more comprehensively than previously and
from the inter-sectoral or interagency perspective, taking into account all the actors involved. In an empirical
study involving energy, healthcare and water services, 3 sectors vital to Finnish residents’ wellbeing, we aim to
contribute to the body of knowledge regarding interconnected risks and cross-sectoral cascades. We do this by
investigating the vulnerabilities in preparedness that may exacerbate inter-sectoral cascades as well as by answering how these vulnerabilities can be addressed.

1. Introduction
Disasters, regardless of origin, have been known to disrupt lives and
livelihoods. In addition to changes in climate, geopolitics and global
and local economies, there is also a complex interplay of the factors
underpinning extreme events, and the possibility of events triggering
other events. Today's highly interdependent systems are vulnerable to
failure at diﬀerent scales even when external shocks are absent, as the
underlying networks create pathways along which dangerous and damaging events can spread rapidly [1].
According to Helbing [1], hyper-risks arise from systemic risk that
results from increased connections between risks, in other words, networked risks. In such hyper-risk situations, a local initial failure could
cascade and, in principle, have colossal ramiﬁcations. These new and
more diﬃcult to prepare for risks and associated vulnerabilities are a
culmination of the increasing interdependencies between diﬀerent
systems. Perry and Quarantelli [2] go as far as writing about a risk
society were the global interdependence of human, natural, and technological systems can produce hazards and disasters. Examples of such
systems include global energy, food, water, health, communications,
ﬁnancial and supply systems, as well as their links to our ecosystems
and climate [1].
Threats can be looked at from the perspective of their cause, the
way they manifest themselves or their eﬀects [3]. While it is not

possible to counter all the eﬀects of a crisis or disaster, we can endeavour to reduce some of the impact. However, it can be more diﬃcult
to prepare for networked risk and any subsequent cascading failures
because in addition to the network of risk being more complex, the
network of actors preparing and responding to the risk is also complex.
Due to the involvement of multiple actors who all function with different initial goals, a potential cascade can be further ampliﬁed by manmade activities and decisions [4]. What is more, growing relational but
also technical interdependencies across actors and sectors further increase their vulnerability to cascading disruptions [5].
This study investigates aspects of preparedness for cascading crises.
More precisely, the emphasis is on the cross- or inter-sectoral interactions when assessing risk and mitigating for cascading eﬀects in three
sectors; water, energy and healthcare. With increased interdependency
and common systems, it is near impossible for a single sector to cope
with cascading events and eﬀects without coordination with neighbouring sectors and agencies. The emergency response in one sector
could mitigate subsequent crises and damages or may generate unexpected eﬀects in other sectors. Helbing [1] argues that the dynamics
of today's social systems will impact interdependent systems in a way
that will increase the probability of cascading failure growing larger the
bigger it gets – thus calling for strong eﬀorts to stop cascades from the
outset. Hence, it is critical for sectors and agencies to strengthen coordination in risk assessment, preparedness and mitigation.
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The work presented here is based, in part, on a 2-year research
project touching on civil preparedness and public procurement, that
included the healthcare, energy and water services sectors in Finland.
These are sectors considered as being vital to the wellbeing of Finland's
residents. The aim of the study is to further the understanding for crosssectoral cascades in crises with the following research questions:

purposively sampled after discussion and analysis of the project scope
by the Finnish National Emergency Supply Agency (NESA, the primary
project partner) and the project researchers. Respondents included individuals from diﬀerent agencies and organisations in the case sectors
whose work covered preparedness, procurement, legal, policy, and risk
portfolios. Initial respondents were identiﬁed together with the project
partner, and further respondents identiﬁed through recommendations
in interviews via snowball sampling. The study included 47 informants
from the healthcare sector, 36 from energy and 9 from water services.
The interviews lasted between 30 and 120 min, with most of them being
approximately 60 min long. The number of interviews in each sector
depended on the size of the sector (number of potential respondents),
the identiﬁcation of respondents through snowballing, and the reaching
of a saturation point in the actual data. Reaching a saturation point and
thereby consistency, together with the analysis of three sectors, also
assures the transferability of the study.
Interview respondents were asked to describe their sector and their
organisation, their job roles and preparedness processes and activities
in their sector and organisation. The answers provided included information on challenges and in some cases how respondents’ organisations or sectors were aﬀected by occurrences and circumstances in
other sectors and organisations. With the permission of the respondents, interviews were recorded and later transcribed. Transcripts
were sent back to the informants for member checks, and any feedback
and comments noted as such in the ﬁnal versions of the transcripts.
Furthermore, a draft report was sent to all respondents for fact check,
and a ﬁnal, public project seminar was used to gather any outstanding
comments on the analysis for the project report both from respondents
and the public, both to assure the credibility and conﬁrmability of the
study. Complementary information to augment the interviews was obtained from additional oﬃcial sources, especially the Security Strategy
for Society [3] and the National Risk Assessment [7]; publicly available
information generated and disseminated by diﬀerent government
agencies and private organisations; as well as from a review of the
existing disaster literature. This enabled the triangulation of data and
thus, also improved the credibility of the study.
For the purposes of this paper and to get an overall understanding of
the context in the interview data, the authors started by listening to
each interview at least once and then reading the transcripts several
times. When a researcher uses detailed readings of raw data to derive
frequent, dominant or signiﬁcant concepts or themes, or a model
through interpretations, it can be referred to as inductive analysis [8].
By starting out with this general inductive approach, the researchers
could get an understanding of possible themes and structures in the
data, and identiﬁed that informants were describing interconnections
between sectors, preparedness and vulnerabilities. This ﬁrst step was
necessary due to the amount of extensive and varied raw data. Thereafter, a coding scheme (Table 1) was developed and used to organise
the information from interviews and supplementary sources. The
coding scheme consisted of interactions and impacts within and between sectors, preparedness activities derived from literature, as well as
potential vulnerabilities. The qualitative analysis software NVivo was
used to support the coding.
After having coded the interview transcripts and documents, the
transcripts were read horizontally, i.e. the coded text under each theme
was read. The interactions and impacts within and between sectors
were arranged and condensed into the ﬁndings presented in Table 4. In
addition, it should be noted that some of the interconnections in the
table were developed by the researchers based on their analysis and
interpretation after reading all the material, and not only directly from
individual quotes by informants. The researchers also determined
whether the impact was negative or positive. The data organised under
the preparedness activities codes were further condensed into the
ﬁndings in Table 3.
Vulnerabilities were coded while reading transcripts but also during
the processes of organising interconnections and preparedness into

RQ1: What are the inter-sectoral vulnerabilities in preparedness that
may exacerbate cross-sectoral cascades?
RQ2: How can these inter-sectoral vulnerabilities in preparedness be
mitigated against?
UNISDR [6] describes vulnerability as “the conditions determined by
physical, social, economic and environmental factors or processes
which increase the susceptibility of an individual, a community, assets
or systems to the impacts of hazards”, while preparedness is “the
knowledge and capacities developed by governments, response and
recovery organisations, communities and individuals to eﬀectively anticipate, respond to and recover from the impacts of likely, imminent or
current disasters”. UNISDR goes on to note that a preparedness plan
“establishes arrangements in advance to enable timely, eﬀective and
appropriate responses to speciﬁc potential hazardous events or emerging disaster situations that might threaten society or the environment”
[6]. These are the working deﬁnitions used in this work.
In this paper, emergencies, crises and disasters are used interchangeably. The authors understand that there are diﬀerences in scale
and magnitude when deﬁning an emergency, a crisis and a disaster.
However, for the purposes of this paper, the focus is on preparedness
and cascading events and eﬀects, and not so much on their breadth and
magnitude of impact. The terms cross-sectoral and inter-sectoral are
also used interchangeably. The focus of the paper is on civil (not
military) preparedness, which in the Finnish approach includes actors
such as government, authorities, businesses, associations and individuals.
In investigating vulnerabilities in intersectoral preparedness, the
authors bring together information from the existing Finnish preparedness landscape in the form of semi-structured interviews with
experts from the case sectors describing their professional experiences
with preparedness; supported by documents outlining the risks Finland
faces; as well as descriptions of preparedness from the literature. We
sketch potential inter-sector vulnerabilities in preparedness that can
contribute to cascading crises. In other words, we seek to explore
sources of challenges arising from the absence of alignment in linking
preparedness activities in the case sectors.
Using real-world case sectors critical to a nation's wellbeing, the
authors show that unchecked cross-sector vulnerabilities in preparedness can lead to an aggregation of eﬀects and secondary crises. To a
lesser extent, we also seek to highlight the importance of a cross-sectoral view of preparedness as well as contribute to improving intersector preparedness planning.
After this introduction, we outline the materials and methods used
in the collection and analysis of data. Thereafter, we lay the foundation
for our research questions with a review of the literature on preparedness and associated activities to facilitate identiﬁcation of vulnerabilities in preparedness. We also brieﬂy describe crises and disasters and how they can cascade. We then introduce our ﬁndings
starting with the arrangements for preparedness in the Finnish context,
followed by cross-sector interactions, with the case sectors as examples,
and lastly the actual inter-sectoral vulnerabilities in preparedness and
how they can be alleviated.
2. Material and methods
Data for this work were collected mainly through semi-structured
interviews with experts and professionals from the named case sectors,
i.e. healthcare, energy and water services. The case sectors were
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themselves do not constitute a crisis or disaster; this comes about when
a risk or hazard event has destructive and damaging outcomes for organisations or for people. Quarantelli [10] suggested that there are
diﬀerent levels of crisis and that it is important to diﬀerentiate them as
this helps when it comes to the level or degree of planning and response. Depending on the scale and societal impact of an accident or
crisis, there can be an emergency, a disaster or a catastrophe.
The two concepts cascading eﬀects and cascading disasters have
gained increasing research interest in recent years [11,12]. The concepts are sometimes used interchangeably. Cascading can be understood using the analogy of toppling dominos, thus

Table 1
Coding scheme used for intersectoral interactions, preparedness and vulnerabilities in the
Finnish water services, healthcare and energy sectors.
Inter-sectoral interactions and impactsa
(interconnections speciﬁcally mentioned in
interviews or deduced from interview
responses)

Preparedness activities (extracted from the
literature – see chapter 3 that follows – and
as described by respondents and by
authorities charged with leading civil
preparedness activities)

– > Energy
• Energy
– > Health care
• Energy
– > Water services
• Energy
Health
care
care
• Health care ––>>Health
• Health care – > Energy
Water
• services
Water services – > Water
• services
services – > Energy
• Water
Water services – > Health
• care
interconnections
• Other
of risks and
• Knowledge
hazards or understanding

as a sequence of events in which each produces the circumstances necessary for the initiation of the next [13].
Cascading disasters has been described as interactions between primary and secondary hazards/processes, which form a network of hazard and/or process interactions [14]. Some authors distinguish between cascade initiating and cascade resulting events [15]. Pescaroli
and Alexander [16] further state that

of context
Disaster policy
Organisational or sector
disaster response
frameworks
Organisational structures
and processes
Scenario planning and
stress management
Roles and responsibilities
Coordination and
cooperation
Monitoring and detection
plans
Equipment (including
infrastructure)
Stockpiling
Contract management
ICT
Training
Preparing population
Vulnerabilities (problems or issues mentioned by informants and surmised as points of
vulnerability by the authors when analysing interview responses and reading
existing literature)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a

cascading eﬀects are the dynamics present in disasters, in which the
impact of a physical event or the development of an initial technological
or human failure generates a sequence of events in human subsystems
that result in physical, social or economic disruption.
The cascades may thus result in tertiary eﬀects [17], or the chain of
eﬀects may continue. Moreover, cascades can follow various adaptive
cycles in panarchies [18]. In short, cascading eﬀects should be considered as complex, multi-dimensional and constantly evolving.
Examples of cascading disasters in recent memory include the
eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in April 2010 and the Tohoku
earthquake in March 2011. The primary or physical eﬀects of the volcanic eruption were contained and yet civil aviation was greatly affected which in turn led to eﬀects on business travel, tourism, perishable food trade and even entertainment. The Tohoku earthquake's
propagated eﬀects were tsunami damage to a nuclear power plant
which led to radioactive contamination. In all, damage caused by the
initial event, in this case the eruption and the earthquake, was minimal.
However, both events had cascading eﬀects that, because of an interplay of diﬀerent hazards, risks and vulnerabilities made an already
complex situation even more complex.
Thus, increased understanding of the inter-connectedness between
sectors and an increased understating of networked risks and the possible cascades might mitigate the impact. Conversely, lack of understating and inadequate coordination and communication in preparedness might amplify impacts [19]. Helbing [1] writes that three
contributory aspects should be taken into account in understanding
cascading eﬀects in systems with networked risks,

The arrow marks the direction of the interaction or impact.

tables, since the vulnerabilities must be interpreted from the data as a
whole, as they connect to both aspects and stretches over diﬀerent
points in the data and are intersectoral. It follows therefore that the
vulnerabilities described herein were derived from a combination of
challenges described by respondents, information from existing literature on preparedness (Section 3), the authors’ knowledge in the areas of
disasters and humanitarian logistics and is in relation to sectoral interconnections and preparedness activities outlined by the organisations mandated with Finland's civil preparedness.

the interactions in the system, the context (such as institutional or
boundary conditions), and a triggering event

3. Preparedness and cascading failures

He further argues that while the exact timing of the triggering event
is often not predictable, the subsequent dynamics might be foreseeable
to some extent [1]. Preparedness could therefore aim to map cascades,
no matter what triggers them.

3.1. Networked risk and cascading disasters and eﬀects
Networked risk, or risk networks, includes connections between
risks [1]. They are subject to causal relationships that are spatial and
temporal [9]. The networked risk could result in having not just statistically independent failures, but interdependent, “cascading’” failures
in a network of interconnected system components [1].
The United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction,
UNISDR, deﬁnes a [societal] disaster as

3.2. Preparedness
The disaster management cycle comprises four main phases: reduction, readiness, response and recovery [20], and it can be concluded
that preparedness connects the pre- and post-disaster phases. Reduction
(mitigation) is designed to minimise the eﬀects of a disaster, while
readiness (preparedness) aims at planning on how to respond should a
disaster occur [21], in other words to save lives, minimise damage to
property and lessen the negative eﬀects of disaster. According to
UNISDR [6], response occurs directly before, during or immediately
after a disaster and involves the provision of emergency services and

A serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society at any
scale due to hazardous events interacting with conditions of exposure,
vulnerability and capacity, leading to one or more of the following:
human, material, economic and environmental losses and impacts.[6].
From these deﬁnitions, we can deduce that extreme events in and of
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public assistance. Recovery is the phase in which the immediate needs
of the aﬀected community have been met, and is therefore the stage of
restoring or improving of livelihoods, health and other aspects of a
disaster-aﬀected community.
In the preceding decades, we have advanced our understanding of
disaster risk and research shows that investment in preparedness activities can prevent or mitigate the eﬀects of a crisis or disaster more
eﬀectively than eﬀorts put into post-disaster operations [22]. Furthermore, many emergencies are not unexpected but are a result of interactions between the physical environment, the built environment and
the communities that experience them [23]. In the disaster literature,
there is a substantial body of work dedicated to guidelines, standards
and model planning procedures for civil preparedness activities. A lot of
this work is targeted at government agencies, civil servants and individual organisations and some of it even addresses speciﬁc scenarios,
for example, ﬂoods, earthquakes and hurricanes (see for example
[24–29]). Governments, especially local governments, have the potential to organise society with the goal of making people less vulnerable to
certain hazards, and for instance the United Nations’ ‘Hyogo Framework for Action 2005–2015’ [30] calls on governments to mainstream
disaster risk reduction considerations, for example by designing resilience into the planning procedures for major projects and works. This
means that government actions, or inactions, can contribute to population disaster risk exposure and vulnerability. Table 2 illustrates some
approaches to preparedness at diﬀerent levels, e.g. macro, organisational and training.
The speciﬁc activities involved in preparedness planning include
knowledge of risks and hazards; understanding of the context of these
risks and hazards; disaster policy; organisation or sector disaster response frameworks; clearly deﬁned roles; coordination; needed equipment and information technology; pre-positioned stocks; contract
management, training and scenario planning and stress management
[38–40]. Importantly, although previous research has shown that
planning is vital [41] in responding quickly and cost eﬃciently to crises
without compromising long term objectives such as sustainability and
quality [42], planning per se does not guarantee emergency preparedness and plans created with an abbreviated process might not be useful
in practice [40,43].
The aspects of preparedness planning listed so far might suggest that
agencies and organisations should engage in planning on their own,
however it is important to incorporate inter-agency and inter-sectoral
coordination [44]. For instance, in an example from healthcare, some
authors posit that hospitals are isolated in their emergency planning
and even go so far as to suggest that they may be the weakest link in
integrated preparedness planning [45,46].
Consequently, in consideration of the complexity brought about by
networked risks and the various organisations aﬀected by this, it is
imperative that organisations and sectors work together to map out,
prepare for and rehearse how to deal with cascading crises and disaster
scenarios.

by outlining preparedness and the activities associated with preparedness in Finland and in the case sectors (energy, healthcare and water
services), go on to describe the cross-sectoral interactions we identiﬁed
as well as their impacts; and conclude by combining primary and secondary data analysis to detail the vulnerabilities in preparedness and
how they can be mitigated against.
4.1. Overview of the Finnish preparedness system and activities
Finland has a comprehensive approach to preparedness, which
covers all levels of society and involves public administration at different levels, businesses, NGOs and residents in general. Civil preparedness is organised through formal delegation of responsibilities and
is mandated through laws and decrees, and is also facilitated through
cooperation and information-sharing in order to ensure the availability
of supplies and continuity of critical functions in strategic sectors
[3,47]. For instance, part of civil and emergency preparedness in the
case sectors is obligatory stockpiling coal and oil in the energy sector,
pharmaceuticals in healthcare and water puriﬁcation chemicals for the
water services sector.
Potential risks and scenarios are mapped out in policy documents
(See Appendixs A and B for more detail), as well as deﬁned at the organisational level. There are also other frameworks that guide actors in
preparedness and together with policies and internal planning clarify
roles and responsibilities, processes and structures, and cooperation and
coordination. Exercises are held regularly, both at the ministerial and
municipal levels, for speciﬁc types of responses or scenarios.
Pre-positioned stock is considered a very important aspect of
Finnish preparedness, especially because Finland lacks manufacturers
of critical goods within its borders. The National Emergency Supply
Organisation (NESO) is tasked with the overall planning of security of
supply. Auditing and supervision of preparedness mandates is taken
care of by speciﬁc agencies. Households are advised to stock essential
products in case of emergency, however, the extent to which this advice
is followed is unclear.
Table 3 provides an overview of the Finnish approach to preparedness. The table is not exhaustive, but includes information and
instances provided by informants and derived from supporting documents. Note that the ﬁrst column reﬂects the coding scheme developed
for this work, while the second contains the examples.
4.2. Identiﬁed cross-sectoral interactions and impacts
From Finland's National Risk Assessment, it is evident that the case
sectors share both risks and regulatory space. It was also clear from
descriptions given by respondents that the studied sectors are interdependent, meaning that they are mutually reliant. Interdependencies
exist when actions in one sector or organisation aﬀect another sector or
organisation.
Table 4 illustrates cross-sector interactions and impacts derived
from a combined analysis of the interview data and oﬃcial documents.
The interconnections are both how failure in one sector impacts on
another sector, as well as how actions in one sector have eﬀects in
another sectors that could potentially impact the risk level positively
(+) or negatively (-). The table thus do not only show the negative

4. Findings and discussion
In this section, we present our ﬁndings from analysis of interview
(primary) data and supporting (secondary) data/information. We start
Table 2
Preparedness planning approaches at diﬀerent levels and their elements.
Preparedness approach

Elements

Preparedness at a macro level
Preparedness at an organisational level

E.g. disaster policy, education of population [31,32]
E.g. coordination, deﬁning roles and responsibilities for decision making, organisational structures and processes, setting up
disaster response framework [31–33]
E.g. ICT, pre-positioned stocks, acquire equipment [31,32,34]
E.g. training personnel, create scenarios, develop detection plans, clarify roles and responsibilities [31,32,34–37]

Preparedness at the supply chain resource level
Preparedness at the training level
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Table 3
Preparedness activities and instances stated by informants or contained in supporting documents.
Preparedness activity

Instances mentioned by informants, or stated in National Risk Assessment or Security Strategy for Society

Knowledge of risks and hazards; understanding
context

To summarise: on the national level, many risks are deﬁned in the policy documents mentioned below. The majority of
informants mentioned some risks that their organisation face. They also talked about contextual factors that impact on their
organisation's operations, e.g. climate change, legislation, supply chains, competition, demography, etc.
International policies on disasters, preparedness and risks, e.g. the Global Health Security Agenda
State level policies on disasters, preparedness and risks, e.g. National Risk Assessment, Security Strategy for Society
Legislation on preparedness and response, e.g. Rescue Act (29.4.2011/379), Readiness Act (29.12.2011/1552)
Legislation on security of supply, in general (e.g. Act on security of supply (18.12.1992/1390) as well as sector-speciﬁc
(e.g. Act on obligatory stockpiling of pharmaceuticals 19.12.2008/797 and Act on obligatory stockpiling of imported fuel
28.11.1994/1070)
Sector-speciﬁc legislation containing rules relating to preparedness or response, for example the requirement in the Act on
water services (9.2.2001/119) for water works to develop a preparedness plan for disturbances, or the maximum amount
of hours allowed for interruptions in the electricity supply stated in the Electricity Market Act (9.8.2013/588).
Event speciﬁc policies, e.g. the Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on
Public Procurement rules in connection with the current asylum crisis (COM(2015) 454 ﬁnal); prioritised activities (e.g.
distribution of water puriﬁcation chemicals) in certain types of situations
International sectoral standards for safety plans, e.g. Water Safety plan and Water Sanitation plan
Sectoral guidance documents, including e.g. how to fulﬁl legal requirements of preparedness and response
Government (at diﬀerent levels) plans and guidelines (stating e.g. roles and responsibilities)
Organisational rescue plan, and readiness plan (for extra-ordinary circumstances, such as war, as deﬁned in the Readiness
Act)
Organisational risk management (e.g. crisis management forum, plans stating risk layers, responsibilities for managing
risks and scenarios)
Business continuity planning, including e.g. risk analysis (“every day risks”), scenarios, management, training
Organisational units responsible for risk management, security, safety, maintenance, etc.
Risk management at diﬀerent organisational levels and functions
Risk assessment and planning cycles
Localisation of emergency stock/equipment
Learning from previous events and their eﬀects, and developing processes and structures
Reporting and auditing, e.g. that safety stock requirements are fulﬁlled, water quality, etc.
Most critical services kept in-house
Reservation of staﬀ for response tasks
Scenarios are deﬁned both in disaster policies, and by organisations themselves
Most likely disaster scenarios for Finland as mentioned by informants: energy shortages/disruptions, disruptions in ICT,
supply chain disruptions, storms, ﬂoods, pandemic
Planning for scenarios include resources (facilities, ﬂeet, supplies, personnel), cooperation with others, procedures (e.g.
evacuation, communication), etc.
Prevention measures, e.g. vaccinations, putting electricity transmission lines into the ground instead of having aerial cables
Mandates, obligations and roles for preparedness and response as deﬁned in risk and preparedness policies and
strategies, in general and for speciﬁc scenarios
Mandates, obligations and roles as deﬁned in other policies and strategies, e.g. product safety
Roles and responsibilities as deﬁned in agreements
Roles and responsibilities as deﬁned internally in organisations
International cooperation and coordination, e.g. WHO, bilateral actions, etc.
Cooperation and coordination deﬁned beforehand in policies and strategies, for speciﬁc governmental levels, regions, or
scenarios, e.g. oil spills or radiation
NESO sectors and pools as fora for cooperation in security of supply, between public sector and industry
Coordination bodies set up for speciﬁc events, e.g. Ebola threat
Voluntary networks of organisations or professionals, or within industries or supply chains
Sharing of best practices
International centres, e.g. European Centre for Disease prevention and Control, collecting and analysing data
National centres collecting and analysing data
Early warning systems
Regular or automated measuring and analysis of e.g. water quality, radiation levels, blood samples; and alarm systems
Weather forecasting
Supply chain visibility
Market surveillance (in terms of medical goods and pharmaceuticals)
Professionals screening the global situation in speciﬁc areas
Redundancy, e.g. having multiple facilities of heat production connected to the same network; “loops” in the electricity
transmission network, double set of devices
Compatibility, e.g. enabling the use of diﬀerent types of fuels in the same production process, or use of diﬀerent
components
Taking preparedness aspects into consideration when constructing e.g. new facilities
Investing in quality, to avoid failures
Special equipment, e.g. facilities that can purify seawater; laboratories
Emergency equipment and safety gear at sites
Back-up systems, e.g. power generators, old technology, functioning wells
Radiation measurement equipment, weather forecasting equipment
Obligatory stockpiling, mandating both commercial and public actors to store a certain amount of speciﬁc goods.
Commercial actors are compensated by the National Emergency Supply Agency for costs incurred
In addition to obligatory stockpiling, agreements of keeping safety levels of critical goods are made between the National
Emergency Supply Agency (or other public actors such as municipalities) and commercial and public actors
Voluntary stockpiling of critical goods
Reservation of stock at supplier end
Having multiple suppliers in case of delivery problems (for critical supplies)
(continued on next page)

Disaster policy

•
•
•
•
•
•

Organisational or sector disaster response
framework

Organisational structures and processes

Scenario planning and stress management

Roles and responsibilities

Coordination and cooperation

Monitoring, and detection plans

Equipment (including infrastructure)

Stockpiling

Contract management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Table 3 (continued)
Preparedness activity

Instances mentioned by informants, or stated in National Risk Assessment or Security Strategy for Society
supplier base to decrease complexity
• Reducing
timeframes established in contracts
• Response
in case of failure to deliver
• Penalties
systems, that could e.g. isolate failures
• “Smart”
care systems to e.g. optimise ambulance routes
• Emergency
in monitoring and detection
• ICT
GIS
in
ﬂood
management
• ICT for continuity
management
• Exercises held in organisations
commercial and public), or involving multiple actors locally, regionally, nationally
• or internationally, for processes(both
(e.g. communicating in crisis) or for speciﬁc scenarios
Training
and
education
of
specialised
• National immunization program professionals
• Prenatal clinic (improved mortality rates)
• Preventive social and health services
• Civil defence shelters
•

ICT

Training

Preparing population

impacts and eﬀects, but also opportunities for reducing risk or impact,
since risk can also have positive impacts [1]. For instance, energy (heat,
electricity and fuel) is important for both water distribution and for
maintenance of the sewerage system, as well as for the health of the
population and patient care, but the production of energy and distribution of fuel also brings about some risks to water safety and health.
Disruptions in electricity supply aﬀect water pumping stations which
would in turn have an impact on the population's health due, for example, to leaking sewers. Then again, wastewater can be used as an
alternative source of heat and electricity production, thus there are
several loops between the water services and energy sectors and which
have links to health. In terms of health care, pandemics or local epidemics will aﬀect the water services and energy sectors because of staﬀ
being aﬀected. Interestingly, the Finnish health care system has a role
in discovering issues with contaminated drinking water, while at the
same time many health aspects could be measured in wastewater –
there are potential uses of data that could beneﬁt the health care sector.
Similar cross-sectoral dependencies and cascades occurring in other
countries (e.g. across water and health sectors) have been reported by
Pescaroli and Kelman [5].
In addition to networked and hyper-risks, the interdependencies
between the sectors make them more vulnerable to being aﬀected by

events in diﬀerent sectors. Again, a point of note is that some of the
interdependencies we documented are dynamic and complex and start
in one sector and in a classic case of toppling dominoes subsequently
aﬀect the other sectors
4.3. Inter-sectoral vulnerabilities in preparedness
The analysis showed vulnerabilities in preparedness, which if left
unchecked, could worsen and propagate a crisis situation were it not
contained. It is worth mentioning that in this paper these vulnerabilities
are not ranked in any way. In addition, the vulnerabilities are listed
separately but can sometimes be connected.
4.3.1. Increasing interconnectedness and complexity
The Finnish National Risk Assessment states that
“most vital functions in society rely on data transfer, electronic databanks and IT systems. Most services in society are interlinked with
electronic services.” [7].
This is also in line with established research results, that have
shown that most critical infrastructure services rely on electricity and
ICT systems [15]. Despite dependence on energy and ICT being

Table 4
Sectoral interdependencies and potential cascading eﬀects with positive (+) and negative (-) eﬀects.
Energy
Energy

Water
services

•
•
•

Energy-eﬃcient solutions have decreased electricity
consumption (+)
Renewable energy sources may have impacts on energy
transmission and storage systems (+/-)
The use of multiple sources for heat and electricity, and
transferability between heat and electricity depending
on demand, could potentially impact on the sector (+)

Water services

•
•
•
•

sludge is used to produce biogas, that can be
• Wastewater
•
used for heat and electricity production (+)

Water services are dependent on
uninterrupted electric power for treatment,
reticulation and running of plants (-)
A nuclear power plant accident would
impact on drinking water safety (-)
Gas stations have at least in the past
contaminated ground water (-)
Using farm waste to produce energy
beneﬁts water protection in farming areas
(+)
Untreated wastewater, especially if
released into the environment, has impacts
on the water services sector (-)

Health care
is very important for the
• Heating
population's health in the cold climate of
Finland (-)

from nuclear accidents will have
• Radiation
impacts on the population's health (-)
of wood for heating in households
• Burning
has health impacts (-)
heating and warm water is crucial
• Electricity,
for patient care (but hospitals should be
prioritised in case of shortage) (-)

water and the sewage system is
• Clean
crucial for patient care (-)
can damage infrastructure, which in
• Floods
turn can lead to pollution of drinking water
(-)

Health care

• Pandemics inﬂuence all vital sectors in Finland (-)

epidemics (local) happens in
• Waterborne
Finland every year (-)
care providers are prioritised in case
• Health
of problems with water supply (+)
Pandemics where many people are oﬀ work
• can
cause even more health-related

inﬂuence all vital sectors in
• Pandemics
Finland (-)
problems (-)
health aspects could potentially be
• Some
lifestyle choices impact the
analysed from wastewater (+)
• Individuals’
The health care sector might be ﬁrst to
health care system (+/-)
• discover
contaminated drinking water (+)
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acknowledged as a risk, it was evident from data that many organisations and society at large show a move towards increasing interconnectedness and complexity, through digitalisation, mobile technology, automation and globalisation of supply chains. As an example,
landline phones are disappearing, and disturbances in electricity distribution, which is highly connected to ICT, would then aﬀect detection
and response systems and processes in at least some of the organisations
that included in our study.
Not only are commercial actors and providers of public services
becoming more embedded in networked systems, households are also
becoming more dependent, since cost-eﬃciency and environmental
concerns are driving them to connect to e.g. centralised water supply
and sewage systems instead of having their own wells and sewage
tanks. As much as the primary responsibility rests with municipal authorities, this raises the question regarding what is asked of individuals
as their contribution in the larger preparedness scenario.
Transportation is also becoming more and more important in society as cost-eﬃciency concerns are driving lower inventory levels
within supply chains as well as centralisation of production to fewer
sites worldwide. Transportation is on the other hand dependent on
availability of fuel. There were several informants that raised the concerns of how distribution of critical materials, e.g. pharmaceuticals,
water treatment chemicals, and transportation of people is organised in
case of disturbances in transportation. Many organisations have
equipment for burning fuel for electricity and heat production, but then
they are dependent on transportation and allocation of that fuel – our
data did not however provide information on how prioritisation is done
or fuel allocated in case of a fuel scarcity. We can however conclude
that disruptions in transport services or infrastructure could easily
trigger a crisis in one sector that could ﬂow to other sectors, e.g. if
healthcare personnel cannot get to work to treat patients, or if chemicals needed in water puriﬁcation processes cannot be delivered.

maintenance services is often outsourced with response windows deﬁned in the contracts, but otherwise very few informants talked about
preparedness in terms of staﬀ. This raises several questions, e.g. how do
key personnel get to work in case of a shortage of fuel for transportation? Are there back-up staﬀ for other critical support services?
4.3.3. Focus on core competencies and speciﬁc events or risks
The informants in the study demonstrated understanding of the
context in which their organisations operate and what the potential
risks are. However, as some of them pointed out, not all risks can be
taken into account, but instead they need to prioritise. Also, plans seem
to be made for singular events, while scenarios in which several failures
happen simultaneous are considered to a lesser extent. As the Finnish
society is based on specialisation, professionals may plan for the core
activities of their organisations (e.g. medical doctors plan medical
preparedness) but the continuity of supporting services and infrastructure, and how that impacts on the core competence, may not be as
well thought through:
“we have specialists for these diseases and they are screening the situation globally [in terms of inﬂuenza] all the time […] but the problem has
been that they start to plan medically, they are doctors and nurses, [but]
they don’t kind of remember the garbage [handling, which if left unhandled could easily pile up and worsen an emergency situation if the
waste is contagious] and the self-evident stuﬀ, because that is not in their
focus. The planning should be more holistic” [Hospital security oﬃcer]
Planning for speciﬁc, contained events without considering failures
in supporting and vital services may have negative impacts in case of
cascades.
4.3.4. Privatisation of public services and organisations
As in other parts of the world, public organisations in Finland are
faced with the pressure to do more with less resources, which can lead
to their being driven by the bottom line. Finland has had instances of
public functions and services being privatised for cost-saving reasons.
Some informants raised concerns whether privatisation or outsourcing
aﬀects security of supply because of operations being transferred to
commercial operators, in terms of e.g. ferry-connections in the archipelago, production of vaccines, energy production, and energy transmission. This raises the question of oversight, i.e. whether private
companies should be controlled or left on their own to take responsibility for preparedness and for the viability of the Finnish population.
This is especially pertinent if SOEs are taken over by foreign businesses.

4.3.2. The people factor
A signiﬁcant aspect of preparedness is social, i.e. it is dependent on
people, both as individuals and as parts of a larger system. It is people
who assess risk and decide on which preparedness activities to invest
resources in. As could be seen from Table 3, the Finnish comprehensive
approach to preparedness means that most types of preparedness activities are quite extensively covered, but the data also showed that
diﬀerent activities, e.g. stockpiling of critical supplies, infrastructure
and equipment maintenance, and policy development, is distributed
over diﬀerent functions and levels in organisations as well as society. As
pointed out by informants, the holistic overview could therefore suﬀer,
not only in between sectors, but also within each sector. As one informant expressed it

4.3.5. Governance
Despite the existence of plans, there appears to be a gap between
planning as well as implementation at diﬀerent government levels, that
is, state, regional and local. It was observed that state plans are often on
a high level, while local, organisational and functional eﬀorts are more
scenario and context speciﬁc. However, for plans that are meant to
complement each other depending on the scale of a crisis, there needs
to be a better bridge between these plans:

“when we try to deal with this complexity [referring to political risks,
cyber threats, future energy systems], do we really have people who
understand this whole thing, from diﬀerent disciplines, that's the problem” [Scientist (snowballed in the energy sector)]
Additionally, several informants pointed out that it is a strength that
there are relatively few people involved in preparedness and crisis
management in Finland, which makes it easy to coordinate and form
task forces in case of an event. At the same time however, this fact
makes the system vulnerable, especially since the Finnish workforce is
highly specialised and could be diﬃcult to replace. In normal times,
even personal vacations can slightly obstruct response to small-scale
disruptions or unexpected events. In case of emergency, some decisions
may be in the hands of very few professionals. In the long term,
Finland's demography with an aging population may at some point give
rise to a shortage of experts and professionals needed for preparedness
and response, and a loss of tacit knowledge, especially in relation to
older infrastructure and system that could still be important as backup.
It was evident from the interviews that the supply of critical goods is
prepared for through obligatory or voluntary stockpiling, and

“the problem is that the capabilities are not the same everywhere. We
have a quite sort of fractured system which is very bottom-up, which is
good in a way, but anything that is rare and seldomly happens and still
requires resources is diﬃcult to manage from that way up. […] we have
a law which allows for fairly good sort of comprehensive view, but those
districts are very diﬀerent in size also, […] or they all want to be their
own masters, which is the whole idea with the decentralised governance,
but for preparedness that's a bit of a problem” [Expert in infectious
diseases]
Informants pointed out that state plans are often on a rather general
level, while local actors would want more speciﬁc guidance. At the
same time, at the local level, involvement in preparedness activities
may vary, both in terms of actors, resources and intensity. It is further
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pointed out in the Security Strategy for Society [3] that regional administration needs to have their preparedness tasks further deﬁned and
developed. It can be concluded that although the Finnish preparedness
approach establishes roles and responsibilities, and emphasise cooperation between diﬀerent types of actors, there are still challenges in
translating objectives to practices at the local level.

are still incentives to use current, non-renewable sources until the end
of their lifelines while investments in renewable energy or alternative
sources of heat and electricity could be better incentivised. That goes
especially for the facility level, to enable security of heat and electricity
supply through alternative measures. Water scarcity has not really been
considered as a potential problem in the Finnish setting, but changing
weather patterns may have impacts on Finnish drinking water availability, energy production and the population's health. Decentralised
energy production and water supply should be considered, as well as
new forms of health services provision.
Secondly, and relating to Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, preparedness can
be improved by focusing also on human resource management, having
back-up staﬀ, and maintaining competence. Existing networks are
good, and while they have some weak areas that should be improved,
newcomers need to be introduced to these networks and processes.
Also, cross-sector networks is an area that could be strengthened. On
the local and individual level, preparedness must be emphasised, so
that households and communities have capabilities to deal with events
and understand their roles and responsibilities before, during and after
occurrence. A challenge is to foresee possible scenarios, plan for those,
while still taking the unknown into consideration. The Finnish disaster
policies highlight importance of cooperation and coordination, and
some informants also pointed out ﬂexibility by using professional
knowledge and management – this is a pillar to continue strengthening.
Thirdly, privatisation and outsourcing has led to the provision of
public services by a network of public, private and non-governmental
entities. The vulnerability in this case is the complication in ensuring
that preparedness activities across these diﬀerent entities are harmonised. The authors advocate that when privatising public services and
facilities, the assessment needs to include an inter-sectoral preparedness aspect. The government has already managed to identify some of
these vulnerabilities and tried to close the gap somewhat through legislation and by using the National Emergency Supply Organisation
setup, which involves industry in sectoral preparedness development,
for example. A more detailed understanding of the system and links
should be included in such an assessment. Furthermore, detection of
inter-sectoral risk as well as collaboration should be designed into any
assessment at the outset.
Another aspect that should be considered is the link between
written plans, planning and training speciﬁcally for diﬀerent scenarios
and diﬀerent types of threats. Additionally, the linkage of these elements is in the process by which they come about, that they are each
just one part of a whole process and should not be developed and used
in isolation. Having written emergency plans is not in itself an indication of being prepared to handle an emergency, crisis or disaster. It
should be understood that while the planning process should happen all
the time, written plans represent the situation at the time the plans
were written. In addition to constant planning and revised written
plans, training helps to test the ﬁrst two elements. More emphasis could
be put on identifying the subsequent dynamics (which could be foreseeable) and focusing less on the triggering event (for which the timing
is often not predictable), as suggested by Helbing [1].

4.3.6. Future systems and risks
As pointed out earlier, energy supply is crucial for most other vital
services. Renewable sources of supply, such as water, wind and sun,
especially if produced close to or at the user facilities, is considered to
on the one hand increase security of supply since domestic capacity
increase, while at the same time those sources of energy are more volatile. Other sources of energy or fuel is burning of waste or turning
industrial process outputs into biofuel, but informants also pointed out
that the mass is not great enough for large scale production. Climate
change may also bring new challenges to the sectors.
Several informants also expressed the view that the security of
supply obligations (in terms of imported fuel and pharmaceuticals), are
old-fashioned and do not reﬂect how privatisation, or even developments of business in general, have changed the landscape. The same
informants recognised the importance of keeping stocks in Finland, but
were not satisﬁed with the current practices in place. For example, the
obligation to store fuel that equals past consumption for security of
supply does not cover domestic producers, only imported fuel. On the
other hand, it is not easy to store large quantities of electricity using
current technologies, which makes it crucial to have fuel in stock.
4.4. Mitigating for vulnerabilities for improved preparedness across sectors
As stated earlier in this work, preparedness can be portrayed as the
connection between the pre- and post-disaster phases of the disaster
management cycle. This illustrates the importance in being prepared; in
the preparedness phase, we aspire to formulate plans for our response
to a crisis or disaster. Consequently, in this section, the authors show
how identifying and mapping the vulnerabilities in inter-sectoral preparedness helps to devise mitigation actions, these mitigation actions in
turn may contribute to improvements in preparedness plans, diminish
the eﬀects of crisis and also enhance response. Mitigating cascading
eﬀects ensures that resources that could have been used in response to
secondary crises can be used for other essential things resulting in more
eﬃcient use of resources, while crisis containment can result in a
shorter recovery time which beneﬁts both the agencies involved as well
as society in general. Lastly, as a contribution of this paper to the body
of knowledge on disaster risk reduction, in this section we also propose
measures to overcome some of the vulnerabilities in intersectoral preparedness.
Diﬀerent interview respondents pointed out the importance of the
interconnectedness between energy (especially electrical energy), ICT
and civil preparedness as a whole (see Section 4.3.1). This is in step
with increasing computerisation and automation of numerous functions
in the case sectors, with some of these functions forming part of the civil
preparedness landscape. Accordingly, the importance of and reliance on
ICT and energy as a vulnerability in inter-sectoral preparedness needs
to be pointed out. Part of the solution for this dependence on electricity
and ICT is to incorporate manual back-up processes in preparedness.
This is in line with the recommendations by Helbing [1], to have “at
least one backup system that runs in parallel to the primary system and
ensures a safe fallback level”, that is designed and operated according
to diﬀerent principles than the primary in order to avoid a failure of
both systems. At the same time, future systems and risks need to be
better accounted for in preparedness as shown in Section 4.3.6.
For energy, reduced dependence on imported energy while still
adhering to international agreements is something that needs to be
considered. However, due to what is considered a low electricity price,
large investments in the energy sector are diﬃcult to justify, and there

5. Conclusions
From the information presented in this paper, it is apparent that
investment in preparedness pays oﬀ. However, as it is not easy to demonstrate how many lives haven’t been lost or the extent to which society hasn’t been aﬀected, preparedness is overshadowed by solving
immediate problems and not those that are hard to imagine, let alone
see. This work, using case sectors in Finland, sought to explore the
potential sources of administrative challenges and vulnerabilities
emanating from the omission of alignment of preparedness activities in
public agencies. These agencies are partly interconnected by their
shared risks, shared regulatory space and shared resource allocation.
Therefore, one contribution of this work has been to re-emphasise
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that for investments in preparedness, monetary, temporal or otherwise,
it is often diﬃcult to justify the added value of preparedness activities
as agencies carry out their day-to-day mandate.
Preparedness for networked risks and cascading eﬀects requires the
involvement of multiple stakeholders, each with their own competing
interests, instead of preparedness in functional and sectoral silos. A
good starting point would be by stakeholders trying to understand the
bigger picture and their role in it. Furthermore, to be better prepared,
we need to ﬁrst understand the system we have now and how it works
as well as investigate future needs and how the population could be
better served. Recognising interdependencies and potential cascades
across sectors is an important ﬁrst step; next, they need to be actively
considered in preparedness, and preparedness planning activities. In
this we echo Holguín-Veras et al. [40] call for plans that allow for the
easy integration of suppliers, third parties, and even outside help. Also,
considering that cascades may vary in impact, preparedness activities
need to consider various scales of disasters and their incident evolutions. Apart from preparedness planning, Thapa et al. [48] suggest to
mitigate cascades of e.g. power failures through targeted mitigation by
improving network reliability and reparability at critical nodes.
It is clear though that preparedness should be an active, ongoing
eﬀort. Finland already has the foundational plans and structures, involving governments, private organisations and the general population,
used in the management of everyday aﬀairs. What is required is an
additional comprehensive and coordinated way to engage in all parts of
the disaster management cycle. The importance of continuous preparedness endeavours cannot be overstated, especially in light of a
likely further increase of interdependencies with regards to critical infrastructure and technology [5].
Complementary to written or documented plans, the authors propose that any preparedness and mitigation measures should include a
social aspect. In a similar vein, Helbing argued that more emphasis
should be put on social systems [1]. This is because, with the involvement of humans, crisis and disaster management can be considered
social processes. The characterisation of social functions and interdependencies, e.g. deﬁned roles, responsibilities, interdependent processes, structures and systems, should be included as a fundamental
part of the national capability to deal with crises and disasters.
Each state and organisation has their own approach to preparedness, and diﬀerent levels of resources to deploy in their preparedness
activities. One could argue that each case is unique, and indeed also the

Finnish approach has some unique features – especially the obligation
on commercial actors to keep security stocks in the country. The underlying paths of interdependencies, and the inter-sectoral vulnerabilities, should however be possible to ﬁnd also elsewhere. Finland
prepares for security threats both nationally and as a member of the key
European and global co-operation structures and organisations, and
international agreements play an increasingly important role [3]. This
should be true also for other nations, especially within the European
Union where policies aﬀect all member states, markets are interconnected, and risks are deﬁned on a European level.
5.1. Limitations of the study and avenues for further research
As with every academic study, this one also has its limitations. One
limitation is that only three sectors were included, this is due to time
and funding constraints. However, the case sectors are considered critical to Finland's wellbeing and link to other sectors not explicitly
sampled. Another limitation is that the case sectors were all from
Finland, however, as Finland is part of the EU and is involved in collaborative eﬀorts with other member states, some of the information is
generalizable to other EU member states. Lastly, the national risk assessment, and some of the scenarios described there were not speciﬁcally asked about in the interviews.
Finland is often considered an “island”, logistically speaking, but
this in part also applies to the country when facing a disaster, or preparing for one. Cross-border cascades are not much in focus. However,
the interconnectedness is not conﬁned to sectors alone, as disruptions
can also cascade through global supply chains. More research is needed
to address those types of disruptions and their implications.
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Appendix A. Wide-ranging events aﬀecting society and serious regional events as deﬁned in Finland's National Risk Assessment [7]
Wide-ranging events aﬀecting society

Serious regional events

Serious disruptions in energy supply
Risks in the cyber domain

Extensive rapid ﬂooding in or around urban areas
A serious chemical accident or explosion at a plant handling dangerous
substances
A major maritime accident
A major aviation accident

Serious human infectious diseases, worldwide and in our vicinity
A security policy related crisis which directly or indirectly aﬀects
Finland
A severe nuclear accident in Finland or in our vicinity
A 100-year risk scenario for a solar storm

A major rail transport accident
A major road traﬃc accident
Several simultaneously occurring major forest ﬁres
A major building ﬁre at infrastructure critical to society
An extensive or extended disruption in water supply
A large-scale winter storm followed by a long cold spell
A severe thunderstorm
A terrorist act or terrorism targeting Finland
A serious act of targeted violence
Violent, large-scale civil disturbances
A mass inﬂux of migrants
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Appendix B. The threat scenarios deﬁned in the Security Strategy for Society [3] for securing the functions vital to society, and possible
causes1
Threat scenarios
» serious disturbances in the power supply
» serious disturbances in the telecommunications and information systems – cyber threats
» serious disturbances in transport logistics
» serious disruptions in public utilities
» serious disturbances in food supply
» serious disturbances in the ﬁnancial and payment systems
» disruptions in the availability of public funding
» serious disturbances in the health and welfare of the population
» major accidents, extreme natural phenomena and environmental threats
» terrorism and other criminality that endanger social order
» serious disturbances in border security
» a political, economic and military pressure
» the use of military force
Possible disturbances
» Disruption in the availability, transmission and distribution of electricity
» Disruptions in the functioning of telecommunications and information systems
» Damage in the ICT infrastructure
» Disturbance in the nation-wide radio and television broadcasts
» Transport disruptions
» Disruptions in the availability of imported fuels
» Disruption in the fuel supply
» Disruption in the supply of nondurable consumer goods
»Disruption in the water supply (incl. wastewater management)
» Disruption in waste management
» Failure of district heating
» Failure of ﬁnancial transactions
» Disruption in the availability of cash
» Collapse of the credit rating of the state and municipalities
» Downfall of the solvency or reinsurance cover of an insurance company
» A pandemic or other widespread outbreak of serious infectious disease
» A serious animal or plant disease outbreak
» Mass extinction of species
» Declining conditions in primary production
» Widespread contamination of soil or waters
» A storm or ﬂooding and a dam disaster
» An accident relating to CBRNE hazards
» Land, sea or air traﬃc accident
» An accident aﬀecting Finns or action taken against them abroad
» A terrorist attack or a clear threat thereof
» A criminal act that widely endangers the population
» A criminal act that widely endangers functions in society
» Jeopardised border security
» Major inﬂux of asylum seekers
» Adversely inﬂuencing the State's capability to function
» Disruption in foreign trade
» Threatening with WMD
» Information operation
» Provocative violation of territorial integrity
» An armed incident
» The use of military force attempting to surprise
» A large-scale use of military force
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processes. The thesis includes publications focusing
on legal processes in the justice system and public
procurement processes and preparedness in the
health care, energy, and water services sectors in
Finland. The thesis author applies the pragmatist
paradigm and an abductive reasoning process.
The empirical studies and the publications were
explorative and used qualitative research methods.
Data consisted of semi-structured interviews and
documents, analysed with qualitative analysis
methods such as coding template and general
inductive analysis.
This thesis uses the “public value framework”
originally popularised by Mark Moore to further
the discussion of how to integrate SCM with public
value and societal outcomes. The framework
is intended to focus managerial attention on
the elements (and alignment) of public value,
the authorising environment, and operational
capabilities. For SCM research that intersects with
policy and regulation, the public value framework
provides building blocks that are necessary for the
consideration of societal outcomes such as justice
(for maintaining a social equilibrium in society), civil
preparedness (for resilience at a societal level), and
innovation (for future growth).
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The public sector is under pressure to do more
and better with less. The government and its
agencies cannot solve today’s complex problems
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